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Dear Design Professional
Access is a civil right. That principle, which has already
shaped how the MBTA designs and operates its system, is now also
clearly stated in law. The Ameri ca ns with Disabilitie~ Act,
passed into law during the summer of 1990, joins Massachusetts
law in ensuring access to all of our system and will surely
increase the awareness of, and demand for, that access.
Good access is also good design.
Stations that are safe,
convenient and pleasant to use, for all our passengers, is the
obvious goal whether one is designing and building a new station
or renovating o ne of the oldest transit stations in the country.
As these guidelines make clear, a cce ss features help produce
stations that are more "user friendly,· not only for those with
disabilities but also for parents with children, for infrequent
users of the system and, at some time or another, for most every
rider of the T.
Good access is an integral part of the T's commitment to customer
service. This is why you will find in this volume, along with
how, where and whe n to meet minimal state and federal access code
requirements, guidance on ho w to broaden and enhance access so
that using the T can become as natural and important source of
transportation for disabled customers as for our other 660,000
daily riders.
In publishing t hes e guidelines for access, a first in the transit
industry, the MBTA makes this commitment: America's oldest
transit system will soon be one of the most accessible. We look
forward to working with you toward this goal.

;::r~-re=--Thomas P. Glynn
General Manager
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The MBTA is committed to providing a transit system accessible to all people. To accomplish that goal, the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) has commissioned this
MBTA Guide to Access to provide assistance to consulting
architects and engineers as well as to MBTA staff.

Everyone benefits from a barrier-free transit system because
almost everyone experiences a disability at some time. In
Massachusetts there are over 800,000 individuals who have a
significant physical or sensory limitation. Many others are
temporarily handicapped by illness, pregnancy, age, or injury.
Parents pushing strollers or people carrying luggage also
benefit from thoughtful, accessible design. Chances are that at
some point in your life accessible design won't be for
" them"-it will be for you.

Who Benefits
from
Accessible
MBTA
Stations

Often we are unaware of who around us has a disability because the disability is not visible. We cannot "see" someone's
arthritis, poor eyesight, hearing loss, or heart condition. Hence,
many more people are in need of accessible design than one
might think. Accessible design is much more than design for
people using wheelchairs.
The number of people with disabilities who can participate in
community life is increasing because of improved medical care
and rehabilitation techniques, and increased longevity. More
people with disabilities are living independently because living
and working environments are finally being made accessible.
Accessible public transportation plays a vital role in enabling
people with disabilities to work and to participate fully in
community life.
Architects, landscape architects, engineers, cost estimators, and
contractors will find this book helpful because it defines the
MBTA's expectations for a barrier- free transportation system.
Development and construction staff at the MBTA and consumer review bodies can use the Guide to review projects and
drawings for accessibility features.
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Who the
Guide is For

What's in
the Guide

The Guide [0 Access is a reference manual for designing and
operating heavy rail and commuter rail stations. Based on both
state and federal regulations, the Guide references the Rules
and Regulations of the Massachusetts Architectural Access
Board (MAAB 1987) and the Uniform Federal Accessibility
Standards (UFAS 1984). The Guide does not replace those
regulations. Rather, it explains how and why the regulations
must be met, and who benefits from their implementation.
Tn addition, there are some accessibility requirements in the
Guide that have been issued by the META. The intent of the
MBTA's requirements is to encourage designers to move
beyond simple code compliance and to thoroughly integrate
barrier-free concepts into their design projects.
Please note: To keep this guidebook current, addenda will be
issued by the MBTA as needed. Where changes or additions
are anticipated, references to such addenda are made in the
text. It is the obligation of the designer to utilize the most
current version. It is also the obligation of the architect or
engineer to conform to all applicable state and federal codes or
regulations, whether or not they are identified in this document.

How the
Guide is
Organized

Chapter 3, "Design of Transit System Elements," covers design
issues for heavy rail stations (Blue, Orange, and Red Lines).
The chapter is organized to follow the order of the station
elements as they would be encountered by commuters, from
the exterior through the interior. For each area, schematic
issues are presented first, followed by design details.
Although light rail stations are not specifically addressed in
this guide, the principles described in Chapter 3 can be applied
to the Green Line as well. Street-to-platform access requirements are the same for light rail stations as they are for heavy
rail stations. When the issue of platform-to-car access for light
rail stations is resolved, a light rail addendum will be added to
this book.
In addition, although bus access is not covered directly, the
principles outlined in the section "Site: Accessible Route" also
apply to off-street busways.
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Chapter 4, "Commuter Rail Station Access," covers schematics
and design issues unique to the commuter rail. Cross-references to Chapter 3 are provided for design issues which are
common to both commuter rail and heavy rail subway stations.
Chapter 5, "Maintaining Access," addresses common problems
that arise once a building is in use, and discusses management
and maintenance practices which sustain access by preventing
the erosion of accessible features.
Chapter 6, "The Design Review Checklist," is for use by
station designers. It is structured to be used for reviewing
drawings rather than for surveying a site. It is recommended
that station designers consult the Checklist at the 30%, 60%,
and 90% completion points. Compliance with this Checklist is
required by the MBTA. Although we have attempted to make
the Checklist comprehensive, circumstances may exist which
the Checklist does not cover. The Checklist references the
relevant code citations; however, any absences from the Checklist do not exempt station designers from those requirements.
Appendix A is a glossary of key terms used in this book.
Appendix B contains the text of the recent amendments to the
MAABcode.
Appendix C provides a facsimile of the International Symbol
of Accessibility, which may be copied and used.
Unlike the state access code, UFAS makes no distinction
between public and employee areas. UFAS requires accessibility in employee areas. Exemptions are limited to areas
such as elevator pits, elevator penthouses, mechanical rooms,
piping or equipment catwalks, and electrical and telephone
closets. For employee areas, apply the door and floor surface
requirements in "Horizontal Circulation," and the stair, ramp
and elevator requirements in "Vertical Circulation." Although
it may not be possible to make every fare collection booth
interior accessible, standards for an accessible booth are described in the "Fare Collection" section.
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Disabilities and Design
The physiology of people with disabilities varies as greatly as
the physiology of the non-disabled population. There is no
typical visually impaired person or wheelchair user. Attempts
to compartmentalize people leave too many people in the
"other" category.
The quality of life for most people with disabilities can be
significantly enhanced by better environmental design. Most
recommendations in the Design chapters are accompanied by a
description of who benefits from particular modifications and
why. The discussion in this chapter seeks to broaden the scope
of the designer's question: Who am I designing for?
There are subtle, as well as not so subtle, characteristics associated with disabilities. Most people understand that someone
using a wheelchair does not walk or walks only with great
difficulty. What may not be apparent is that, depending on the
etiology of the disability, someone who uses a wheelchair may
or may not have manual dexterity, trunk balance, or bilateral
strength. Someone who has had polio may retain full manual
dexterity, while someone who has had an accident resulting in
a spinal lesion may have limited control of his or her fingers.
Such a person will benefit from easy-to-operate hardware as
much as a person with arthritis, although this is perhaps not as
obvious.
One of the most common misconceptions is that all vi sually
impaired people cannot see at all, and that all hearing impaired
people are completely deaf. Actually, there is a full range of
hearing and visual impairments. And with a little forethought
in the design, people's usable sight and hearing can be maximally utilized.
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Who Am r
Designing

For?

Labels and
Expectations

For a long time, the English language has been limited to the
word " blind" to describe people who are visually impaired.
This book uses the phrase "visually impaired" because "blind"
is misleading. Most people with visual impainnents do have
some useful sight. The various effects of visual impairments
can include diminished depth perception, reduced visual field,
and sensitivity to glare.
Station designs can emphasize what many people are able to
do. Many visually impaired people can read large print signs
and video screens if they are able to get very close to the
material. They may perceive the entrance of a building, but
decals and contrasting colors help them to further distinguish a
glass door from adjacent glass windows. A person who cannot
see the first stair riser may be able to feel it along the handrail
extensions.
Traditionally, people who are hearing impaired have been
described as deaf. This is an imprecise way of referring to
people with varying auditory abilities. A person who loses
hearing as an adult may learn to speechread and retain the
ability to easily converse in spoken English. For a person born
deaf, spoken and written English are often secondary to American Sign Language. Both types of people benefit from information presented vi sually such as by simultaneous translation
on monitor screens, closed captioning, sign language interpreters, and good sign age.
People who have partial hearing can also benefit from good
sound systems and assistive listening systems. These can aid
comprehension because they not only amplify sound but also
reduce background noise.
Many people who are disabled, especially those with sensory
limitations, benefit from redundancy in the environment and in
communication. Some people assimilate information more
slowly, or in different sensory ways, than others, making
repetition essential. Environmental cues should be repeated in
different sensory modes. Examples of this are the audible
station announcements on the train , the multiple visual signs
throughout the station, and tactile signage.
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A person with limited depth perception who can see color will
rely on color to differentiate planes and establish navigational
landmarks. Thoughtful use of color-differentiating doors
from full-height windows at entrances, for example- builds
more cues into the environment.
Besides having a range of abilities as diverse as that of the nondisabled population, many people with disabilities master a
wide variety of skills in order to become as independent as
possible. Some people who use motorized wheelchairs learn to
maneuver the chair by use of a hand or mouth controL The
motorized chair is usually turned like a car in a three-point, Ttum. Manual chairs are maneuvered differently. The rider can
change directions by pivoting-moving the wheels in opposite
directions simultaneously.

Over an average life span, almost everyone experiences both
the development and loss of abilities. In a sense, children are
disabled until they grow big enough to fit into the adult world
and can reach stair railings, tum on lights, and see out of
windows. Abilities also decline with age. Physical limitations
can restrict people's activities and choices. Yet, in most cases,
the physical environment, and not the disability, is the primary
disabler.
Environmental modification is critical if people are to be able
to move around independently and with dignity. Designing our
physical environment to be accessible to people of all abilities
is particularly challenging because it requires a new definition
of who uses buildings. Almost everyone, at some time, will
personally discover the value of accessible design.
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Everyone
Benefits

Designing for Functional Limitations
The following are the most common functional limitations characteristic of disabilities. The etiologies listed are not exhaustive;
rather, they are indicative of the range of illnesses, traumas, and
congenital conditions which can cause a disability. A person who
is disabled experiences some or all of the characteristics listed in
the Physiology column. The Environmental Needs column lists
some of the modifications which assist people with a particular
limitation.

ACCESS TO :l-18T,\ STATIONS
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Li mita tion

Etiology

Physiology

Sight

Cataracts
Congenital diabetes

Cannot read small print
Cannot focus
Red uced depth perception
Lacks centra l vision

Trauma
Retina degeneration

Lacks binocular vision

-----_.

Environ mental Needs
Readable signage without glare
Infonnmion in tactile form

Information in audible form
Cues to hazmds
Repetition of informatio n

Reduced visual fi eld
Increased sensiti vity to light
and glare
Cannot see in dim light
Hcarin g

Congenital disease
Presbycusis
Complications of other
diseases

Cannot comprehend speeeh
Comprehends speech only
with amplification
Speaks with difficulty
Uses sign language or TDD
to comm unicate

Stamina

Cardiac condi tions
Stroke
Emphysema
Hypertension
Multiple sclerosis

Mild exertion results in
shortness of breath and/or
elevated blood pressure
Tires easily due to nerve
damage

Cerebral palsy
Spinal cord injury
Muscular dystrophy

Small limbs
Limited rotational motion
Limited muscular strength,
control
Limited !lexibility
Strength on only one side

Lifting and Reaching

Ma nunl Dexterity

Amputation
Arthritis
Severe burns
Parkinson's disease
Multiple sclerosis

Lack of sensation
Limited rotational motion
Limited !lexibility
Limited muscular control,
strength
Loss of thumb/digit
opposability
Strength on only one sidc

Mobili ty

Spinal cord injury
Cerebral palsy
Spina bifida
Stroke
Amputation
Aging
Cancer
Polio

Inabi lity to walk
Walks with difficulty
Uses braces, crutches, cane,
prothesis or walker
Slow walker
Ankle bending difficulty

Inner ear disordcr
Spinal cord injury
Multiple scleros is
Stroke

Difficuh/impossible to
maintain upright position
cither silting or standing

Ba lan ce

Information in visual form
Amplification of speech, sound
Interpretation of information
Repeti tion of information

Physical proximity of activities
SUltrS, ramps,
walks
Places to rest
Easily-obtai ned/assimilated
information

En crgy~ saving

Easily-operated hard ware ,
control s
ConLrOls within reach

Handrails on both sides

Easil y-operated hard ware,
controls
Handrails on both sides

Usable stairs, ramps, walks
Physical proximi ly of acti vities
Dimensional requiremen ts of
both mmlUal and motorized
wheelchairs.
Easil y -obtained/ass i Illi la ted
information
PIaces to rcst
Dimensional requi rements of
both manual and motorized
wheelchairs
Physical proximity of activir.ies

Handrails at level changes
Usable stairs, rn mps, wa lks
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Accessibility and the Law
The Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards CUFAS) and the
state access requirements of the Massachusetts Architectural
Accessibility Board (MAAB) both apply to MBTA stations.
Where federal and state standards overlap, the stricter of the
two takes precedence. In rare circumstances, when the standards are simply in conflict with each other, a judgment must
be made. These guidelines have made recommendations based
on which standard is more appropriate in a transportation
se tting and on what people in Massachusetts have come to
expect.
Both UFAS and MAAB are referenced in the margin adjacent
to the relevant text. When the requirements are the same, only
one is listed. When the requirements differ, the stricter or the
more appropriate one is listed.
Copies of UFAS may be obtained free of charge from the
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
(ATBCB), 1111 18th St. N.W., Suite 501, Washington, D.C.
20036-3894. The MAAB standard may be purchased from the
State Bookstore, Room 116, State House, Boston, MA02133.

Federal Laws The most significant legislation is the Americans with Disabiliand
ties Act, a far-reaching, new antidiscrimination law passed in
Regulations
July 1990, which covers a wide range of public and private
services and facilities including intercity rail, commuter rail,
rapid transit service and fixed route buse s. It insures that
individuals are not prohibited from use of these key services by
architectural, communication or policy barriers.
According to the provisions of ADA, all key stations must be
accessible within three years of enactment. Regulations will be
developed by the federal Department of Transportation within
one year and guidelines for architectural, transportation and
communications access will be developed by ATBCB. As new
regulations and guidelines are promulgated, any necessary
revisions to this book will be published as addenda.
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Several other federal laws and related regulations on accessibility impact public transportation. They include the Architectural
Barriers Act of 1968 (ABA); Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973; and Section 16 of the Urban Mass Transportation
Act of 1964.
The Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (PL. 90-480) (ABA)
ensures that elderly people and people with disabilities have
access to public transportation facilities which receive federal
funding for their construction. The design and constmction
standards for the ABA are the Uniform Federal Accessibility
Standards (UFAS). Transit systems built after the 1968 Act are
generally accessible to and safe for people with disabilities.
Retrofitting e)(isting stations are a particular challenge in older
systems.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohibits discrimination
due to a handicapping condition and requires that all programs
and services which receive federal funding be accessible to
people with disabilities. Section 504 also requires the accessibility of buildings and facilities constnlcted by recipients of
federal funds.
To reduce confusion between ABA and 504 coverage, the
Department of Justice, which coordinates all Section 504
regulations, has issued a notice that UFAS should be used for
all renovations required to provide either program or facility
access.
There are four federal agencies which have set accessibility
standards: the General Services Administration, the Departments of Housing and Urban Development and Defense, and
the United States Postal Service. These four agencies have
accepted the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
published by the federal government in 1984 as the common
standard. Tran sportation is included under the General Services Administration (GSA). To ensure that facilities designed,
constnlcted, leased or altered with federal funds are in compliance with federal standards, Congress established the ATBCB.
Transportation facilities are under the jurisdiction of the
ATBCB.
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UFAS was originally based on the technical provisions publi shed by the American National Standards Institute A 117.1
(ANSI) in 1980. The ANSI Standard, flfst issued in 1961, was
the first nationally disseminated standard for handicapped
accessibility. UFAS was published in the Federal Register on
August 7, 1984. Since that time confonning revisions in both
UFAS and ANSI have been made.

Federal
Variance
Procedures

MBTA approval is required prior to application for a variance.
Requests for a variance in a transit facility must be sent
through the Department of Transportation (DOT) to the Administrator of the General Services Administration (GSA).
There is no standard application fonn . Rather, the architect
must write a letter requesting a variance. The letter should ask
the DOT to forward the request to the Administrator of the
GSA.
The letter should describe the situation with as much relevant
detail as possible. The GSA is interested in backup materials
from structural engineers, historic preservation boards or others
whose expertise or jurisdiction applies to the case. Photographs or annotated architectural drawings can also be useful.
The letter should explain as clearly as possible why the requirement cannot be met and what accessibility provisions have
been made. It is critical to demonstrate an intent to meet the
spirit of the law within the limiting circumstances. In general,
grounds for a variance include technical infeasibility or historic
preservation rules. Expense does not usually constitute
grounds for a variance. Sometimes the GSA Administrator will
request more infonnation from the architect. Architects should
be prepared to document the case thoroughly.
Variance procedures are usually carried out through the mail
and over the phone. Rarely does the GSA request a hearing.

State Laws
and

Regulations

The Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB)
regulations are a fonnal part of the state building code. Like
the Elevator Code, the Plumbing Code, and the Electrical
Code, the MAAB Regulations have been published as a separate document.
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Every newly constructed building in Massachusetts, MBTA
stations included, must comply fully with the regulations. [f a
renovation project costs more than 5% of the replacement cost
of the station, it is subject to the following requirements:
If the cost of the work amounts to LESS than 25% of the
replacement cost of the station and:
• if the cost of the work is less than $50,000, then only that
portion of the work being performed must comply with the
code; or
• if the cost of the work is $50,000 or more, then the portion of
the work being performed must comply with the code and an
accessible entrance and toilet must be provided.
If the work being performed amounts to more than 25% of the
replacement cost of the station, the entire facility must be
brought into compliance with the regulations.
Even when work is divided into separate phases or projects, or
when each phase has been issued a separate building permit,
the total cost of work performed in a 24 month period must be
added together to detenrtine the applicability of the requirements above. Historic registered stations owned or protected
by the state may be allowed some variances by the Board upon
formal application.
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The MAAB disseminates information about its regulations to
architects, engineers, and building inspectors, and provides
limited technical assistance for those who have difficulty complying. Non-compliance penalties can be avoided by seeking
information and variances when appropriate from the MAA B.
(See "State Variance Process" below.)

Compliance

When a question of interpretation or applicability arises,
architects can request an advisory opinion from the MAAB.
Advisory opinions issued by the MAAB may be relied upon by
the persons requesting them, but they do not take the place of a
variance.

Advisory
Opinions

ACCESS TO MBTA STA nONS

Consu ltants to the MBTA should work with the appropriate
MBTA staff to prepare a written request for an opinion. Good
documentation of existing conditions in the form of photographs and plans will help the MAAB give the best possible
adv ice. The request for an opinion shall be submitted under the
signarure of the appropriate MBTA staff person.

State
Variance
Process

In the renovation of existing buildings there may be some
MAAB regulations that cannot be met. Problem areas that
meet the test of " impracticability"--a solution is technologically infeasible or results in excessive and unreasonable costs
without any substantial benefit to persons with disabilitiesmay be granted a variance. MBTA approval is required prior
to a variance application. Need for a variance should be
identified and brought to the MBTA's attention at 30% completion of the design.
If a barrier in an existing building cannot be removed or if the
building cannot be altered to meet the regulations, then the
architect, with the assistance of the MBTA staff, should prepare
a written request for a variance which the MBTA will submit.
This request should document as thoroughly as possible the
reasons that the regulations cannot be met, the attempts made
to comply with the code, and any alternative measures taken to
provide as much accessibility as possible.

The MAAB can then opt for an adj udicatory hearing or an
informal discussion with the MBTA and its station designer. At
the hearing, the architect presents materials illustrating why a
variance is needed, such as photographs, plans, sections, and
cost estimates. If a variance is denied, decisions made by the
MAAB can be appealed in accordance with the General Laws
of Massachusetts.

Technical
Assistance

The MAAB makes technical assistance available to architects.
The executive director of the MAAB can provide information
and referrals to state agencies suc h as the Office of Handicapped Affairs, the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind,
and the Massachusetts Commission for the Deaf and Hard of
Hearing for advice on technical issues.

ACCESS TO MDTA STATIONS
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Schematic Site

Schematic Site Design
An MBTA station site must provide access to everyone, incJuding people with mobility and sensory impairments, elderly
I people, and people with temporary physical limitations. The
challenge of providing access can be eased if access solutions
are incorporated into the early design concept. In the following
sections, schematic issues are discussed first and design details
follow so that you can focus on what is important to your phase
of work.

I

When the opportunity to select a new headhouse site arises ,
access needs should be considered in the selection process.
A new headhouse is normally built in a visually prominent
location. A headhouse which can be easily spotted in the
I street-scape will improve wayfinding for everyone. In particular, non-English-speakers, tourists, and cognitively impaired
people will have an easier time finding a station which is in a
visually prominent location.

Headhouse at Visually Prominent Location

21

Schematic Site

Headhouse
Site

Schcmatic Sitc

Headhouse siting should minimize the length of the route of
travel from the entrance to the fare collection area. When a
new head house is being added to an existing station, consider
locating the headhouse in close horizontal proximity to an
existing fare collection area. For many people with limited
stamina, the distance they must travel determines whether or
not the trip is possible.

Accessible
Route

Since an accessible route of travel to the headhouse will have
to be provided in the later stages of design, consider the degree
of access already provided at the site. The headhouse should
be located along a regularly used pedestrian route which is
accessible to people with disabilities. Minimizing the vertical
rise from the surrounding areas to the headhouse entrance will
simplify the later challenge of designing an accessible route of
travel. The selected site should require MBTA riders to combat
as little automobile traffic as possible.
Although walkway slopes must be kept to a minimum, hilly
sites are not necessarily bad. A sloping site can present opportunities to bridge a floor level to an uphill point on the site.

(For design details , see "Accessible Route," page 33.)

Bridge from Entrance to Uphill Point on Site

Schematic Site 1 22
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M,IAB 23.2 .. .lVhere lhe
designated parking space cannol
be /ocared within 200 feel o/the
acee ssible entrance( s). an accessible drop~off area shall be
provided within 100 feet of such
en/rance(s).

If a parking lot or a passenger loading zone currently exists or

is in the prospective plans, the headhouse and the parking lot
should be sited as close together as possible. A short and
efficient path of travel from the parking/drop-off area to the
entrance can make travelling easier for people with stamina and
, mobility difficulties.
1
·

I
I The MAAB Regulations require a passenger loading zone (also
known as a drop-off area) within I DO feet of the entrance
whenever existing or proposed parking for the facility is more
than 200 feet from the entrance. (At commuter rail stations. the
platform is considered to be the entrance.) Passenger loading
zones are not required at stations which do not have parking
: facilities. However. passenger loading zones should be provided whenever possible. They are especially important when
i The RIDE is interfaced with fixed route service. (The RIDE
uses accessible MBTA vans to give eligible people rides when
fixed route services are inaccessible to them.) Reducing the
, travel distance from the car to the station is crucial for people
with mobility limitations.

I

I

(For design details, see "Parking," page 25. and "Passenger
Loading Zone," page 31.)

Passenger Loading Zone Within 100 Feet of Entrance

,

23 1Schematic Site

Sill'

Parking and
Passenger
Loading
Zones

Schcmatk Sitc

Schematic
Design
Summary

The site design should provide:
• direct accessible pathways from public sidewalks and transit
stops to the accessible entrance
• an accessible route of travel integral with the primary route
for the general public
• minimal distances from parking or vehicle drop-off to the
station entrance
• minimal distances from the headhouse entrance to fare
collection
• an accessible drop-off area if required or a variance from the
MAAB

,
Schematk Site
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Parking

!Parking
I

.\tAAB 23 .4 Such spaces shall be
provided as follows:
Total
Requi red
Spaces
Spaces

15 -25

1 space

26-40
41- 10)
10 1-200

5%, but not <2 spaces
4 %. butnot<3
3%, but not <4

20 1 -500 2%. but not <6
50 1· 1000 1.5%. but not < 10
1001-2000 1%. burnot<15
2001-5000.75%. but not <20
.50%, but not<30
500 1+

IThe number of cars that will be accommodated in the lot
, determines the required number of accessible parking spaces.
At facilities with multiple lots the number of required spaces
should be calculated per lot, not by the total number of spaces
t at the facility. For each lot, calculate the number required
, according to both UFAS and MAAB, and use the greatest
!calculated number. To determine the total required number of
i accessible parking spaces, compute the numbers on a lot by lot
! basis and add them together. (See charts at left.)

I

UF AS 4.1.1 If parking spaces are
II
provided/or employees or
visitors, or both. then accessible
spaces.. .shall be provided in each i
such parking area in conformance
with the/allowing table:
To tal
Required Minimum
Parking
Number of Accessible
in..Lo t
Spaces

1·25
26·50
51 -75
76·100
101-150
151-200
20 1-300
301-400
401-500
501-1000
1001+

Within the parking lot, the designated handicapped parking
spaces should be the spaces closest to the accessible entrance
(or platform at commuter rail stations). They should be located
at the end of a row or adjacent to a sidewalk to minimize
conflict between cars and people with disabilities.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
2 0;0 of total

20 plus 1 for each 100
over 1000

I
I
I

l\tt;\AB 23.2 Specifically desiglIoled parking spaces for the
physically handicapped shall be
the closest located spaces in the
lotto the accessible enJrance(s).
Where lhe designated parkjng
space cannot be located within

I

200 feet of the access ible

!among all lots unle ss a special arrangement with the Access

i

I

'------------~-----------~

Locate HP Parking Closest to Accessible Entrance

j

, Generally, accessible spaces must be distributed proportionally

e," rance(s). an accessible drop .oJ]'
area s hall be provided within 100
feet o[.l'Ilch entrance(s). (UFAS
4.6.2)

2S

i Board is made.
I

However, if all parking spaces are on one side
of the tracks, the total number of accessible parking spaces may
be consolidated in the lot closest to the access ible route. Sut'f icient signage must be used in the auxiliary lots to direct people
to the accessible spaces.

Parking

Number of
Parking
Spaces

Location of
Accessible
Parking

I'arking

People in wheelchairs can be difficult to see in a parking lot
when they mu st travel behind parked cars. If there is a sidewalk adjacent to the spaces, provide a curb cut so that a person
in a wheelchair can move directly onto the sidewalk. (See
"Curb Cuts," page 38.)

Parking
Space Size

. .

.

A 13 foot WIde parkmg space (8 foot space wllh a 5 foot access
aisle) allows most people to get a wheelchair in and out of a car
without bumping into the adjacent car. However, some vans
equipped with lifts require extra space because the wheelchair
.
has to leave the hft platform before any turns can be made.
Van parking should be 16 feet wide (8 foot space with an 8 foot
access aisle). The Office of Transportation Access recommends at least one van parking space in lots with less than 500
spaces, and two van parking spaces in lots with 500 or more
.
spaces. Van spaces should be on the first level of parktng
garages or outdoors if the garage's vertical clearance is less
than 114 inches.

MAAB 23 .6 Sidewalks: Where
sidewalks are provided at such
parking spaces, a curb Cui shall be
installed a! each specially
: designated space or pair of
spaces, so thaI the handicapped
persons afe rwt required to enter
the stream of traffic to atlain
access 10 sidewalks. If the
alternaJive described in Section
!

I
I

I

235 is used (two spaces sharing a
single access aisle) the curb cuts

IaIsle
shall be installed where the wiler
I meets the Sidewalk.
MMB 23 .8 lValksand ramps
required as a means of egress
leading fr om specially designaJed
parking spaces for the handicapped in parking lots. garages.
or other parking [aci/ilies, shall be
in conformity with all sec/ions of
these Regulations.
UFAS 4.63 Parking spaces for
disabled people shall be at least
96 inch£s wide and shall ha\.'c an
adjacent access aisle 60 inchu
wide minimum. Parking access
aisles shall be parI of an accessible r oUle to the building or
facility erorance and shall comply
with 43 . Two accessible parking
spaces may share a common
access aisle. Parked vehicle
overhangs shall nol reduce lhe
clear width of an accessible
,, circulation route .. .{MAAll 235)
·1·

UFAS4.6.6 VerricalClearance .
.. .If accessible van parking spaces
. are providl!d, then the minimum
! vertical clearance shou ld be 1 14
inches,

Accessible Parking Space Dimensions
Accessible parking spaces can be provided most economically
by grouping two 8 foot spaces around a shared 5 foot access
aisle.

I

!
I
Parking
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Parking

IIn existing parking lots, it may be less costly to combine two

i regular parking spaces into one accessible parking space, rather

Existing
Parking Lots

' than to re-stripe an entire lot. This results in leftover width. To
\ prevent misuse by a second vehicle, stripe the additional width.

i

I

Stripe Remaining Width to Prevent Misuse

I
I Parking spaces should be as flat as possible. Cross slopes
area, required be accessible for Icause problems for people using wheelchairs because it is hard
the handk apped shall be paved or I
. .
.
.
MII ;\8 2.1 .9 Parking surface
10

·r
d
1lard pac ked smooth surJoce, an

'

shall nol slope more Ihan one.in.
nventy (1 :20) or five percen! (5%).
(UFIIS 4 .6.3)

to open a car door on the uphill side and keep 11 open whtle
transferring into the chair. On the downhill side, the transfer
between a wheelchair and a car is dangerous because the
wheelchair tends to roll away from the car.

Slope of
Parking
Spaces

1--

I

!

I!
I

I

,

I

" 'i-"~' ~AJ...:'

, : --.

:

....

I
i

Cross Slopes Should Be Minimized

!I
MAAB 20.1 Wilerever a passen ·
gt:r !oadi,tg zone or parking artta
is provided, an accessible path of
Ira ve l 10 an accessible enlrance is
requir ed.

I People using wheelchairs are often not visible from a driver 's
:1 VieWpOInt, partlcu Iar Iy I.f they are be h'In d the car. F
or lt 11' 5
i reason, a safe path of travel through the parking lot should be
I' provided. If no sidewalk Ihrough the parking lot exists, a
, designated walkway should be established. Painted lines (such
! as zebra striping) and signs displaying the International Symbol
I of Accessibility should mark the path. (For slope and sill/ace
I reqlliremems, see "Accessible Rowe," pages 34-5.)
I

.

,
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Parking
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Designated
Route
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I'arking
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Accessible Route Through Parking Lot
Parking
Structures

Many wheelchair users drive extremely tall vans equipped with
wheelchair lifts, These high -top vans may be 8 feet tall to allow
people to drive sitting in their wheelchairs, Clearance to all
drop-off areas should be set at 114 inches, If accessible van
parking spaces are provided, clearances to these spaces should
also be 114 inches, In existing stations, if vertical clearance
within a parking structure is less than 114 inches, provide two
accessible van spaces outside the parking stmcture no further
from the station than the structure itself. Accessible parking
spaces must be on the ground level near the accessible entrance. or adjacent to an accessible elevator on another level.

G V~_J

AlMB 23.3 In mufti-level
garages where no elevator is
provided. such spaces shall be
located near the accessible
cnJrance.

UFAS 4.6.6 Vertica l Clearance.
Provide minimum vertical clearances of 114 inches at accessible
passenger loading zones and
along vchicle access routes to
such areas from sile entrances. If
accessible van parking spaces are
p rovided. then the minimum
vertica l clearance should be J14
inches.

v___ J

~

e
:l
.§

=
e

Accessible Van Space

I
I
Parking I 28

!'.Irking

When an elevator is used in parking garages, an intercom must
be connected to the fare collector's booth.

MIIA B 23.7 ldenJifieaJion: Sueh
space s shall be ideruified by a sign
al eac h space or p air o/sp aces.
Th is sign shall be localed a/ a
hcighL of rwl less rhan 5 feel , nor
more than 8 fee/l o the top o/lhe
sign. The sign shall conJain the
"Inlernational Symbol of
Accessibility" as shown in Secrion.
40 and may also include wording
identifying this use. (UFIIS 4 .6 .4)

Avoid designating existing parallel or curbside parking as
accessible parking. A disabled person who drives may have to
, transfer into his wheelchair on the street side, running the ri sk
of being hit by a car. Safer curbside parking can be designed
by using the criteria for accessible drop-off areas- 12 foot
width and a curb cut- and adding a sign that limits its use to
disabled drivers. Place the curb cut at the head or foot of the
parking space so that the car does not block it.

Curbside
Parking

In crowded parking lots, non-disabled drivers are tempted to
use the designated accessible parking spaces. To visually
reinforce the imponance of these spaces, paint one International Symbol of Accessibility on the ground, and post an
International Symbol of Accessibility sign in front of the space.
The sign also helps disabled drivers find the spaces.

Signage

MAAR 24 .1 Exterior signage
shaJi be located so as to IU)/
become a hazard or an obstacle
itself- Overhead signs should be
carefully Joca/cd high enough ( 0
avoid conflict with pedestrians.

Paint and Post International Symbol of Accessibility

29

i Parking

I'arkin~

Parking Lot
Fee
Collection
Boxes

.. ".;;:.:"'"

In lots where cash boxes are used, one of several ways to
assure accessibility should be used: 1) if there is only one
location for the cash box, make sure it is on the accessible
route of travel; 2) locate and number HP spaces so that their
cash box slots are between 36 and 48 inches; 3) if the cash
boxes cannot be located on an accessible route of travel, locate
cash boxes at the HP spaces. Since it is also possible for a
person using a wheelchair to park in a regular space, slots for
general parking should be below 54 inches whenever possible.

I
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Passenger Luading Zune

Passenger Loading Zone
MAA B 20.1 Wherever a passenger loading zone or parking area
is provided, an accessible paJh of
trave I /(J an accessible entrance il·
requ i red.

J I,\,\ B 20.2 Disembarking areas
for vehicles shall be provided at
an accessible enfrancc .
.\'f AA B 23.2 ... Where rhe designated parking space cannot be
loca fl:d wilhin 200 feer of the
accessible cflfrance(s). an accessible rirop· off area $hall be
provi ded wilhin 100 feet oj such
crllrancc(s).

UFAS 4.65 Pa.<iScnger loading
zones shall provide an access
aisle at feast 60 inches wide and
20 feet long adjacerU and parallel
10 Ihe vehicle pull-up space. IJ
there are curbs between the
acce ~-s aisle and the vehicle pullup sp ace, Ihell a curb ramp com·
plying wilh 4.7 shall be provided.
Ve hicle stafllJing spaces and
access aisles shalf be level with

surface slopes not exceeding 1 :50
ill all direclions.

Passenger loading zones permit a disabled person who may
Passenger
arrive by The RIDE, cab, bus, or a car driven by a friend to
Loading Zone
di sembark safely near the accessible entrance. Whenever
Location
possible, a passenger loading zone should be located near the
accessible entrance and should be connected to the entrance by
an accessible route .
As disc ussed in the schematic design criteria, the MAA B Regulations require a passenger loading zone (also known as a dropoff area) within 100 feet of the entrance whenever existing or
proposed parking for the facility is more than 200 feet from the
entrance. If a passenger loading zone cannot be provided
within 100 feet of the entrance, a vari ance must be obtained
prior to construction. This does not apply to stations which do
not have parking facilities.

The drop-off area needs to be wide enough to provide a 60 inch
Passenger
wide and 20 foot long aisle space between the vehicle and the Loading Zone
curb, allowing people to maneuver in and Ollt of the veh icle.
Design
Provide a curb cut within the drop-off area so that users do not
have to go out into traffic to get onto the sidewalk. (See "Curb
Curs," page 38.)

CPa inted

stripes

. ~~Q;LY IlF6L
Walkway )l:

20'-0"

;(

Passenger Loading Zone With Curb

3l

I Passenger Loading Zone

Passenger Loading Zone

Curbs vs.
Bollards

I MAAB 21.4 Uncurbed inlersecSome passenger loading zones are built without curbs, using
I
l i ons; If there is 110 curb cut at Ihe
bollards instead to mark the separation between the vehicle
jnlersecrjon of a walk and an
space and the sidewalk space. Bollards, however, do not
adjoining s treet, parking lot , or
replace curbs as a cue for visually impaired people. Because
driveway, the walk shall have a
tactile warning texture or be
the cane sweep may not locate the bollards, pedestrians with
visual impainnents may have no way of knowing that they are painted yellow at Ihc edge of Ihe
vehic ular way.
leaving a walkway and moving onto a street. If no curb is
provided, install a yellow, 24 inch wide strip of textured surface at the edge of the walkway to warn of transition to a
vehicular area. The surface must be texturally different from
the type of material used as a warning strip at platform edges.

Painted stripes

Street
'.

.

ci±1a.

• "'f'

•
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~
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Walkway

J
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Bollards
\ Textured strip

Passenger Loading Zone Without Curb

Ii
I
I

Passenger Loading Zone
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Accessible Route
An accessible route is defined as "a continuous unobstructed
path connecting all elements and spaces in a building or facility.... Exterior accessible routes may include parking access
aisles, curb ramps, walks, ramps, and lifts."

UFAS 4.3.2 Al least one acces~
sible r OuJe within the boundary of
the sir e shall be provided/rom
public transportaJion SlOpS.
aCCL'ssible parking spaces,
passen ger loading zones if
provided, and public street or
sidewa lks to the accessible
building cnIrance they serve .

I
I

An accessible route of travel free from steps must link the
accessible station entrance with public sidewalks, bus stops,
parking and passenger loading zones. A safe path of travel
through the parking lot is required by the MBTA.

Location

Providing an accessible route of travel at a new or existing
, station site also includes providing well-lit crosswalks with
curb cuts and pedestrian crossing signals at adjacent streets.
Making these provisions will require coordination with local
officials or the owners of adjacent properties.

I

The accessible route should be the same path of travel used by
the general public. Where the general route uses stairs and the
accessible route must deviate to a ramp. the ramp should be
located close to the stairs so that it still functions as an integral
element of the public route. Signage should direct people
along the accessible path if it deviates greatly from the general
I route of travel.

At an MBTA station, people may be transferring from bus to
subway or vice versa. Hence, both the station 's accessible
1 entrance(s) and accessible exit(s) must be linked to the busway
by an accessible route. The accessible route requirements
I should be applied to the pedestri an circulation space and the
curb cuts.

Busways

i

I

Catch basins have traditionally been located at street corners.

I, Be sure that they are not located in the path of travel at a curb
: cut. Select a location which avoids flooding the curb cut in wet
: weather. Catch basins should be designed to drain water away
: from curb cuts to prevent puddles and ice.

!

,
I
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I Accessible Route

Drainage

ACl'l'ssihle 1((Jute

Pathway
Width

Make walkways wide enough so that someone using a wheelchair and a person walking can walk along together or pass
each other. If the walkway is less than 60 inches wide, provide
passing spaces at least 60 inches by 60 inches at reasonable
intervals not exceeding 200 feet.

MAAB 22.1 Widrh o[ walks and
walkways shall be not less than 48
inches.

,MMB 21.2 Sidewalks on streets
and ways shall be at least 48
Iinches in width .. .
I UFAS4.J .4

I

I[anaccessible

Iroute has less that! 60 inches dear

l width, then passing spaces at lem1

.

60"

60 inches by 60 inches shall be
located at reasonable intervals flO(
to exceed 200 feet. A T-inJersec; lion of two corridors or walks is
an acceptable passing place.

a wide passing place
(60'") for IWO people
in

+-__48" .run . .. __ ._~

wheelchai~

Minimum Pathway Width, With Wider Passing Space

Pathway
Slope

Walkways with a slope greater than 1:20 are considered to be
ramps and must be treated as such . Exterior ramps should be
avoided because they are difficult to keep clear of ice and
snow. It is almost impossible to use a wheelchair, cane or
crutches on snow. For level changes from grade to the platform, and for pedestrian overpasses, ramps must be roofed.
There may be other circumstances as well which require ramps
to be roofed. These should be considered by the META on a
case by case basis.

MAAB 22.1 Where (he slope of
walks exceed one. jn-twenly (1 :20)
or five percent (5%) it shall be
lreaJed as a ramp aruJ the

regulations applicable 10 ramps
sha ll apply. (UFAS 4.3.7)

IMMB 225
I[

I

!

Pedestrian bridges.
underpasses and overpasses shall
be considered as walkways or
ramps and shall comply with
Sections 22 and 25 .

P 1=r1'.O"

9111111 1

I LI. . , - - _ - - ; - - '

1'0"

rr

l

I
~~'-~'-------- -J
1:20

i

\2'-6"

~-

I

---'

1: 12.5 max.

Slopes Exceeding 1:20 Must Be Treated As Ramps

I
Accessible Route
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Accessible I{uule

When a wheelchair user
travels across a slope, he must
continually compensate to
correct the chair's inclination
to run downhill. Minimize
cross slope so that it does not
exceed 2% (1 :50).

Cross Slope

Soft or uneven surfaces, such as loose stone or sand, make the
going rough for people in wheelchairs, people using crutches,
and people who walk with difficulty. Jointed surfaces, such as
brick or concrete pavers, can be a real hazard if they have
uneven joints. When these materials are used, specify a firm
base, narrow joints set to close tolerances, and edges flush with
adjoining surfaces.

Pathway
Surfaces

UFA_14.3.7 .. Nowhere shall the
crosS: slope of an accessible route
exceed J:50.
MAA B 21.2 (The slope oj)
on streets and ways
shall be determined by the natural
topography of the ground. Seclion 25, (Ramps) or these
Regll.lalions need not apply 10
such sidewalks except as provided
unde, Seclion 22.1 ,

sid~ ...alks

Minimize Cross Slope

MAA B 20.4 Sile grading and

drainage of topography shall be
desig ned so as to minimize

pooling a/waler or accumulation
of ice or flow of waler across
sid(?}valks and driveways .

o

0

ooo~o

'\1t
\

'i ••

_-"
t.1.___
...l

Soft, Uneven or Jointed Surfaces Can Be Hazardous
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Accessible Route

Accessible Route

Changes in level greater than
1/2 inch are sometimes impossible for a wheelchair user
to cross. Therefore, no level
change greater than 1/2 inch is
permitted unless a ramp is
provided. Level changes between 1/4 inch and 1/2 inch
must be beveled with a slope
of 1:2.

I UFAS 45 .1 Changes in Level.

I Changes in level UpJO 1/4 inch
Slope S 1:2

I
112"
max,

Level Change Beveled
With a Slope of 1:2
Gratings/
Catch Basins

Avoid locating grates or catch basins in pathways where
people's wheels or high heels can get stuck in them. When
there is no alternative, be sure the grating has a clear opening
of no more than 1/2 inch in the narrow direction, and that the
long dimension is at right angles to the direction of pedestrian
travel along the walk. There are grates made with openings
less than 1/2 inch, which are even safer.

~~

I
I

MilAB 22.2 Such walks and
walkways shall have continuous
common surfaces, nor i1lterrupted
by steps or abrupt changes in level
. greater than / 12 nch. Such
! surfaces shall be non-slip.

Mlt.AB 22.4 Wherever there is an
intersection of walks or walkways.
streets. public ways, driveways or
parking lors. each shaJl blend to a
common level.
; MIIAB 223 Only a non-slip
finish material may be applied to
any walk or walkway .

of Ira

~oc:::;<
Cf'L.:="';?~)
(

d.

UFlt.S 45.4 Gratings. if gratings
are located in walking surfaces,
lhen they shall have spaces no
greater than 112 illch wide ill one
direcrion. If gratings have
elongated openings, they they
shall be placed so the the long
dimension is perpendicular to rhe
dominan1 direction of travel.

.

~0~
_\~
~~j

.

may be vertical and without edge
trcaJmcnJ. Chan~es in le vel
between 114 inch and .li2 inch
shall be beveled with a slope no
,~ realer than J :2. Changes in level
greater than 112 inch shall be accomplish£d by means of a ramp
that complies with 4.7 or 4 .8 .

.

.-- ~- ~ .

Grating Perpendicular to Travel Direction

Utility Covers Avoid locating utility covers in walkways. The heavily patterned surface can trip people who wear fixed ankle braces, and
deflect or even stop the wheels of wheelchairs.

i
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UFAS 4 .4.1 General. Objecls
projecting from walls (/or
example.lelephones) with their
leading edges between 27 inches
and 80 inches above rhe finished
floor shall prorrude no more than
4 inches iroo walks, halls,
corridors, passagewa)·s. or aisles.
Objec ts mounted with their
leading edges at or below 27
inches above the finished floor
may protrude any amounl. Frcesranding objects mounJed on posts
or pytons m.ay overhang 12 inches
maximum/rom 27 inches 10 80
inches above the ground or
jillish€d floor. Protruding objects
shall 1'101 reduce the clear width of
an acc:essjble roUle or maneuvering space.

Locate objects such as telephones and drinking fountains
beside, rather than in, the pathway so they do not impede the
path of travel and are not hazardous to people with visual impairments.
Signs mounted overhead along pathways or sidewalks should
I be mounted at least 80 inches above the ground where they will
, not endanger pedestrians with visual impairments. (See page
for discLlssion of solwions for elements which project into
pathways.) Select trees that do not need extensive pruning to
keep them from protruding into walkways. When trimmed,
branches should also be at least 80 inches above the ground.

1109

I

~,

MMB 24.1 Exrerior signagc
shall he located so as to not
become a hazard or an o bstacle
itself. Overhead signs should be
carefully Jocaud high enough to
avoid conflict with pedestrians.

,L',"'~

\, ......->' ...

t. :~~

Sign Mounted Overhead
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Protruding
Objects

Curb

Cllt~

Curb Cuts
Curb Cut

Location

Curb cuts are required whenever an accessible route crosses a
curb such as between parking areas and the sidewalk.

MAAB 21.1 Curb c uts (sidewalk
ramps): Whenever sidewallc.s or
curbs on streets arut ways afe
constructed. reconstructed or rep aired , curb cuts are required.
Curb culS shall comply willi lhe

Although curb cuts are needed by mobility impaired people,
they can be hazardous to people with visual impairments who
use the curb as a "cue" to know when they are entering the
street. One way to design safe curb cuts is to locate them out
of the usual line of pedestrian flow. In this way a person with
visual impairment following the "shoreline" of the sidewalk
will encounter the curb rather than inadvertently entering the
street by way of the curb cut.

following :

UFAS 4.7.1 Curb ramps comply.
ing with 4.7 shall be provided
wherever an accessible roUle
crosses a c urb.

MIMB 21.1 Location: There

,

shall be curb c uts ar each corner
of each intersectio n , located
within the crosswalk and/or the
pedestrian path of travel.

I UFAS 4 .7.8
- - >---.-- ...>".
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UFAS 4.7.9 Curb ramps aI
marked crossings shall be wholly
contained within the marking s •
excluding any flared sides.

I A.fAAB 21 .1.2

whee lch ai r u ~t: r
l.;Jke a short d'
~~ etou r

/ / /A,,(h
bl; od pe rson _ _ _ _ ··
~
to theofcurb

Obstructions: Curb

ramps shall be located or
pro/ecu d to prevent their obstruction by parked vehicles.

Wh en curbs or
sidewalks are COrL.\1ructed or reconstructed on one side of the
street, curb cuts shall also be
instaJ/cd on the opposite sides of
the street , where there is a p edesIrian path of trave l.

I

Following the "Shoreline" of the Sidewalk

! MAAB 2J.l.3
I

If driveways
intersecting sidewalks have side

Sometimes one curb cut only is installed at the corner, rather , curbs, curb cuts shnll also be
I provided therein .
than one on each side of the corner. This reduces the number
of installations and avoids confusing visually impaired pedes- I MAA8 21.3 Islands: Any raised
trians, but it is a dangerous practice because such curb cutloca· islands in crossings shall be cut
I throug h level with the street, or
tions direct wheelchair users into a part of the intersection
shall have curb cuts at both sides
where drivers do not expect them. People who use canes to
and a level area at least 48 inches
find curb cuts may find themselves walking diagonally across
lo ng in the part of the islallli
the street without realizing it. If a corner-type curb cut is
intersected b)' the crossings.
i
rUF,IS 4.7.11)
installed, the curb cut plus a 48 inch clear space beyond the

I
I
!

Curb Cuts
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UFA S 4 .7. 10 ...The boltom edge
of diagonal c urb ramps shall have
48 in c hes minimum clear space ..!!
diagonal curb ramps are provided
at marked crossing. the 48 inch
clear space shall be within the
markings . If diagonal curb ramps
have flared sides, they shall also
have at least a 24 inch long

curb cut into the street must be wholly contained within the
marked crossings. They should also have a 24 inch long
segment of straight curb within the marked crossing to each
side of the the curb ramp.

segmen! of straigfll curb /ocQred
on each side of the curb ramp and
within the rMrked crossing.
MAAB 21 .1.6 Sides of curbculS
shall extend no less than 24 inches
at the curb. There shall be no
vertical cwbing at the side a/the
curb cut.

.

...

.... -.

Acceptable

Corner-Type Curb Cut ys. Curb Cuts on Both Sides
Curbs at intersections should be no higher than 7 inches (like
stair risers), to minimize the effon someone with respiratory or
balance problems must exen.

MAA B 21.1.7 Curb heighlal

inter sections shall not e:cued 7
inches.
MAAB 21.1.5 Widlh of eurb euls
shall be no less than 36 inches.
not including sloped sides. (UFAS

Curb Design

At intersections without curbs, where the street and walkway
are at the same eleyation, yellow striping and surface texture
warnings that are detectable underfoot are necessary to warn
yisually impaired people where the pedestrian zone ends.

4.7.3)

MAAB 21.4 Uncurbed intersec· ,
(i ons: If there is no curb cut at the
ill.ler secrion of a walk and an
adjoin ing slreel. parking 101, 0 '
Of

I

driveway. Ihe walk shall have a
tacti Ie warning texture or be
painted yellow allhe edge of the
vehic ular way.

the two types of curb cuts-flared and returned-- -only
flared is allowed in Massachusetts. Unlike the returned curb,
the flared curb provides a ramped transition in three directions.
This is especially imponant when a curb cut interrupts the full
width of a narrow 48 inch wide sidewalk .

.IIAi\[] 21.1.4 Slope of curb culs
shall nor exceed one- in-nvclve
(I . 12 ) ... Where sidC\valks are 100
n.arrow to install a straiRhtline
curb c ut at a slop e of one· ;ntwelve ( I :12), the sides oIlhe curb
cui

shc.J.1I slope at one· in-twelve

(/:12 ) . (UFAS4.7.2)
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Curb Cut
Design

Curb euls

11
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Flared and Returned Curb Cuts

Be sure to design a smooth and continuous transition from the
curb cut onto the street. Even a slight lip is enough to stall the
wheelchair at a critical and dangerous position on the road. A
person with little trunk strength or balance may be pitched out
of the chair if it stops suddenly when it hits the lip. Because
the 1/2 inch lip specified in MAAB 21.1.4 is known to be
hazardous in practice, the Massachusetts Department of Public
Works now uses federal standards which dictate no lip.

UFAS 4.7.2 Transitionsfrom
ramps to walks. gUllers. or streets
shall be flush and free of abrupt
changes. Maximum slopes of
adjoining gUlIers. road surface
immediately adjacenJ to the curb

ramp. or accessible route shall not
exceed 1:20.

Curb Cuts I 40
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,

Lip on Curb Cut

MAAB 21.1 .8 Texture of curb cuI
surfa ce , including sloping sides,
sh.a ll be roughened in Ihe
directi on a/the slope, or shelll be
paimed yellow.

The code requires a texture on curb cut surfaces to make them
detectable for visually impaired persons. This surface should
be detectable underfoot.

UFAS 45 Groundandfloor
surface along accessible roules
and in accessible rooms and
spaces , including floors, walks,
ramps , slairs, (lJ1(/ curb ramps,
shall be stable, firm, slip-resistant,
and sh all comply with 4.5 .
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Schematic Entrance Design
Accessible design is particularly important at the entrance.
Because the entrance is not something the rider can circumvent,
a barrier at the entrance-no maner how small--can render the
station inaccessible and prohibit the use of the MBTA system.
An accessible entrance conveys a sense of welcome to people
with disabilities and assures them that the MBTA is concerned
with their needs.

MAAB 26.1 The pril7Ulry public
enJrance(s) of a building shall be
accessible by persons in wheel-

chairs ,
MAAB 26.4 The accessible
enIrance( s) shall be on a level
which permits access 10 building
elevators where provided.

The MAAB regulations state that all primary entrances must be
accessible. Primary entrances have been interpreted by the
I MBTA to include all heavily trafficked entrances. Usually the
main challenge in making an existing entrance accessible is
providing an alternative to stairs en route to the fare collection
and platform levels. Ramps, elevators, and inclined elevators
should be considered as possible vertical circulation solutions.
(See "Vertical Circulation," page 67.)

If a choice must be made as to which entrance(s) will be accessible, the entrance(s) chosen should attract a high percentage of
riders. It should be in a visually prominent location, and the
approach to the entrance should cause the least conflict between riders and vehicular traffic. The entrance closest to the
drop-off area should be accessible, particularly for an easy
transfer from The RIDE to fixed route service. If an entrance is
provided through a special facility such as an office park or a
popular public attraction, that entrance must be accessible
when it is technically feasible. People with disabilities must
have the same convenient access to office parks and public
attractions as non-disabled people so that they can get to their
workplaces or use community facilities.

4S I Schematic Entrance Design

Accessible
Entrance

Sl'hematic Entrance I)esi~n

Although it may not be feasible to render every existing entrance accessible, people who have disabilities should not be
routed to a distant and secondary entrance. A visually prominent entrance is more likely to be accepted by the community
and the MAAB than an entrance that feels like a back door.
If you are designing a new station, or if the cost of a renovation
is more than 25% of the replacement cost of the station, a
variance must be obtained from MAAB for any entrances
which cannot be made accessible. Major decisions of this type
should be taken to the MAAB in the preliminary design stage.
The variance application should explain in detail the options
which have been considered and the proposed provisions.
Obtain the variance before the design is complete and construction begins.

Schematic
Design
Summary

The entrance design should have:
• an accessi ble route free from steps to the entrances
• a prominent accessible entrance which connects to the fare
collection and platform levels by elevator or ramp as well as
by stairs
• a variance for any public non-accessible entrance if it is a
new station, or if the total cost of the renovations exceeds
25 % of the replacement cost of the station

I
Schematic Entrance Design
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Enlrancc

Entrance
M/IAB 26.2 The approach 10 such
<",rance!s) shall be a paved walk
or ramp with a non-s lip surface.
uninte rrupted by steps ...
UFAS 4 ./4 ./ Enlranees required

10 be a ccessible by 4.1 shall be
pari of an accessible rouleand
shall comply with 4.3. Such entrance s shall be connec ted by an
accessible rOUIe 10 public Irans·
porral ion SlOpS. 10 accessible
parkin g and passenger loading
zones . and 10 public slreels or
sidewalks if available. They shall
aLw be connecled by an acces.
sible r oule 10 al/ accessible spaces
or elemenlS wilhin Ihe building or
facililY· (MAAB 26.4). The
appro ach to such enlraru:e( 5) shall

.h
be a paved wa Ik or ramp wlt a
""" .sl ip suiface. uninterrupled by

Sleps...

The approach to the accessible entrance(s) should be a paved,
continuous surface uninterrupted by steps. When level changes
. occur immediately outside of an entrance, a ramp and stairs can
be used in conjunction. Ramps should never entirely replace
\ steps because some people who walk with difficulty prefer
steps and are safer using them. (For design details, see
"Ramps," page 71, and "Stairs," page 75.)

Level
Changes

When a ramp is required, an interior location is preferable to an
exterior one because it is protected from the weather. Covered
exterior ramps reduce the risk of people falling on an accumu• lation of ice and snow, and reduce the need for removal of
snow and ice. It should be decided for each site individually
whether or not ramps should be covered, as there are cases
where ramp roofs are required, and cases where it may be preferable to leave ramps uncovered. (See "Accessible Route,"
Ipage 34.) Complete enclosure of extenor
. ramps IS. not recom.
.
mended because of safety Issues and the excessive heat that can
build up in an enclosure.
Wheelchair lifts are an unacceptable way to achieve vertical
circulation to an MBTA station. At any facility, it is preferable
to find an alternative accessible entrance to the station than to
require disabled people to use a lift to get to the door.

!
MAAB 26.2 ... such enJrance(s)
shaJl have a level space 60 inches
f rom the door, on the irtJerior and
exterio r of the enlrance doors. /8
jnches clear ]7oor area sholl also
be provided on the latch, pull side
af the doors.

IThere should be a level area for a distance of 60 inches outside
Ithe door so that people using wheelchairs or crutches have a
Istable position as they pullihe door. There should be an 18
Iinch clear space on the latch pull side of the entrance door.
i Where drainage is needed, a slope of 1/8 inch per foot is ac-

MAAl1 20.3 Topography or
grounds shall be graded so (lS (0
au ain a level area (pilched to
drain) at each entrance , and shall
be pavt!d or hard packed.

I
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I ceptable.
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I Entrance

Entrance
Landing

Entnll1l'l'

60" min.
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e

~

Slope 1/8" per linear
foot max. ,'

'
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Entrance Landing
Provide a canopy or some form of weather protection at the
main entrance to shield people from inclement weather. This
will also help keep the entrance approach free of puddles, ice,
and snow.

Signage

Any entrance which is not accessible must have a sign clearly
indicating the location of the accessible entrance. The sign
should display the International Symbol of Accessibility and an
arrow in the direction of the accessible entrance. When placing
this sign, be careful to use the perspective of a person seated in
a wheelchair. The sign should be tactile and should be placed,
if possible, between 45 and 60 inches above the finished floor
or ground to the right of the doorway, so that people in wheelchairs as well as visually impaired people can find it.

Entrance

MA,\B 26.7 IdenlijicaJion: Any
enJrance of a facility 'WI accessible by persons in wh£elchairs
shall have a sign clearly indicat-

ing the location a/the accessible
entrance.

148

Entrance

Sign Indicating Location
of Accessible Entrance
MMB 263 Vestibules: Between
any two hinged or pjyo/ed doors,
lhere shall be a minimum of48
inches plus the widJh of any door
swingjng in/o the space.
UFAS 4.13.7 .. .Doors in a series
sha ll swing either in the same
direction or away from the space
be/ween lhe doors.

i

Vestibule doors that are too close together can trap a person
who uses a wheelchair because there is not enough room for
the person to pull open the second door. If vestibule doors
align, there must be at least 48 inches between the swing of one
door and the face of the next door. If the doors are offset at
opposite comers of the vestibule, 60 inches between closed
doors is enough space to maneuver a wheelchair. The state
building code requires 7 feet between the doors in a means of
egress.

In existing buildings, the vestibule requirement is often difficult to achieve. When the vestibule al so serves as a means of
I
i fire egress, strategies such as changing the direction of the door
swing may not be a solution. Where possible, enlarge the
! existing vestibule to create enough space between the two
I doors.

I

If the vestibule cannot be enlarged, a small 48 inch vestibule

Ican be made passable by replacing the interior door with a

Idouble-acting door so that a person entering can simply push
I the second door open. It also allows a person exiting the

i building in an emergency to push open both doors.
i case, a building code variance would be necessary.
I,
I
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Vestibule Solutions

Entry Doors

When pivot doors are used, particular attention must be given
to the effective clear opening of the door. (See "Doors and
Doorways," page 96.)

If the "all-glass look" is used for doors and adjacent windows,
people with visual impairments may have difficulty finding the
door when it is detailed to match the adjacent windows. Glass
doors should be visually distinguishable from glass walls.
Entry doors which are heavy to push or pull can impede people
using wheelchairs, walkers. or crutches and those who lack
stamina. (For design details, see " Doors and Doorways,"
page 95.)

;

Entrance I SO

Entranl'C

Automatic
Doors

Photoelectric Cell

Floor Pressure Pad

IPlace activation switches along the path of travel where they
!

will be easy

to

reach as one approaches the door.

If power-operated doors are used for two-way traffic, the
I activating mats, as well as the guard rails, should extend well
beyond the door swing to prevent people from being hit by the
opening door.

Revolving entrance doors are not used at MBTA facilities.

I
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!
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I
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Schematic Fare Collection Design
An accessible fare collection and turnstile system must accommodate all people including those who walk with difficulty, use
wheelchairs, or push strollers. All subway riders must be able
to follow a clear and unobstructed path to the fare booth, make
a transaction with the collector, insert a token or pass, and
proceed through the gate. People must be able to communicate
with the primary fare collection agent in order to make an
exchange or receive information.

IThe fare collection area should be located along a path of travel
suggested by the surrounding elements. If considered early in
the design process, the orientation of the room and the pattern
of the structural elements can suggest the direction of travel.
These clues help people with visual impairments find their way.
Whenever possible, the fare collection booth should be located
within the rider's sight line upon entering the headhouse or
reaching the fare collection level. Wayfinding will be simpler
for everyone and the signage will be less complex if one can
see the fare collection booth ahead. This is especially important for visually impaired riders who may not be able to read
signs, but can distinguish large shapes like the fare collection
booth if it stands out from its surroundings. If the fare collector's booth cannot be seen upon reaching the fare collection
level, then, to the extent possible, limit the direction decisions
so that a single obvious path or travel leads from the stairs,
ramps, or elevator to the fare collection area.

I
I

ss I Fare Collection

Location

SchCII1<ltic Fare Cullcctiun Uc,iJ,!11
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Fare Collection Booth Visible Upon Arrival
at the Fare Collection Level

The horizontal distance from the entrances to the fare collection area should be as short as possible to minimize the stress
for a person with an endurance problem and/or a mobility
impairment. It is particularly important for an elevatorequipped entrance to drop people off near the fare collection
booth.

Schematic
Design
Summary

The schematic design should provide:
• a simple path of travel which makes wayfinding easy
• wheelchair maneuvering space at the fare collection booth
• a 36 inch wide gate adjacent to turnstiles

I
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Approach to Fare Collection
UFAS 4.3 .8 Changes in levels
along a n accessible roUle shall
comply with 4.5.2
UFAS 45 .2 Changes in level up
to J 14 iflch may be vcrriea l and
with out edge treatmenl . Changes
in leve I between I J4 inch and 112
inch s hall be beveled wil h a slope
ftO greater than 1:2 . Changes in
level greater than 112 inch shall be
accomp lished by means o[ a ramp
that complies with 4.7 or 4 .8.
JfA;\£J 18.3.3 Within the terminal
there shall be seating at inlervals
nol to exceed 250 Ject .

All riders should find the path to the fare collection area clear
and uninterrupted by steps or other obstructions. The floor
surface of this path must be non-skid with no barriers such as
bumps, thresholds or level changes greater than 1/2 inch.
Changes in level between 1/4 inch and 1/2 inch must be bevr eled with a slope of 1:2 or less.

Seating must be provided
within every 250 feet.
Seats should be placed in
both the paid and unpaid
,- - areas of the station. AI". though one may not expect
a rider to si t except when
waiting for a train, many
riders (especiaIly elderly
people or people with back
problems) will appreciate
the opportunity to rest at
Seating Must Be Provided
intervals. Seats in the viEvery 250 Feet
cinity of the fare collection
booth provide a good resting place en route to the train. Make
I sure seating placement does not impede the route of travel.
Arm rests at the ends of seats make it easier for people to pull
themselves to a standing position.

I
,
I

I
,

1
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Resting
Places

Fare Cullcl·tiun lIuuth

Fare Collection Booth
Clear Floor
Space

The floor space in front of the fare collection window must be
at least 30 x 48 inches with the long side against the booth.
This allows a person using a wheelchair to pull up parallel to
the counter.
Once the fare transaction is made, a person using a wheelchair
will need to turn and proceed to the gate. If the space configuration requires the person to tum around before proceeding,
allow 60 x 60 inches wherever the tum is to be made.

·1

UFAS 4.2.4.1 The minimum clear
floor or ground space required to
accommodate a single, stationary
wheelchair occupant is 30 inches
by 48 inches. The minimum clear
floor or ground '!'pace for
wheelchairs may be posilioned f or

forward or paraUel approach to
an object. Clear floor or ground
space for wheelchairs may be part
o[ the knee space required under
some objects.
UFAS 4.2.3 The spacerequired
for a wheelchair to mLlke a 180·
degree turn is a clear space of 60
inches dia.!n£ter or aT-shaped
space.

~

/'

60 x 60 Inch Turning Space Is Necessary

Counter and
Window

The fare collection counter and tray should be a maximum of
36 inches from the floor. At that height, a person seated in a
wheelchair can pull up to the counter and still see the collector
behind it. Clear glass should be used to facilitate communication . A hearing impaired person may need to speechread, and a
person with limited sight will be better able to see the collector's actions.

I

I
I
Fare Collection
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Fare Collection Change Tray
Hearing impaired and visually impaired people should have
means of communicating with the fare collector to ask quesI tions or get directions, In particular, a visually impaired person
may need to ask which way to tum next. Because it is difficult
to hear through the window, many people are forced to
speechread the fare collector's answer to a question, But this is
not very effective and of course is not an option at all for a
visually impaired person. Therefore, an electronic speak-thm
must be provided on any new fare collector's booth.

Speak-thru

When placing the fare collector's booth, consider the sightIines
to the access gate. Ideally the collector will be able to see a
person on either side of the access gate. This is especially
important since, in most cases, the collector must unlock the
access gate,

Booth
Orientation

UFAS requires employee areas to be accessible, Therefore,
when new fare collection booths are purchased, accessibility
features should be incorporated. The basic requirements for an
accessible booth are adequate clear space, an accessible door,
and accessible level changes or no level changes at all. Not
: every fare collector's booth can be made accessible. In some
cases the space may be too tight. But when possible, a standard
for accessibilitv should be establi shed.

Booth
Interior

'I'

I
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The entrance to a booth should have no abrupt level changes
greater than 1/2 inch. Level changes between 1/4 and 1/2 inch
should be beveled with a slope of I :2. If the floor of the booth
is raised from the floor of the station. a ramp can be used to
bridge the transition. Be sure to leave a 60 x 60 inch level clear
space outside the door so that someone can open it without
rolling away. (See "Ramps," page 71.)
The door should comply with UFAS 4.13 and MAAB 27. (See
"Doors and Doorways, " page 95.)

Inside the booth, clear space is necessary to accommodate a
wheelchair. If a turn must be made. a 60 x 60 inch space is
needed. A wheelchair at rest occupies a space of 30 x 48
inches. Foot pedals should be avoided because many people
who have sustained spinal injuries cannot use their feet. The
MBTA is developing accessible prototype booth designs to
accommodate employees who use wheelchairs. This information will be provided as an addendum to the Guide 10 Access.

Fare Collection Booth Interior

Fare Collection I 60
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If the collector prefers to transfer onto a chair, a swivel chair
which can lock into place would be helpful. Firm back support
. and removable armrests would aid in transferring to and in stabilizing in the chair, These types of accommodations can be
made on an as-needed basis,

''I

I
I The control panel of all fare collection booths should be
equipped with a prominently located light which flashes when
someone pushes the button at the accessible gate, A release
button for the accessible gate must be placed next to the light.
With this system, people using the access gate will be able to
get the fare collector's attention,
The fare collector should also have an alert light which signals
elevator breakdowns so that he can inform a passenger if
necessary,
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Fare
Collector's
Controls
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Accessible (;ates

Accessible Gates
Dimensions

Wherever turnstiles are used, at least one, and preferably
two, accessible gates must be provided adjacent to the turnstiles. Gates should meet all of the requirements for doors so
that individuals with disabilities can use the gates independently. The minimum width is 36 inches with a minimum clear
opening of 34 inches, to facilitate passage for individuals using
wheelchairs. A latch pull side clearance of 18 inches is also
required. Code requirements for door weight and hardware
must also be met.

UFAS 4.13.2 Revolving doors or
turnstiles shall not be the only
means ofpassage at an accessible
en/ranee or along an accessible
roule . An accessible gale o r door
shall be provided adjacenr to the
turnstile or revolving door and
shall be so designed as /0
facilitale rhe same use pattern .
MAAB 185 At least one f are
tr ansaction ar ea and enJryJexjl

gale shall be accessible 10 the
handicapped and shall be a
minimum of 36 inches wide .

•>

Accessible Gate With 34 Inch Clear Opening
and 18 Inch Clearance
The International Symbol of Accessibility should be placed at
the gate area on both sides of the fare collection booth.

Fare
Collector
Alert

The auto-return gate should be equipped with a button on both
sides which sets off a light in the fare collector's booth. This
button will ensure that a rider can get the fare collector's
attention when he or she arrives at the gate. The button should
be located within reach of a person seated in a wheelchair
between 36 and 48 inches from the floor. The button should be
identified in some way so that people know what it is for.

Fare Collection
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IToken, Ticket, and Change Machines
Token, ticket, and coin change machines should be accessible
to as many people as possible, including people using wheelchairs, people with limited hand coordination, people with
limited comprehension, and people with visual impairments.

UFAS 425 Forward Reach. If
Ike clear floor space only allows
forward approach to an object,
Ihe maximum high forward reach
aI/owed shall be 48 inches. The
minimum low forward reach is 15
inches ....

UFAS 42.6 Side Reach . lithe
clear floor space allows parallel
approach by a person in a wheel·
chair, lhe maximum high side
reach allowed shall be 54 inches
and lhe low side reach shall be no
less than 9 inches above the
floor ....

For people using wheelchairs, the height of the controls and the
instructions are crucial. Using a parallel approach to the
machine, a person seated in a wheelchair can reach up to 54
inches above the floor. However, it may be difficult to read
instructions up that high. Preferably, the instructions will be
located below each control where they will be easily read. If
the machines are located along a corridor wall where a person
is likely to roll up alongside the machine, it is safe to assume
that the parallel approach will be used. However, if the machines are located perpendicular to the direction of travel, it is
likely that the person will use a forward reach to the machines.
In this case, the controls and instructions should be no higher
than 48 inches from the floor.

, ~

60" minimum

-"-=---
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Tokenrricket Vending Machine
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Machine
Height

Token, Ticket, and Cuin ( ' hangc \Iadlinc,

Machine

Spacing

Machine
Design

UFAS 4.2 J Wheelchair TfUning
Space. The space required for a
wheelchair 10 make a lBO-degree
turn is a clear lpQce of 60 inch
dimneler or a T-shaped space.

If several machines are placed together, space them at least 60
inches apart so that a person using a wheelchair will have space
to move out of the way of the person behind them and make a
turn to proceed to the gate.

The instructions should be readable by a person seated in
wheelchair. Therefore, instruction panels or controls should
not tilt upwards towards a standing person's face. To accommodate visually impaired riders, the type size should be at least
1/2 inch high and placed on a contrasting background. Light
letters on a dark background are easiest to read. For full
accessibility, tactile lettering similar to the lettering found on
elevator control panels could be used.
The control buttons should be large and clearly marked. Pictograph symbols are helpful for people who do not speak English
and people with low comprehension. Large buttons will be
easier for people with arthritis to operate. If the tokens fall into
a dish where the rider will scoop them up, it is recommended
that the dish be at least 3-1/2 inches wide so that people without dexterity in their individual fingers can slip their hand in
and slip the tokens out.

i
Fare Collection
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TOILET ROOMS

\'l'rtil·al ( ·in·ulatlllll Oillions

Vertical Circulation Options
UFAS 4.3.2 (I) At least one
a.ccessible route shall connect
accessible building or facility
enJran.ees with all accessible
spaces and elements.

Station levels must be connected with accessible vertical
circulation. Ramps and elevators benefit more than just people
using wheelchairs. Blind people, elderly people, people travelling with small children and others appreciate an accessible
route which provides alternatives to stairs.
Alternative means of vertical circulation should be available for
riders to use independently, rather than requiring the assistance
of an attendant. Accessible vertical circulation options include
ramps, elevators, inclined elevators and lifts. Situations in
which each of these solutions may be appropriate are discussed
below.

The main advantage to using a ramp rather than an elevator is
that it is almost maintenance free. Ramps, if designed well, are
more reliable than elevators. For people with strollers, wheelchairs, or luggage, ramps provide dependable access. Ramps
can also handle many more people per unit of time.
The main disadvantage to using a ramp is that the route of
travel becomes very lengthy as the level change increases.
Code requires a maximum allowable slope of I: 12. The MBTA
has instituted a new policy requiring the slope of a ramp to be
no steeper than 1: 12.5 (8%). This is to allow for construction
tolerances so that no ramp will exceed code requirements.
Ramps should be used in conjunction with stairs to make
accessible level changes. While many people who use ramps
cannot use stairs, the reverse is also true. Some people who
walk with difficulty, particularly those using crutches or a cane,
cannot accommodate their gait to a ramp's sloping surface.
Therefore, ramps and stairs should supplement each other.
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Vertical Circulation

Ramps and
Stairs

Vertical Circulatilln OJltiun,

Ramps and Stairs Supplementing Each Other

When a level change necessitates the use of a ramp, locate the
ramp entrance immediately adjacent to stairs if possible so that
people do not have to deviate off the pathway to find and use it.
(For design details, see "Ramps," page 71, alld "Stairs," page

75.)

Elevators

Elevators provide access for the broadest range of people. Not
only are they accessible to people using wheelchairs, but they
provide access for people who lack the stamina to use a staircase or a lengthy ramp. They are safer for visually impaired
people and can simplify wayfmding if they are strategically
placed.
The major disadvantage to elevators is their tendency to break
down. An elevator out of order can be a complete barrier to
travellers who rely on it.

Vertical Circulation
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\l'rtiral ( 'in:ulation Option,

The street-to-lobby elevator should drop riders off in the
unpaid area of the fare collection level, just as the stairs andlor
ramps do, so that no special fare collection procedure will be
necessary. This way, the elevator can be unlocked and av.ailable for public use.
For security reasons, the MBTA prefers glass elevators when
possible. This option should be considered in the schematic
design.
Elevators should remain as close to the primary route of travel
as possible. An elevator which is tucked in a distant comer will
be difficult to find, especially for visually impaired riders.
Remote elevators are also a security hazard.
Within and between stations, the levels as indicated on signage
and on the elevator control panels should be consistent.

(For design details, see "Elevators," page 80.)

I Elevator Located Close to the Primary Route of Travel

IInclined elevators can be used when space for a vertical eleva, tor shaft is unavailable. Inclined elevators look and operate
like standard elevators, except that they travel at an angle.
Because they can be placed alongside an existing staircase,
they allow riders to use the main route of travel. Use the
design details given for elevators to generate specifications for

I
I
I

I
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Inclined
Elevators
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inclined elevators. Note that inclined elevators generally have
two doors. The MBTA requires a control panel at each.

(For design details, see "Elevators," page 80.)

Inclined Elevator

Lifts

Because a lift can handle only one person at a time, and because they are prone to vandalism, vertical platform lifts are
not considered to be a desirable access solution for MBTA
stations. They have been used, however, in MBTA employee
facilities and are considered a viable option in that controlled
setting. A variance is required from the Architectural Access
Board if a lift is included in any facility.

Schematic
Design
Summary:
Vertical
Circulation

The schematic design should provide:
• a ramp or an elevator from the entrance level to the fare
collection and platform levels
• ramps or elevators which are adjacent to the main route of
travel
• ramps or elevators which are visible, if possible, from the
main route of travel
• an elevator which stops in the unpaid area of the fare collection level

i
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Ramps
UFAS4 .S.1 Anypartofan
accessible route with a slope
greaJer lhan J :20 shall be
considered a ramp and shall
comply with4.S. (MMB 22,/)

A ramp is defined as a pathway with a slope greater than 1:20.
(Note schematic issues regarding ramps in above section.)

UFAS4.8.2 Slope and Rise. The
least possible slope shall be used
[or any ramp. The maximum
slope of a ramp in new construe·
(ion shall bel:12. Themaximum
rise for any run shall be 30
inches. (MMB 25.2)
MAAB 25 .7 Circular ramps are
not acceptable. except with the
approval of this Board.

When a ramp must be used. locate it so that people do not have
to deviate off the pathway to find and use it. Try to locate the
foot of the ramp immediately adjacent to stairs.

The maximum allowable slope is 1 foot of rise to 12.5 feet of
run. (See discussion of ramp slope in "Ramps and Stairs,"
page 67.) However. many wheelchair users have difficulty
going up a ramp this steep. Where ramps must be used. the
slope should be minimized. Depending on the context and
available space, the slope may range from 1: 12.5 to 1:20 .

.11MB 25.2 Slope of ramps shall
nol exceed one·in-lWelve (1 :12).
UFAS 4.S.2 The least possible
slope shall be used for any ramp.
The maximum slope of a ramp in
new construction shall be J:12.
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1:12.S max.

Minimize Slope of Ramps
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Ramp
Location

Ramp Slope

Ramps

Ramp Width

Ramp width must be at least 48 inches, measured from the
inside of one railing to the inside of the opposite railing. This
width allows a person in a wheelchair and a person walking to
pass each other.

MAAB 25.3 Width of ramps shall
not be less than 48 inches
minimum clearance, measured al
the railings.

Ramp
Landings

Landings are essential to people with mobility impairments or
stamina limitations. Ramps can be any length as long as they
include adequate landings for people to rest. Landings are
required every 30 feet of run. Landings must also be provided
at the top and bottom of the ramp and at every change of direction.

UFAS 4.8.2 The maximum rise for
any run shall be 30 inches.

The ramp landing must be as wide as the ramp leading to it and
a minimum of 60 inches long. Where the ramp changes direction, the landing must be at least 60 x 60 inches.
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UFAS 4.8.4 (1) The landing shall
be at least as wide as lhe rpmp run
leading to it. (2) The landing
length shall be a minimum of 60
inches clear, (3) If ramps change
direction a/landings. the
minimum landing size shall be 60
inches by 60 inches. (4)lfa
doorway is located at a landing,
then the area in frOnl of the
doorway shall comply with 4.13.6.

30' max.
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60 n min.

Ramp Landings
Landings which are also an approach space for a door should
be at least 60 x 60 inches. Intermediate landings need to be at
least as wide as the ramp leading to it, and 60 inches long, If
the ramp is very long. such as a ramp at an overpass, consider
placing benches at the switchbacks to give people a chance to
rest.

Vertical Circulation I 72
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MMB 255 Ramps shall have a

I Ramp surfaces need to be slip resistant. This can be achieved
by using broom-finish concrete, adding carborundum chips to
the concrete, applying paint with sand in it, or attaching nonslip strips to the ramp surface. Surface treatment is especially
important on exterior ramps which may become slippery in wet
or freezing weather.

surface that is non.slip ..

MMB 25.4 Handrails shall be
set on both sides of ramps in
pairs. one at a heigh! of 34 inches.
and a lower one at a height of 19
jnc hes , measured vertically from
the surface of the ramp. Hand·
rails sluz// extend ai/east 12
inches beyond the top and bellom
of the ramp. bur need nor so
extend if it would cause a safety
hazard .... {The handgripj shall be
round or oval in cross·section,
and shall have a smooth surface
with no sharp corners. A
clearance of 1·1/2 inches shall
exist between a wall and the wall
raii.

Some outdoor ramps are required to be roofed; other cases
should be decided individually. (See "Accessible Route," page
34.) Where ramps are not roofed, it is helpful to orient them
toward the south sun to promote the melting of ice and snow.

Ramp Roofs

As with stairs, handrails are required on both sides of ramps to
help people who have strength on only one side of their body.
They may need the left handrail on their way up, and the right
rail coming down.

Handrails

Handrails are required at two levels to be useful to people
walking and to people in wheelchairs who may use the lower
rail to pull themselves up the ramp. The upper handrail should
be at 34 inches, and the lower handrail at 19 inches. These
heights are measured vertically from the surface of the ramp to
the top of the railing .

Handrail
Mounting

The clearance between handrails and walls must be exactly
1-1/2 inches. This clearance allows someone to get their hand
around the rail, but does not allow an arm to slip through so
that it could be broken during a tumble.

UFAS 4.85 If handrails or< not
continuous. they shall extend al
least J2 inches beyond the top and
bot/om of the rarnp segment and
shall be para liel with the floor or
ground surface.

I
I
!

Ramp
Surface

Ramp Handfilil With Extensions
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Ramps

Handrail
Extensions

Extend both handrails 12 inches horizontally beyond the top
and bottom edge of the ramp to provide support for people with
balance problems.

Handrail
Shape

People need smooth handrails that they can hang on to. For
this reason, handrails must have an outside diameter of between 1-1/4 and 1-1/2 inches and be round or oval in cross
section.

UFAS 4.26.2 Size and Spacing
o/Grab Bars and Handrails. The
diameter or width of the gripping
surface of a handrail or grab bar
shaUbe 1·114 inch 101 ·112 inch.
or the shape shall provide an

equivalent gripping surface.

Unacceptable Handrail
Edge
Protection

Acceptable Handrails

If the ramp drops off at the side, UFAS requires some sort of

UFAS 4.8.7 Edge Proteclion.
Ramps and landings wilh dropoffs shall have curbs, walls.
railings, or projecting surfaces
thaI prevent people from slipping
off/he ramp. Curbs shall be a

edge protection to prevent a wheelchair's small front wheels, a
crutch, or a cane tip from going over the edge. Solid walls on
each side of the ramp with wall-mounted handrails are the
safest edge protection, since a wheelchair gone off course will
be guided down the ramp and not collide with the railing.
Railings are another edge protection option listed in UFAS.
Current opinion is that the additional railing at 19 inches
required by MAAB will suffice for edge protection. 19 inches
is within a range detectable by cane, and a person seated in a
wheelchair probably could not drop the front wheel over the
edge because his or her legs would hit the lower rail first.

minimum 0/2 inches high.

!
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Stail's

I Stairs
I

IAlthough stairs must not be the only way for people to move

i between levels of a building, many people with disabilities can
! use stairs. Safe stair design is important to everyone. MAAB
stair requirements apply to all staircases. but UFAS's stair
requirements apply only to staircases which connect levels not
connected by an elevator. Since elevators are becoming stan·
dard at MBTA renovations, it is unlikely that UFAS will apply.
i If, however, you are designing a staircase which connects
i levels not connected by an elevator, incorporate the UFAS
regulations which are noted in the following de sign details.

I

I. The sloping underside of free standing staircases and escalators
are hazardous to people with visual impairments. Without
detectable warnings, people may run into the stairs and injure
their heads. Install permanent planters or walls below the
staircase to prevent people from walking under them.

I

Stairs that descend in
circular spaces can be
hazardous to a blind
person who may not be
able to locate them with
a white cane.

75
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A planter below the stair
provides a locatable
barrier for a blind person,
and prevents him from
banging his head on the
underside of the stair.

Freestanding
Staircases
and
Escalators

Stairs

Treads and
Risers

Open Risers

Treads should be no less than 11 inches deep. This dimension
allows people to place their whole foot securely on the step.
Riser height should be no more than 7 inches. Steeper stairs
can be too challenging for people with stamina problems
caused by respiratory or heart ailments.

UFA S 4.92 On any givenflighl oj
stairs, all steps shall have uniform
riser heights and uniform tread
width.r. Stair treads shall be no
less than 11 in wide. measured

!from riser to riser.

Stair treads with adequate traction prevent people from slipping. Appropriate non-slip surfaces include abrasive coatings.
non-slip strips. rubber treads. and broom-finish concrete.

MAflB 28.6 Stair treads shnll
have a non -slip surface . and o nly
a non-slip fini sh materia! may be
applied.

Because they are dangerous. stairs with open risers are not
permitted. Both feet and canes can slip through the openings
and get trapped between the treads. When renovating an open
riser staircase. a riser can be added to the back of the stairs to
solve the problem.

MMB 28.2 ..open risen" afe not
permitled .

¢§§¥:V&:::!!!J
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Problem: Open Risers

Solution
Nosings

The nosing- the part of the tread that overhangs the riser- is
particularly dangerous for people with braces or prostheses.
Because they tend to have little flexibility in their ankles, they
may catch their toes and trip on projecting nosings. To prevent
this hazard. slope the riser at 70 degrees or greater to meet the
front edge of the tread. Existing stairs with projecting nosings
can be modified by anchoring a sloping filler piece to the riser
face.
Vertical Circulation

MAAB 28.2 Such siairs shalf be

,constructed wilham abrupt
projection of tread nosings.
Risers may slope no more rhan
Ione
and [ · 1/4 i"chcsfrom the
I horizontal projection , and the

angle which the riser makes with

II the tread shall not be less than 70
: degras.
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Stair,

Problem: Protruding Nosings

Textured Flooring
on Step Edges

Solution

Ideally, step edges should
contrast in color value from
the treads, helping people with
partial sight to judge the tread
depth. Contrasting colors on
step edges do prevent accidents. Consider ribbed rubber
flooring with a contrasting
edge or, for concrete stairs, a
metal edge strip painted or
enamelled in a bright color.

Step Edges

If step edges cannot be distinguished from the rest of the tread,
, consider painting the stair stringers in a contrasting color. This
i helps people judge tread depth and riser height.

,11MB 28.3 Handrails shall be
sel on both sides of such stairs aJ
a height of 34 inches above the
jnJerseclion of trcad and riser .

I
I Handrails give essential suppon and guidance to stair users.

Handrail

! Rails are required on both sides of the stairs.

Location

I,
!
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Stairs

Mount handrails 34 inches measured to the top of the rail
above the intersection of the tread and the riser. The MBTA
also recommends a second handrail at 19 inches for children.

34 Inch and 19 Inch Handrail With Extensions
Handrail
Extension

/\-tAAB 28J ... Wall rails on each

Extending handrails horizontally beyond the top and bottom
treads aids people who need to stabilize themselves approaching and leaving the stairs. This extension also alens visually
impaired people that the stairway is beginning or ending.

set of such stairs shall extend at
least J2 inches beyond the top and
botlom riser at a height of 34
inches above the floor or landing .
but need not so extend if il would
cause a safety hazard or if space

Ideally. handrails should be continuous at landings. This provides a continuous guide for visually impaired people.

does not permjt,

On switchback stairs handrail extensions are not required
between the two fli ghts if they would impede travel or create a
haza rd on the landing.
i

Vertical Circulation

UFIIS 4 .9.4 (2) At/he top. the
handrail extension shall be
parallel with (!refloOT or ground
swface. Al the boltom, the
handrail shall continue 10 slope
for a distance o/Ihe width of one
rreadfrom thc bottom riser; the
remainder of the extension shall
be horizon/aJ.
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UFAS 4.26.2 The diamJ!ter or
width of the gripping surfaces of a
haruirai/ or grab bar shall be
1- / /4 inches to 1-112 inches, or
the shape shall prOYide an

equivalent gripping swface.
~-\1AAB 285 Clearance between a
wall and its wall rail shall be
J-1/2 inches .

UFAS 4 .9.4 (4) Gripping
surfaces shall be uninlerrupted by
newel p osts. other construction
clements, or obstructions.
UFAS 4 .9.4 (6) Ends of tire
handrails shall be either rounded
or returned smoothly to floor,
wall, or post.
UFA S 4 .9 .4(7) Handrailsshall
nol rotate within their fittings.

To allow people a fmn grasp. handrails must have an outside
diameter of between 1-1/4 inches and 1-1/2 inches and be
, round or oval in cross section. The clearance of 1-1/2 inches
I between handrails and walls prevents an arm getting caught
between the rail and the wall during a tumble.
Handrails should be securely installed so that they do not rotate
within their fittings. The ends of the handrails must either be
I rounded or must return smoothly to the floor. wall. or post.
When handrails contrast in color with the materials around
them they help people with sight impairments locate the handrail and assess the length of the stairs.
The gripping surface of a handrail must not have protrusions.
such as newel posts or other construction elements which
project through the railing. which interrupt the smooth passage
of a hand down the handrail.

!

I
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Handrail

Design

ElC\atllrs

Elevators
Design details for elevators require a careful look at three
codes: MAAB, UFAS, and the State Elevator Code.

Cab Size

The State Elevator Code, Section 17.40, has special requirements for all new structures with two or more floors. Passenger elevators in these facilities must have cab sizes large
enough to accommodate a standard stretcher, Exemptions may
be allowed in facilities where adequate alternate egress is
present by means of proximate, wide stairs or vehicle access to
each level. Section 17.40 requires a minimum clear cab size of
54 x 80 inches with a 42 inch door opening, These dimensions
are as large as or larger than those required by UFAS or
MAAB. If the Elevator Code does not apply (in some new
stations and in all renovated stations), the requirements of
UFAS and MAAB must be followed.
UFAS requires a minimum wall-to-wall elevator cab size of 51
x 68 inches if the door is off-center, and 51 x 80 inches if the
door is centered. These dimensions allow a person in a wheelchair to maneuver and make room for others entering the
elevator. In an existing station with severe structurallimitations, UFAS requires the elevator to be as close to its regular
standard as possible. In no case should the cab size fall below
the MAAB standard of 54 x 54 inches. Both UFAS and
MAAB requires a 36 inch wide door.

MAAB 35.1 Buildings having two
, (2) [lNel.'~ shall proyjde a ramp or

eleva/or 10 each level; buildings
having more than two levels shall
provide elevator access to each
I level.

UFAS 4 .10.9 Floor Plan of
ElevaIor Cars. Thefloor area of
elevator cars shall provide space
for wheelchair users to e nJe r Ihe
car, maneuver within reach of
cOnlroLr. and exit fr om the car.
Acceptable door op ening and
inside dimensions shall be as
shown .. ..

MMB 35.4 Car sile measured
from wall·la-wall and wall-IOdoor shall not be Ius than 54
iru:hes by 54 inches ...

"

UFAS Elevator Cab Dimensions
Vertical Circulation I 80
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UFAS 4.10.9 The floor area of
clevator cars shall provide space
for wheelchair users 10 enJer the
car, maneuver within reach of
controls. and exit from lhe car.

The elevator cab needs to be designed so that a person using a
wheelchair can reach the controls. One way to achieve this is
to design a cab large enough so that the wheelchair user can
maneuver. A wheelchair user facing the rear of the cab can
reach and operate the controls more easily if the controls are
mounted on a side wall.

In some cases, the overall station design makes it impossible to
install a standard, one-door cab. In these cases a two-door cab
may be substituted. The codes do not address elevators with
two-door cabs. The optimal elevator configuration from an
access standpoint is two doors opposite each other, so a wheelchair user can enter and exit the cab without changing direction. However, an elevator with two doors at right angles to
each other is also acceptable. Minimum code dimensions
should be observed to insure that any configuration will allow
sufficient maneuvering area. In some cases, one or more of the
three responsible agencies may need to be consulted to assure
conformance with the intent of the code.
Whenever there are two doors, the MBTA requires a control
panel at each.

Minimum Dimensions for Two-Door
Cab With Doors at Right Angles
81
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Placement of
Controls

Two-Door
Cabs

l-:lC\alors

Handrail

Install a handrail on at least one wall to steady people with
balance problems.

Lighting

Lighting must be sufficient for occupants to read the letters and
numbers next to the car control buttons. UFAS requires an
illumination level of at least 5 footcandles.

.11MB 35 ./0 Handrails shall be
located on aJ least one wall in
every elevator between 32 to 36
inches above the car floor, with a
J-1 12 inch ciearancefrom the
wall.
UFAS 4./0.11 JIIuminaJion
Levels. The level of illW1linaJion
alIne car CGroro/s, platform and
car threshold and landing sill
shall be ai/cast 5 foo/candles.

"

'<t I "
."
E

UFAS 4 .10. 12 (3) Allfloor
buttons shall be no higher than 48
inches. unless thefe is a substantial increase in cost, in which case
lhe maximum mcunJing height
may be increased to 54 inches
above the floor. Emergency
controls, including the emergency
alarm and emergency SlOp. shall
be grouped at Ihe holtom of the
panel and shall have Iheir
centerlines no Jess than 35 inches
above the floor.

Elevator Control Panel and Handrail
Control Panel The control panel inside the elevator cab needs to be within
reach of people in wheelchairs, children, and short people, but
high enough to be convenient for tall people. All the buttons
should fall within 35 inches to 48 inches of the floor. Be sure
the emergency buttons and the emergency telephone are located at the bottom of the panel where they can be easily
reached.

MMB35.12 Wher easervice
locolion is maintained in a
building. a two -way communica. tion system shoJi be provided
between each elevator and that
location. The clevato r componenJ
shall be placed at a maximum
heigh! of 48 inches above the car

i

i

I floor.

i
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i'.-IIlAB 35.5 ...Floor numbers,
For people without fine finger control, projecting buttons with
(elfers or s),mbols shall be at least
a concave scoop are easier to use than flush buttons. Metal
112 i",.ch high and raised threebuttons should be specified because plastic ones are too easily
hundredths (.03) of an inch, on
i
damaged.
Heat-sensitive control buttons should not be used
cont rasting background, and
located to the left o/floor butlo ns, i because people using hand wands or a prosthesis will not be
not on the buttons. Permanenl
able to operate them.
adhesive p/ales are
acceptable ... Braille leiters and
Raised floor numbers should be located beside the button so
!lumbers may be used in addition
that
touch-sensitive buttons are not inadvertently activated by
to, b ut not instead of. large ra ised
characters.
visually impaired people reading the numbers. Arabic numer-

i

Button

Design

als are mandated because, contrary to popular perception, few
I visually impaired people read braille.

UFA S 4.10 .12 Elevator control
panels sha ll have the following

feo/u.res: (1) Blatons. All control
bldtons shall be at least 314 inches
in their smllilesl dimension. They
may be raised or f7ush. (2) Tactile
arid Visual COnlrol [ndicalors.
All cOnlrol buJlons shall be
designated by raised alphabet
characters f or leiters, Arabic
characters/or numerals, or as
shown in ANSJ.. . The call button
for the main en.tryfloor shall be
designated by a raised slar at the
left of the floor designation ...

i r - - , - - - - - --

I
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1

I

I
I
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Button Design

Floor identification numbers next to buttons should
be characters raised a
minimum of 1/32 of an inch
or .03 inches. According to
the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, a character height of 5/8 of an inch
is better for touch-reading
than the code requirement
of 1/2 inch.

i Because many people rely on elevators exclusively, elevators
should be connected to emergency generators. It is very frustrating and potentially dangerous for a person to be trapped in a
i subway station during a power failure.

i

IElevators should be equipped with an alarm system which rings
I Central Control and the fare collector when the elevator breaks
i down . Central Control can then keep the "Elevator Update

ILine" current.

Many riders who rely upon elevators call the
line before embarking on an MBTA ride. Central Control can
! also arrange for a speedy repair.
r

i

Two-way voice communication should be provided between
the elevator and the fare collector's booth via perforated plate.

,

I
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Emergency
System

Elevaturs

Elevator
Doors

Elevator doors must provide at least a 36 inch clear opening.

Door
Reopening
Device

Specify a sensing mechanism for reopening the door that does
not touch the person in the doorway. To detect people using
wheelchairs, guide dogs, and canes, be sure that sensing devices are located at 5 inches and 29 inches above the floor.
Elevator doors also should remain open long enough for people
who move slowly to enter the doorway without being struck by
the closing doors. The minimum time for the door to remain
fully open is three seconds, if a non-contact sensing mechanism
is used. Doors should close no faster than I foot per second.

MMB 35.3 Elevator doors in
constructed or reconstructed
b uildings shall provide a clear
opening of at least 36 inches in
width.
MAAS 35.3.1 D oors shall be
power· operated and automalic,
closing al a maximum speed of
approximately one foot per
second.

UFAS 4.10 .6 Door Protective a
Reopening Device. Elevator d oo
shall open and close automati·
cally . They shall be provided wi
a reopening device Ihal will stop
and reopen a car door and

hoistway door aUloma/ically if th

Sensing
device

door becomes obstructed by an
object or person . The de vice sha
be capable of comp leting these
operations without requiring
contact for an obstruction passin
through the opening al heighls o
5 inches and 29 inches . Door
reopening devices shall remain
effective for al least 20 seconds

,
....'"

MAAB 34 J .2 A door reopening

device shall be provided to stop
and reopen the car door and
adjacenl hoistway door when the
car door is obstructed while
closing. A non-contact sensing!
reopening device may be substituted f or a door safety edge if its
i effective area extends 10 Ihe full
door he ight. A localized non, COnlact device such as an eleclri
eye mtJy be used in addition 10 a
full door height contact reopenin
, device . provided lhat the locali:
device operated at 5 inches and
inches above the floor. S uch non
contact sensing devices are not
req uired if a timer is sellO hold
the doors open a minimum of 6
seconds atl!Qch stop. If a nonconlacl sensing device is provide
the minimum l ime f or the door to
remain/ulJy open is J seconds.

I
Elevator Door Opening Device

i

Vertical Circulation
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MMB 35 .2 Operation: All
elevators which are pro\'ided[or
pu blic use shall be au/omalie. and
sha ll be self-leveling wiIh a
maximum rolerance of plus or
minus 112 inc h under normal

People using wheelchairs have difficulty
entering or leaving
elevators if the floor of
the elevator is not level
with the lobby floor,
and people using
walkers or canes are
likely to trip. In existing elevators, faulty
self-leveling mechanisms that are 1/2 inch
or more OUI of line
should be replaced.

loading condirions.

Self-Leveling
Mechanisms

Cab Leveling

,HAAG 35.7 Hall burcons shall be
iocated not higher than 42 inches

Mount the call panels in elevator lobbies where they can be
reached from a wheelchair. MAAB requires the centerline of
the highest button to be no higher than 42 inches above the
floor. The space below the controls must remain free from
obstructions, such as ashtrays or planters.

from the centerline of lhe highest
but/on , 10 floor. Bullon rwmbers,
lellers or symbols shall be J !4 of
an inch in height. No ash/rays or
other obstacles shall be placed
directly below or above the call
bullans.

The UP and DOWN directional signals in elevator lobbies and
in cabs should be unmistakable. Avoid relying exclusively on
color to indicate up or down-a great many people cannot
differentiate colors. The signal that works best is two directional arrows. Place the up button above the down button so
that visually impaired people have an additional clue.

I
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Elevator Call
Panel

"" ,;~:;; ::,,:" ;'::'

Elevators

Call buttons mounted
low enough to
from a wheelchair

,

h
,

Space below controlsd·
sbould be free from
obstructions

Elevator Call Panel

Door-Jamb
Floor

Designation

MAAB 35 .9 Door iamb markings
Let people know which floor they are on by installing raised
indicating floor designations shall
numerals at least 2-1/4 inch tall on the outside jamb of the
be provided a1 each hoisrway
elevator door. Mount the jamb numerals consistently 60 inches entrance on both sides ofjamb
above the floor so they can be easily seen by anybody in the
visible from within the car and the
elevator cab, and easily located by visually impaired people.
elevator lobby at a height of 60
inchesabovethef7oor. "umbers
shall be on a contrastill g color
background a minimum of2 . / 12
inches high and raised three·
hundredths (.03) of an inch.

Vertical Circulation I 86

EI~\ alurs

MAAB 35 .6 A car position
indicator shall be located above
(h e conJro/ panel or door, and
shall be illuminated on a
contrasting background. In
addition . audible signals shall
indica te passing 11oors.

Direction signals inside the cab should indicate audibly the
floors passed or anived at to help people with vision problems
locate the floor they want. Visual floor indicators inside the
elevator cab give hearing impaired people the same information
in a visual form.

I

MAA B 35 .8 Audible signals shall
diJJerefiti ale direction of travel as
standardi zed rtalionaJ/y; one
SO/l ruJ signal /o r up . two s ignals
for down . An in·car signal
lalltern is permilled.

, As the elevator doors open, visually impaired people need
audible signals to indicate the elevator's direction of travel.
l One sound signals up and two sounds signal down.

I

I

I
I

I
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Audible
Direction
Signaling
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ISchematic Horizontal Circulation
I

I Many people are aware of the need for accessible vertical
elements such as ramps and elevators. But in fact, horizontal
circu lation is equally critical and needs equally careful thought.

Travel distances should be minimized to the extent possible.
For people who have mobility limitations, the len gth of the trip
detennines the success or failure of it. Particular considera tion
should be made at transfer stations.

Length of the
Route of
Travel

Minimize Travel Distances Between Elements

A simple path of travel will help people tind their way. Visually impaired and developmentally disabled people have
difficulty learning how to get arou nd a station if it does not
have an easily comprehended circulation pattem. A good
I example would be a linear or T-shaped path of travel which is
easy for visually impaired people to memorize. Changes of
. direction, particularly within tunnels, are disorienting for riders.

Circulation
Pattern

!The schematic design shou ld provide:

Schematic
Design
Summary:
Horizontal
Circulation

I

I
I

.

I

minimum distances between station elements
I , an accessible route of travel through the station
I
a simple circulation pattern or a commitment to thorough
i signage directing people along the accessible route
i,

I'
I
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Horizontal Circulation

Accessible Route

Accessible Route
Except where accessible vertical circulation is provided, an accessible route free from steps and stairs should link the accessible entrance(s) to fare collection and the platform. Particularly at transfer stations, check to see that connections between
the four platforms can be made along an accessible route free
from steps and stairs.

;MA4B 5.12 Means of Egress : A
palh
Iof travel f rom anyUJtOhstructed
poin! in a
cOn/inuous and

I
II

I

building or f ac ilit y to a public
space . A fn£Q1tS of egress
comprises the vertical and
horizontal means a/travel and
shall iru:lude s idewalks, walkways,
sidewalk ramps, intervening room

spaces, doors, hallways, corri·

I

dors. passageways. balconies .
ramps, stairs. ellClosures. lobbies,
escalators, horizon/al exits. courts
and yards. Such means of egress
shall be in. N) instance less th(U1
36 inches wide, except as provided
in these Regulations.

I UFAS 43 .8 C hanges ill levels
along an accessible roUle shall
comply with 4.5.2. If an acces.vible roUle has changes in level
greater than 112 inch then a curb
ramp, ramp, elevator, or platform
lift shall be provided that complies
with 4.7, 4.8, 4.10. or 4.11 , respec/ively . Stairs shall fIOl be part
of an accessible route.

Horizontal Route Connections
Slope

UFAS 43.7 An accessible route
with a running slope greater than

Any slope greater than 1:20 must be treated as a ramp.

I :20 is a ramp and shall comply
with 4.8 . Nowhere shalltM cross
! slope of an accessible ro ute

"I

Width

All circulation spaces should be at least 36 inches wide with
additional space for benches or other protruding objects.
I exceed 1 :50.
Telephones and drinking fountains must not effectively reduce
UFAS 4.3 .3 The minimum clear
the corridors ' width or fonn obstacles in the circulation path.
width of an. accessible route shall
Place these protruding elements outside of the circulation path, be 36 inches.
in alcoves or cul-de-sacs, so that the corridor is safe for people
with sight impairments and wide enough for mobility impaired UFAS 4.2 3 TIu! space required
I for a wheelchair to make a 180
people.

I
Ide~ree turn is a clear space of 60

Change of
Direction

inches diameter or aT-shaped

Width is especially critical when a corridor changes direction
space.
or approaches a doorway. It is important to have enough space
I
to negotiate a 90 degree turn in a wheelchair. A 5 foot wide
corridor ass ures this maneuverability.
I
1

I
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, Circulation Spaces Should Be at Least 36 Inches Wide

I
I It is essential to clearly mark the accessible route for mobility

Iimpaired riders. Signs displaying an arrow and the International Symbol of Accessibility should direct people along the
Iaccessible route. They should be in place at the same locations

Accessible
Route
Signage

as all other directional signage and at every point a direction
decision must be made. A designated accessible route will be
especially appreciated at MBTA transfer stations which tend to
have confusing routes of travel.

I If the accessible route is complex- if, for example, it involves
I more than one elevator, or if more than two direction decisions
must be made-<:onsider using a painted line on the floor to

Idesignate the accessible route. The line should be suppler

men ted with signs denoting the destination of the line, such as
This solution may
be particularly useful at transfer stations.

i " Blue Line Outbound" or "Exit to Street."

One additional advantage is that some visually impaired riders
will be able to see the contrasting line on the floor. There are
1 people who use the MBTA who are both visually and mobility
impaired. (See "Signage ," page 115.)

I
I
I
;

'\/,.\Af1 18.3.3 Within the termifUll

there shall be seating al intervals
f lO! ro exc eed 25t) I t'd .

i Some people can walk only a short distance before they have to

i rest.

Seating, therefore, must be provided at least within every
1250 feet.
i

I
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Seating

Accessible Route
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Accessible Route Marked With Symbol of Accessibility
Emergency
Egress

Emergency egress from above or below grade station levels is a
challenge for mobility-impaired individuals who depend on
elevators and escalators. Whenever possible. create accessible
egress routes which can be used in an emergency. This can
often be achieved on sloping sites where several floors can exit
directly to the exterior grade.
In some stations, it may not be feasible to comply with the provisions of UFAS, which require places of refuge if accessible
routes of egress are not available. In the area of accessible
egress, as with many other areas of barrier-free design, access
codes were developed with simpler structures in mind. The
MBTA, after extensive consideration and consultation with the
General Services Administration, has produced what it regards
as a reasonable interpretation of the UFAS standard which can
apply to emergency egress in transit facilities.

1
·

UFAS 4.3.10 Egress. Accessible
routes serving any accessible
space or element shall also serve
as a means of egress lor emergencies or connect to an accessible
place a/refuge. Such accessible
routes and places of refuge shall
comply with the requiremenJs of
the admini.rtrative authority
having jurisdiction. Where fire
code provisions require more than
one means o[ egress from any
space or room , then more than
Onl! accessible means of egress
shall also be provided for handi·
capped people. Arrange egress so
as to be readily accessible from al
accessible rooms and spaces.

I

The MBTA is requiring station designers to provide at least
two " Passenger Assistance Areas" at each platform. One of
these should be located near main exit stairways, and another
should be located at some distance away to account for the
need for egress in another direction. These areas should be
located so as not to impede the egress of other passengers as
well as to protect the safety of the passengers who are waiting.
The areas should be dcsignated by means of signs and distinctivc architectural fini sh. Each should have a police call-back
intercom which can be used to alert station or emergency personnel of the need to provide assistance.
Horizontal Circulation I 94
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Doors and Doorways
An inaccessible door blocks people from the station. Proper
clearances and maneuvering space are critical to people with
mobility limitations. Hardware selection and the weight of the
door determine whether or not people with arthritis, prostheses,
or limited dexterity are able to operate doors.

A'HA827.2 Doors to all public
areas shall have a minimum width
of 36 inches. Pivoted and
balanced hardware doors and
olher non-hinged doors shall
provide a minimum clear opening
of not less than 34 inches
measured at 90 degrees.

People using wheelchairs or walkers need doors wide enough
to pass through without bumping into the jambs.

Adequate Doorway Clearance

There are two measurements that are used to describe an
accessible doorway: width and clear opening.
The width of a door is the actual width of the door leaf. All
doors along accessible routes must be at least 36 inches wide.

95 Horizontal Circulation

Doorway Size

Duurs and Doorways

The clear opening is the effective width of the doorway when
the door is open. The clear opening of a doorway is measured
from the face of the stop on the latch side jamb, to the face of
door when the door is open 90 degrees. This opening must be
large enough for a person to maneuver a wheelchair through
without scraping his or her hands. Some doors, particularly
pivoted doors, may have to be specified wider than 36 inches to
achieve the 34 inches clear opening.
Double Doors For double doors, at least one leaf of the pair must meet the 34
inch clear opening requirement.
34" minimum

~;

MAAB 273 At [east one door of a
pair of doors shal [ have a
minimum width of 36 inches, or
shall provide a minimwn clear
opening of not less than 34 inches,

measured at 90 degrees.

••••

Clear Opening

Existing
Doorways

In existing buildings, many
doors fall short of the door
width requirement of 36 inches.
There are several ways to make
these doorways accessible. If
the clear opening of an existing
doorway is too small by an
inch or two, accessibility may
be achieved by changing the
hinges to an offset hinge.
Offset Hinge

Horizontal Circulation I 96
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I)uurs and nUurwa) s

IIf the opening is more than 2 inches too narrow, the frame can
, be removed, a larger opening cut in the wall, and a new door

! and frame installed.

I
I

Double doors can be made accessible when neither leaf provides the 34 inch clear opening by installing a wide leaf and a
narrow leaf in the existing frame.

~ Clear34"opening

l

,

Wide Leaf and Narrow Leaf in an Existing
Double Door Frame
MA1I827.4 There shall be a level

IPeople using wheelchairs or crutches need to be able to move

Manem'ering

to the side of the door to pull it past themselves. Provide a
.
.
clear area at least 18 Inches, preferably 24 Inches, on the pull
side of the door latch,

Space at the

clew floor wea provIded, beyond I
the la1ch, Pu.lI side of the door,
. .
of 18
d oorway or gale, a mJnlmum

inches and preferably 24 inches.
MAflB 27.8 The f loor inside and
outside of each doorn'a)' shall be
leve/for a distance of60 inches
from the door.

97

IIt is also hard to open a door if your wheelchair is rollin g away
, from it. Provide a level area on both sides of the door. On the
push side of the door, there must be a level space at least 36
inches wide by 60 inches deep. On the pull side, the level area
must be at least 54 inches wide by 60 inches deep.

I Horizontal Circulation

Door
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Maneuvering Space at the Door

Existing
Doors

One of the most frequent problems at existing buildings is the
absence of maneuvering space beside the door on the latch pull
side. Sometimes this can be solved by reversing the door
swing. Other options include installing a mechanism for
keeping the door open, such as a magnetic hold-open device,
installing an automatic door opener, or removing the door
entirely.

Door

Many people cannot open doors that require more than 10-15
pounds of force. Design interior doors to open with no more
than 5 pounds of applied press ure, and exterior doors with no
more than 15 pounds of pressure. In some cases, doors cannot
be kept closed at such low pressures. When this occurs, provide a compensating device which can be activated to reduce
pressure, or a power door opener.

MAAB 27.6 Maximumpressure
applied 10 1M latch area 10 open.
exterior doors shall not exceed J5
pounds .... Doors requiring
greater force shall hi! equipped
with compensaling devices to
reduce the operating force , or
shall be equipped with automatic
opening devices.

Doors that snap shut too quickly are also hazardous. Door
closers, when provided, must allow at least 6 seconds before
closing. Specify door closers that have pressure adjustments
and delayed action closing.

force f or pushing or pulling open
a door shall be as/allows:
...inlerior hinged doors: 5 lb[.

Pressure

UFAS4 ./3 .!I Themaximum

J\tIAAB 275 Doors shall have a
closing speed of noliess than 6
secoruJs.

Horizontal Circulation
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Dours and Uour\\ays

MAAB 27.7 Exterior thresholds
sha ll not exceed /12 inch in
heigh!, beve/ed on both sides.
inlerior thresholds shall be flush
UJj/h the floo r. Changes in floor
finish materials may require an
edge slrip or threshold flush wilh
the higher maleTiai and beveled aI
a ratio of one.inJour ( 1:4).

,Thresholds are particularly difficult for people in wheelchairs
Ior walkers and people with leg braces who cannot bend their

Thresholds

,I knees or ankles. Exterior thresholds can be no higher than 1/2
inch and should be beveled on both sides with a ratio of 1:4.
,. Thresholds at interior doors are undesirable from an accessibil. ity standpoint.

I

m

I

I Applied threshold

Interior
no or finish

hold

IFlo, h th ",hold
Interior
noor finish

iI

I depressed

M..1All 27.11 Doors in the means
of ('gress shall be operable wilh
one hand mu.J with a sing Je effort .
Dv ors in the pcUns of ingress shalf
be able to be un locked (lnd opened
Ivit l: one hand.

•

!

I No threshold-

M!v \B 27.9 Height: Hand·
operated door-opening hardware
shali be localed 36 inches 10 42
jn c he~; above the floor. When
hardware is provided or changed
on doors in the means of egress.
levers, push plales. pull bars.
panic hardware, elc ., bur not
con vcnl ionaJiy operating door
knobs or thumb latch pull devices
shall be used. All door hardware
shall be operable wilh a closed
Jist .

Exterior
noor finish

floor slab

!

I

Exterior Thresholds
I
IPeople with arthritis, broken anns, or prostheses often have
' limited dexterity and need door handles that are operable
without tight grasping or twisting of the wrist. Lever handles,
Iloop
handles, and push plates are easy to use. Knobs and

I

thumb latches are impossible for some people to operate.
Designers can check hardware themselves with the "closed fist
test." Simply, if hardware can be operated by a closed fist, it is
acceptable.

I
I
I

Accessible Door Hardware
The code requires accessible hardware on all doors in a path of
egress, which includes most doors in a building.
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Door
Hardware

Buurs and Buur\'ays

I M;tAB 27.12 D oors opening into
Door hardware on doors leading to hazardous places should
have a roughened or knurled surface to warn people with sight I hazardous areas shall have dooropening hardware which is
impainnents. Hazardous areas are those with an unprotected
buJrlcd or has a ro ughened
change in elevation such as loading platforms. and those
surface to give tactile warning 10
the
visually handicapped.
containing dangerous equipment such as electrical equipment
Hazardous
areas shall include
rooms.
I

loading platforms. boiler rooms,
electrical equipment rooms, etc.

Kick Plates

,

I.
I

.
16"

\ ~,-. I

To minimize the wear that doors
receive from wheelchair footrests.
install kick plates on the push side
of doors that have door closers •
such as entry and exit doors. toilet
room doors. and corridor doors.

Kick Plate

Horizontal Circulation
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MI1.AB 29.1 Thefloor on Q/IY
single story shall be of a CQmfTU)n
level chroughoUl, e:tcept where a
ramp (as described in Seclio n 25 )
conncclS different levels.
UF/IS 45.4 Gratin.gs. if
gratings are located in walking
sur/aces, then they shail have
spaces no greater than 1/2 inch
wide in o ne direction. If gralings
have elo ngated openings, Ihen
Ihey shall be placed so Ihal l ne
long dimension is perpendicular
to the dominant direclion of
travel.

Floor Surfaces

Interior floor surfaces affect how safely and comfortably
people circulate in a bUilding. In general, provide interior floor
I surfaces that are smooth, firm, stable, and non- slip.

I Doormats that are permanently installed in entry vestibules can
I be a real impediment to wheelchair users unless they are
recessed into the floor to eliminate the bump at the edge. If
matting is used, it needs to be dense and firm enough so that a
wheelchair can roll over it. If metal gratings are used, the gaps
I in the grating must run perpendicular to the direction of travel,
and measure less than 1/2 inch so that wheels, heels and canes
do not get caught in them.

Unit materials, such as brick and concrete pavers, often have
joint irregularities that may exceed a quarter of an inch in
1 height. This unevenness of surface is dangerous to a wide
I variety of users: people who are elderly, have lower limb
amputations or arthritis, and people with fixed ankle braces,
poor balance, or incoordination . People using wheelchairs
often find the excessive bumping that comes from travelling on
jointed materials to be extremely uncomfortable.

Brick and
Concrete
Pavers

i Since very minor changes in surface are sufficient to tum an

ankle or cause a fall , brick and other unit flooring should be
used only if it can be in stalled to very close tolerances. All
ridges or bumps greater than 1/4 inches must be ground down
after the material is laid.

I
UFAS 4.3 .8 Changes in Icvels
alons an access ible roule s"all
comply wit" 4.5.2 . Ifan acces-

I
, Even slight level changes can be a barrier to a person using a
I wheelchair. Where floor finish materials change, an edge strip

sible rota"e ha s c"M"g es"in level b ,' may be used, if
greater t an l /2 inC ,I en a cur
.
ramp . ramp. elevator. or platform i at a ratio of 1:2

it is flush with the higher material, and beveled
.
or less. Any level change over 1/2 mch must be
I treated as a ramp.

lift s hall be pro vided t"at complies
with 4.7, 4.8, 4 ./0 , or 4.1 J, re1
spt.'clwcly. Stairs .~·h (l ll not be parI !
of all accessjble rOllle .

MAAll 27 .7 ... Changes ifl Jl oor
jinish ma:erials may require an
l :t(rje str ip or !hrt:shold j1l4Sh with
the higher mau rial (u ut bClleled at
a rario of one·inlollr ( 1:4).

!
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Changes in
Flooring
Materials

Flour Surraces

Non.Slip
Flooring
Materials

Non-slip is a difficult tenn to quantify without instrumentation.
Materials such as unglazed tile and broom-fmish concrete are
generally accepted as non-slip surfaces. Improper maintenance
and cleaning techniques. however. can make them quite hazardous. Materials such as polished marble are almost always
slippery. especially when wet. and should be avoided whenever
possible.

MAAB 29.2 Floors in the means
of egress shall have a surface that
is non-slip and shall be nul;ntairli!d with a non-slip material.

I
i
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Sl'hcn1:ltic Platform Design

ISchematic Platform Design

IOn the platform. safety and the ability to traverse an unobI

!

structed path are of particular concern to people with mobility
or visual impairments. They may be blocked by obstacles such
as trash cans or structural columns. or endangered by hazards
such as the platform edge.

I
I
IPlatforms should be wide enough for a person in a wheelchair

l or a parent with child and stroller to await a train without
Icausing an obstruction for other passengers. There should be at
least 6 feet of clear platform width. measured from the platform
edge to the wall. Where there are benches. columns or other
elements which project from the wall. measure the clear platform width from the platform edge to the edge of the benches
or other elements.

I
I

I
I . .'

I

6 Feet of Clear Platform Width

i All circulation space on the platform must be at least 36 inches
! wide. Consider this requ irement when placing columns.

I

I
!
105 Platform
I

Platform
Width

Schematic Platrllrm lJesign

Structural
Elements

UFA S 4.33 The minimum clear
width 0/ an accessible route shall
be 36 inches.

In the design of a new station, or in a structural renovation of
an existing station, the placement of structural columns which
intersect the platform should not effectively reduce the clear
platform width. A person using a wheelchair needs at least a
36 inch wide path to be able to pass between a structural
column and an adjacent wall or obstacle. More impol1antly,
should a car door open in front of a structural column, a person
using a wheelchair would need 60 inches between the platform
edge and the column to disembark and turn to travel along the
platform. In some existing stations, relocating the columns
may be extremely impractical. An alternative would be to
designate a train stopping point to ensure that doors will not
open in front of columns.

UFAS 4.2.3 Wheelchair Turning
Space. The space required for a
wheelchair to make a lBO-degree
lurl1. is a clear space of 60 inches
diameter or a T-shaped space.

60 Inches Between Platform Edge and Structural Column

Schematic
Design
Summary:
Platform

The platform design should provide:
• route(s) to and from the platforms which do not require the
use of stairs
• at least 5 foot wide platfornls, 6 foot preferred
• at least 60 inches clear space along the edge of the platform
• 36 inches between any two elements which the route of
travel runs between
• maximum slope of 5%, parallel to the track

I

I
I

I

i

i
Platform
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'Platform
UFAS4.5 .1 Groundandfloor
surfaces along accessible routes
and in accessible roOms and
space, includjng J700rs. walks,

romps, stairs, and curb romps,
shall be stable,firm, slip.resistanJ,
and shall comply with 4.5.

UFAS 4.3 .7 Slope. I\n accessible
roule with a running slope of
grealer rJJan 1:20 is a ramp and
shall comply wilh 4 .8 ...

Platfonns should be finished with non-slip materials such as
broom finish concrete. Smooth terrazzo finishes are unacceptable indoors or outdoors because such surfaces can
become slick when wet. Unit pavers may be used as long as
they are set to close tolerances providing a level surface with
I no bumps or ridges, Durability of finish should be considered
because a tile whiCh initially has some "tooth" may become
slippery with use.

I
I
IPlatfonn slope can pose a hazard to a person using a manual

wheelchair who must prevent the wheelchair from accidentally
, rolling backwards or forwards. Slope in the direction parallel
to the tracks should be as level as possible, not exceeding I
foot of rise for every 20 feet of run, or 5%.
1
'

Platform Slope Should be Minimized

107 1Platform

Materials

Slope

I'lalrorm

Cross Slope

The cross slope (the slope perpendicular to the direction of the
tracks) can be a maximum of 2%. If the platform slopes any
steeper down to its edge, a person using a wheelchair must
constantly prevent himself or herself from rolling down onto
the tracks. If the platform slopes up to its edge, the manual
wheelchair user must work hard against an uphill slope to
board the car quickly. Therefore, cross slope should be as level
as possible, not exceeding I foot of ri se for every 50 feet of
run, or 2% .

UFAS 43.7 Slope ... Nowhere
slulll the cross slope of an
accessible roule exceed} :50.

o
Cross Slope of Platform Should Be Minimized

Platform
Edge

To alert visually impaired riders of the edge, there must be a
bright yellow tactile warning strip discernible underfoot at least
24 inches wide along the entire length of the platform edge. A
visually impaired person walking towards the edge must be
alerted by the warning material in time to stop. For this reason,
the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind suggests a 24-36
inch minimum which allows a full pace between detection of
the warning strip and the platform edge. The change in texture
must be discernible underfoot through a shoe. This means the
optimum material should have protrusions at least 3/16 of an
inch high. The shape of the protrusion is significant-they
should be domed rather than flat. The warning material can be
made of plastic, pre-cast concrete, tile, or any other non-slip
material which can provide protrusions. People with visual

Platrorm

UFAS 45.1 Ground andfloor
s urfaces along accessible routes
and in accessible rooms and
spaces, including floors. walks.
ramps, stairs. and curb ramps,
shall be stable,firm, slip-resistanJ,
and shall comp ly with 4.5 .

MAAB 18.6.4 The edge of all
platforms at newly constructed.
alJered or remodeled stations
sha ll have a yellow band of a
different lexture, distinguishable
underfoot. and at least 24 inches
in width. warning of a danger
zone .

1108
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I impairments and their guide dogs are now being taught to
'I

recognize such material. The tactile warning material should
be used consistently at the platform edge to provide a reliable
signal. The material cannot be used for any other purpose.
such as identifying pathways. if it is to maintain its effectiveness as a warning signal. The MBTA will provide an addendum to the Guide to Access with the results of its investigations
into performance criteria for edge treatment. (See "Maintaining Access." page 177.)

24 Inch Minimum Tactile Warning
Poorly placed. protruding elements such as benches. fire
extinguishers. telephones. and trash cans can pose hazards for
visually impaired riders. Hazards can be eliminated if these
elements are recessed or equipped with wing-walls which
extend to within 27 inches off the ground. Objects higher than
27 inches cannot be detected by cane.

,
!

I

!
I
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Protruding Object 27 Inches

orr Ground

Obstructions
and
Protruding
Objects

I'latfurm

Objects such as trash cans should never be placed in front of a
wall-mounted sign or map because some people need to stand
very close to a sign to read it. Many visually impaired people
can read signs if they stand within 2 inches of them.

UFA ~' 4.4.1 Objects projecting
from walls with their leading
edges between 27 inches and 80
inches above the finished floor
shall protrude no more than 4
inches in/o walks, halls, corridors,
passageways or aisles. O bjects
mouflled with their leading edges
at or below 27 inches above the
finished floor may protrude any

I

IU'~_'

,""'C,·
'-'

amount.

~.
Clear Space in Front of Signage

Platform/Car The gap between the platform and the car should be as small as
Interface
possible considering operating tolerances, car design and other
limiting factors. A pronounced horizontal and/or vertical gap
between platforms and cars can be hazardous for all riders,
especially for those who use wheelchairs because front caster
wheel s of wheelchairs can become trapped in the gap. Visually
impaired users may trip or stumble on an unanticipated gap.
The maximum allowable horizontal gap is 4 inches and the
maximum vertical gap is 2 inches. Gaps should always be
minimized.

MAAB 18.3.1 The distance
between platform and vehicle al
boarding platforms shall not
exceed 4 inches in the horizontal
plane and 2 inches in the vertical
pIaN!.

I
I
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Minimize Gap at Platform/Car Interface
AfAAlJ 18.3 .3 Within the terminal
(here. shall be sealing at intervals I

Riders with or without mobility impainnents welcome the
opportunity to stop at a seat. Seating should be provided at
intervals not to exceed 250 feet. Seats with arm rests at the
, ends will be easier for elderly people to rise from.

I

not to exceed 250 feet .

III
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Signag\:

ISignage
Signs which are easy to read and are posted in consistent,
accessible locations throughout the system benefit all MBTA
., riders. For a signage system to be accessible, visual and tactile
means must be employed to provide routine information.
Accessible features should be integral to all MBTA sign age,
not pan of a parallel "special needs" sign system.

I

Signage can be designed to take advantage of the usable vision
which many legally blind people retain. People who have
partial sight loss need high contrast signage with large, easy-toread lettering. Signs mu st be posted frequently throughout the
station so that they can be spotted by people who have only a
narrow cone of vision. Concise and succinct messages should
be presented in graphic and verbal formats. Until the MBTA
develops a new sign age and graphics package, its current
graphic standards should be consulted.

Contrast between letters and background is essential. White
letters on colored bands are the preferred form of signage.
Black lettering on white is acceptable as well. It is also helpful
to have contrast between the sign and the wall on which it is
i mounted.

Contrast

I
I

I

! Light
!

Color Character on a Dark Background Is Preferred

! Particular care must be taken to select lighting which mini-

i mizes glare.

I
•
I
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Glare

Signage

Tactile
Leiters

Although not all visually impaired people can read braille,
many can read raised print. Where tactile signs are incorporated, use capital letters set in sans-serif block type between
5/8 inch and 2 inches tall. Letters should be raised at least
1/32 inch.

Effective Profiles of Tactile Letters

Ineffective
Profile

Because it is more difficult to read by touch than by sight,
tactile maps should be as simple and straightforward as possible. Tactile maps, drawn approximately to scale, need to be
larger than visual maps which present the same information.
Tactile letters should be mounted no higher than 48 inches
from the floor, where they will be in reach of a person seated in
a wheelchair. When possible, use braille and tactile print on
the same sign.

Clear Space
at Signs

I

Because many people need to be very close to a sign in order to
read it, 48 inches clear space must be provided in front of any
sign. This space allows visually impaired individuals to be
within 2 inches of the sign. Riders with mobility impairments,
particularly wheelchair users, need to be able to sit directly in
front of or adjacent to signs placed at accessible heights.

I
Interior Station Elements
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Signag~

I Wherever possible, signage should be placed perpendicular to
the direction of travel. Perpendicular placement makes sign s
easy to notice for all people and is particularly useful for
people who have a loss of peripheral vi sion.

I(See "Accessible Route Signage," page 93. )
,

Spider maps posted in the station and on subway cars must
identify accessible stops. Because the status of the stations is
constantly changing, a system of identifying current accessibility must be available.

Sign
Placement

Wayfinding
In the Station
Spider Maps

I
MMB 40. 1 The 1merruuional
Symbol 0/ Accessibility shall be
disp layed in the following locations:
MAAB 26.7 IdemificOlion: Any
erurance of afacility not accessible by persons in wheelchairs
shall have a sign clearly indica/ing the locarion oj the accessible
entrance.

Accessible entrances should be identified with the International
Symbol of Accessibility. All inaccessible entrances must have
a sign with the International Symbol of Accessibility and an
arrow indicating the accessible doorway and written direction if
needed. This sign should be tactile and should, if possible, be
placed between 45 and 60 inches above the finished floor or
ground to the right of the doorway, so that a person in a wheelchair as well as a visually impaired person can find it.

I

International Symbol of Accessibility

117 Interior Station Elements

Entrance

SiJ;:naJ;:c

Stairsl
Escalators

Tactile signage .should indicate whether stairs or escalators lead I
to an inbound or an outbound platform. These signs should be
placed 60 inches above the finished floor at the right-hand side
of the stairwell.

I:
,0

IC

'.
Tactile Signage Indicating Inbound or Outbound Platform
Toilet Rooms

MAAB requires inaccessible public toilet rooms to be identified with the International Symbol of Accessibility, accompanied by an arrow directing people to the accessible toilet
room.

MAAR 40.1.2 Allhe enJrance 10
all public toilet rooms, If Onl! is
not accessible, the symbol shall be
placed at thaI to ilel room
indicating the location of lhe

Inearest accessible lOilel room.

While it is mandated only for public toilet rooms, it is also
recommended that any toilet room-public or employee- be
so identified because a person in a wheelchair, not knowing
that the toilet room is inaccessible, can become trapped if the
vestibu le is improperly arranged or if there is no room to turn
around.

Interior Station Elements

IllS

Signag~

Pictographs on platfonn signage help visually impaired people
identify their location at a glance. This practice. already in
place at some stations. is strongly encouraged.

i
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Platform
Station ID

Public Address System

Public Address System
Clear public address announcements are critical to people with
visual impairments who rely on them entirely. Particularly in
an emergency situation, the P.A. announcements may be
someone's only source of information. It is therefore recommended that a NOALA system (Noise Operated Automatic
Level Adjustment) be provided in particularly noisy areas so
that all messages will be intelligible and easily understood.
The NOALA system adjusts the volume according the level of
noise in the station.
Since a high level of ambient noise in the station is inevitable,
audio messages should be clearly articulated and repeated. For
hearing impaired riders, P.A. announcements should be simultaneously broadcast on a reader board whenever possible.
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DrinkinJ: Fountain,

Drinking Fountains
MAAR 36.1 Al each location
where drinking / oWllains or
coolers are provided, at least one
fo untain shall be accessible to
persons in wheelchairs.

Drinking fountains are provided only at terminus statipns. For
many people with disabilities, however, they are not a lUxury
I but a necessity. Many people who use wheelchairs need to
maintain a high daily fluid intake to counteract the impact that
spinal cord injury or immobility has on their kidneys.

I

IWherever drinking fountains exist, be sure that there is at least
l one accessible drinking fountain.

I

Hazard to Visually Impaired People

IBe sure that drinking fountain locations do not pose a hazard to
I people with visual impairments. Where possible, locate dIinkIing fountains in a recess or alcove. When drinking fountains
, must be located in a hallway, they must not project into the
path of travel unless they are detectable by cane.

I
I
I

I

I

i
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()rinking Fountains
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Alcove Installation of Drinking Fountain
WallMounted
Drinking
Fountains

MArtB 36.1.2 Basin rims of wall.
moun/ed drinking fountains shall
be mounted not more than 34
inches above rhe floor.

The preferred type of drinking fountain is wall-mounted with a
knee space beneath it. The open knee space under the drinking
fountain needs to be at least 30 inches wide. 22 inches deep.
and 27 inches from the floor to the underside of the drinking
fountain. If the bottom of the projecting edge is no higher than
27 inches. it can be detected by cane users.

MAAR 36.2 Where accessible
drinking fountains are ioealed in a
recess, the recess shall not be less
than 30 inches wide. Mr deeper
than the depth of the drinking
f ountain .

bottom of cabinet
is delectable by
blind person's
long cane

Wall-Mounted Drinking Fountain

,
Mount drinking fountains so that the rim of the basin is not
more than 34 inches above the floor.

I

I
I
I

i

I

I
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Urinking Fountain,

MAAR 36.3 Freestanding or
accessible unilS not
haying clear space under them
shall have a clear floor space at
least 30 inches by 48 inches thai
a!lO\vs a person in a wheelchair to
mllke a parallel approach to the

In existing buildings where freestanding drinking fountains
without knee space are already in place. be sure that there is a
30 inch by 48 inch clear floor space in front of the drinking
fountain. This allows someone in a wheelchair to make a
parallel approach.

bui lt ~in

unit .

-------

--<-.-<~,

3Q-min:-'
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'~ .
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,

Freestanding Drinking Fountain

Some people with disabilities cannot use parallel-approach
drinking fountains because of the twisting and reaching required. A good solution to this problem is a dual-level drinking
fountain. Attach a waIl-mounted drinking fountain. with its rim
I at 34 inches. beside the existing freestanding fountain.
'II

I
I
II
I

standard height
spout

lower spout at 34"
recommended

.';' ,

Dual-Level Fountain

\23 Interior Station

Elemenl~

Freestanding
Drinking
Fountains

Urinking Fountains

Controls

To ensure that everyone can use
a drinking fountain, provide a
control that can be operated by a
closed fist, using no more than 5
pounds of pressure. Since some
people can operate a control
using only one side of their
body, it is best to have one
control on each side of the
fountain, or one in the front.

Test drinking fountain
controls by using a fist
and light pressure

UFAS 4 . /5.4 COntrols. COnJro/s
shall comply wirh 427.4. Unir
controls shall be [r01l1 mowlIed or

I side mounted near the/ronl edge .
I

Fountain Control

MAAR 36.1.1 Drinking [ounJains

Electronically activated valves and metered flow valves are
acceptable only if they provide anlple time for slow-moving
people to drink.

S pout Design

Specify drinking fountains with spouts that direct the water
flow at least 4 inches high and as close to parallel to the front
of the drinking fountain as possible. This makes it easier for
people in wheelchairs to reach the stream of water.

shall have hand-opercued
pushbUllon or lever cOnlrols. and
shall have spouJs iocaJed near the
I/ronJ. Spouts shall direct a stream
. of water as paraUe/lo the frOnl of
Ihe jounJain as possible. Krwb
type faucets are rwl permjrred.
Other types of COnlrols may be
installed in addition. la, but not
instead oj. hand-operated
conlrois.

I

UFAS 4./5.2 Sp our Heighr.

To use a cup, water now
must be at least 4" high

-

I

/'

~ ~

~

UF/\S 4.27.4 OperaJion .
Controls and operating mechanjsms shall be operable with one
hand and shall nol require tight
grasping, pinching, or twisting of
the wrist. The force required to
activate controls shall be no

.~

"

T

Water direction parallel
or slightly angled

Spout Design

Spouts shall be no higher than 36
inches, measured from the floor or
ground surfaces 10 the WOUl
oullet ...

I UFAS 4.15 3

Spour LocaIioN .

The spO/J1S of drillking fountains
and waler coolers shall be at the
frOni of the un it and shall direct
the water flow in a trajectory that
is parallel or nearly paraUclto the
frOnl of the uflit. The spout shall
provide a flo w of waler at icost4
inches high so as to allow the
insertion of a cup or glass under
the flow afwater.
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Tclel)hlllll'S and TDlh

, Telephones and TDDs
MAAB 37.1 Wherever public
telephones are provided, alleast
one Ielephone shall be accessible
to and usable by a person in a
wheelchair .

At least one telephone in each bank must be accessible to
people with disabilities. For people with hearing impairments
! to have means of communicating with an MBTA staff person,
the Office of Transportation Access recommends one TDD at
each station. To control vandalism, a TDD which is built into a
public telephone is available. The TDD drawer does not slide
out of the telephone until a call is placed to another TDD and
that party answers.

I

I The TDD must be accessible from a wheelchair.

The TDD
should be mounted 34 inches above the floor where it can be
I used by both seated and standing persons.
Wall-mounted telephones need to have a knee space below
them at least 12 inches deep, 30 inches high, and 30 inches
wide. If wall -mounted telephones project more than 4 inches
from the wall, locate them in an alcove to prevent them from
being a hazard to visually impaired people.

I
'I

/

above finished noor

Accessible TDD and
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Telephone~

WallMounted
Telephones

Telcphllncs and TUDs

Clear Space

Mounting
Height

Features

Telephones need a space in front of them of at least 30 inches
by 48 inches so that wheelchair users can use them from a
parallel position.

Be sure that all operating parts of the phone-such as the coin
slot, card slot, dial, and receiver-are no more than 54 inches
above the floor.

Because some people cannot use their fingers to tum dials,
push-button phones are required.
A person seated in a wheelchair may need a slightly longer
cord. Cords from the phone to the handset mu st be at least 29
inches long.

UFAS 431.2 Clear Floor or
Ground Space. A clear )100r or
ground space at least 30 inches b
48 inches thai allows either a
1 forward or parallel approach by
person using a wheelchair shall b
! provided at telephones ... Base.f.
enclosures. and fIXed seals shall
not impede approaches to
telephones by people who use
whee/chairs.

I
!

I
I

MMB 37.2 The dial. handsel an
coin deposit slots. or the highest
operaJing part. shall be mourned
not more than 54 inches above the
floor, asswning vertical access.

The range of hearing impairments is great. A person with a
slight hearing loss can often use a phone which is equipped
with volume control or an inductive coil. The accessible phone
must be equipped with both. Instructions for use of the volume
control should be attached to the phone.

Signage

The accessible telephone should be clearly identified with signage displaying the appropriate international communication
access symbols. There are pictographs which specifically
represent amplification and TDDs. The general communication access symbol (copyrighted by the National Association
for the Deaf) usually signifies complete communication accessibility, or it can be used in conjunction with other symbols or
written words to denote a specific type of access. The Massachusetts Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing can
provide information on the proper usage of these symbols.

"..,.

•••••
••••
•••••

General
Communication
Access

TDD

e'l}))».)

MAAB 37.4 Unobstructed access
within 12 inches of the telephone
shall be provided. Such access
shall be a clear opening not less
thall 30 inc hes in width and
heighl.

1

UFAS 431 .6 COrIlrois. T,lephones shall have pushbuJton
con/rou where service/or such
equipmern is available.
, UFAS431 .8 Cord Lenglh. The
cord from the telephone to the
handset shall be at least 29 inche
long.
MAAB 375 The accessible
telephone shall be equipped with
an adjustable volume conJro/ f or
. Ihe headset , and instructions/or
1 use of the con/rol shall be
ollached to or nexl to the (ele-

I

Iphone .

I MAAB 37.3
I

Amplification

provide a magnetic field for

. hear;,,!: aid telephone .\wirchcs,
1 and shall be idenlified as being so

I equipped.

I
I
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The receiver shall be

I equipped with an inductive coil to
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Emerl:em:y Call U"xes
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Emergency Call Boxes
Mt\ AD 38.1 Where switches,
locks and conlro/s are provided
for public use, lhey shall be
placed no higher lhan 48 inches,
or lower chan 36 inches fr om the
Jloor. with the exception of
Ihermostozs , intercoms. andflre
alarms. w hich IMy be cenJcred no
high,:r tlla11 54 inches, and
elec/rica l o ur/els wh ich may be
centered no lower than 18 inches
fro m thcJ1oor.

Emergency call boxes must be placed within reach of people
seated in wheelchairs. The highest operable part of an emergency call box should be no more than 54 inches above the
floor. Such controls must also be at least I 8 inches away from
the comer of the wall to ensure that a person in a wheelchair
I will be able to reach it.

I
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Emergency Call Box
UFA S 4.273 Height. The highest
operable part of all controls, dispensers, receptacles and olher
operable equipmenJ shall be
placed wirhin aJ least one oflhe
reach ranges specified in -1.2.5
and 4.2.6 ..

uP"s 4.2 7.4

I Alarm mechanisms should be operable by simple pushing.

IDesigners can select appropriate controls by trying to operate
them with a closed fist. Be sure controls can be activated with
no more than 5 pounds of pressure.

I
IWherever an emergency call box is provided, means of comI munication with staff should also be provided to hearing

Operation.
! impaired riders. TDDs are an acceptable method, but a simpler
Cot/trois and operating mec hasolution may be to provide an emergency button, connected to
nisms shall be operable Wilh (jne
hand and shali not require tighl
I the police, and an adjacent button light which indicates that the
.~ r.1spillg, pinchirlg. or twisting of I message has been received and help is on the way. Such a
(he wrisi. The /ora required to
I button might al so be easier for any patron in an emergency_
activate cOIl:ro ls shall be no
I
Individuals with multiple auditory and mobility impairments
grealer tfum 5 fbJ.

i

I, would find this method casier as well.

The button should be
i, identified with a tactile sign and instructions.

I
!
i
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Emergency ,\larms

Emergency Alarms
Visually impaired people need emergency alarms they can
hear, and hearing impaired people need alarms they can see or
feel. Emergency alarms, therefore, must be both audible and
visual. Audible and visual signals should operate simultaneously, such as lighted exit signs that flash and beep when the
alarm system is activated. Consider DC hook-up for all hardwired warning systems, in case of power failure.

Audible
Alarms

Specify audible alarms that will alert people who are hard of
hearing. The Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
makes the following recommendations:
• Alarms should have a frequency of 1,000 to 3,000 Hz.
• Alarms should pulsate at a rate of 4 per second, or less, as
opposed to being steady state.
The alarm must also be sufficiently louder than the background
noise to be heard as an alarm:
• Signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio of ambient room noise and the
alarm signal should be a minimum of 10 dB.
Even in areas with little or variable background noise, the
alarm must reach a " threshold" of loudness to be heard by a
hard-of-hearing person. Technically, this means:
• The output should be of sufficient magnitude so that the
audible signal reaches the individual at a minimum of 70 dB,
regardless of background noise.
The maximum value for audible alarms is 120 dB . There is no
need for an alarm to exceed this output.

Visual
Alarms

Visual alarms are effective only when they are within the
vi sion range of hearing-impaired people. Flashing white lights
are the most effective way to catch the attention of someone
with a hearing impairment. Flashing frequenc y should not
exceed 1 Hz. Specify EXIT signs with internal flashing illumination.

MAAB 39.3 Where warning
signals such as fire alarms are
being installed in public afcas,
1 1hey shall be f.·quipped with visual
signals as well as audible signals.

! ~~~~ ;;;;:~:a:;~:: n
ofaster
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, Reader Boards and Video Monitors
In order to meet the specific needs of both hearing impaired
and visually impaired riders, visual as well as audible displays
are essential. Hearing impaired riders cannot hear public
; address announcements about delays, express trains. or emergencies, and may have difficulty asking questions and receiving directions from MBTA personnel. These riders need
'I dynamic visual displays, such as reader boards and video monitors, to provide them with up-to-the-minute information.

I
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Reader Board
On the platform, riders need to be kept informed of approaching trains, delays and emergency information. A reader board
i should be installed within easy sight of passengers on both
I platforms or the central platform, as the case may be. The
reader board should not continuously scroll messages but
should post clearly worded notices which remain on the screen.
I The letters should be large-type sans-serif letters.

I
I
i

i Video monitors work best at eye level.

If the monitor is raised
I to protect it from vandali sm, the letters must be larger. The
monitor could also be in side the fare collection booth pushed
up against the window. Since video monitors are most effcc. tive at eye level, a reader board may be a better choice.

I
I'

I

I
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Vendors

Vendors
When the real estate management department of the MBTA
establishes contracts with outside vendors such as newspaper
stands and snack booths, the following conditions should be
discussed:
Vending machines must not create an obstacle in the accessible
route of travel. Circulation space at least 36 inches wide
should be maintained around them. Also, they should not be
placed where a visually impaired person is likely to crash into
them. It is especially important that they not be placed in front
of signs because many visually impaired people need to stand
within two inches of a sign to read it.
Vendor counter heights and any item placed on the counter for
sale should be made accessible to all MBTA patrons including
persons using wheelchairs. Where counters are above 40
inches, an adjacent section of the counter should be provided at
a height of 34 inches if possible. Services at this section
should be equivalent to those provided at the higher section of
the counter. It is particularly important for utensils, napkins,
and any other self-service item to be placed at the shorter
counter where they will be within reach of those who cannot
reach the high counter, such as elderly people, children, and
people seated in wheelchairs. The space in front of these
counters should be kept clear.

I
I
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TOILET ROOMS
Public and Employee Toilet Rooms

•

Puhlic and EI1l11loyee Toilet

Urinals

RIIIII1l~

A properly installed urinal can save wheelchair users a tirneconsuming transfer to a toilet seat. Wall-mounted urinals must
project at least 14 inches from the wall. This allows a person in
a wheelchair to get close to the rim.

UFAS4.183 Clear Floor Space.
A clear floor space 30 in by 48 in
shall be provided in fronl of
urinals to allow forward ap*
proach. This clear space shall

There must be a Clear floor space for a wheelchair 30 x 48
inches in front of the urinal. Behind the clear space at the
urinal, provide an area 60 x 60 inch diameter or T-shaped space
so that the wheelchair user can turn around.

adjoin or overlap an accessible
route and shall comply with 4.2 .4,
Urinal shields that do not extend
beyond lhe frOnl edge of Ihe urinal
rim may be provided with 29 in
cleararu:e between them.

If urinal shields are provided, they should not extend beyond
the front edge of the urinal rim. There should be 29 inches
clearance between them.

•
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Accessible Urinals

Urinal Height The standard height of wall urinals at 24 inches presents problems for small boys and for men using wheelchairs. According
to MAAB, an accessible urinal should be mounted no higher
than 15 inches so that the rim is lower than the wheelchair seat.
People who use wheelchairs may have to empty leg bags. This
is much easier when urinals are mounted below 15 inches.
UFAS requires the rim to be elongated.

MAAR 30.6 Where urinals are
provided. one /Ulnal shall be
either wall-mounJed with the rim
oflhe 15 inches above Ihefloor
maximum. or floor-moun/ed.
UFAS 4./8.2 Urinals shall be
SIal/-type or wall-hung with an
elongated rim ...

•
Toilet Rooms
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I'uhlir and ElIll)luYl'c '1I1ilet l~u()lIls

ISome people can use a toilet only if it has a back again st which
they can lean for support. Tank-type fixtures meet this need.
On flush-valve toilets install a standard seat lid with a bumper
i to hold it vertical against the flush valve. It must be able to
remain in a vertical position when placed there.

I
I

•

Flush controls can be standard types, but must be easily oper-

Iable with one hand. They should be mounted no more than 44
Iinches above the floor, Foot-operated flush valves are impossible to operate for most people in wheelchairs and should not
be used.

UFAS 4.163 Height . The height
o/water closets shall be 17 inclw?s
10 19 inches, measured 10 the lOp

If the toilet seat is too high, many people cannot transfer from a
wheelchair onto the toilet. Yet if the toilet seat is lower than
the wheelchair seat, many people can transfer onto but not off
the toilet.

o/the toilet seat. Seats shall not
be sprung to return 10 a lifted
position.

The code recommendation for toilet seat height, 17 to 19
inches, is fine for people who use manual chairs, but a little low
for those who use motorized chairs. Therefore, using a seat
height of 19 inches is recommended, The higher seat is also
, preferred by people who have trouble sitting down and standmgup.

I

Top of
toilet seat

Toilet Seat
Height

•

Easy
~
""'.'.""". sliding transfer l
Wheelchair
.. )\.?Il and off
seat

-....
a-.
I

Toilet Seat Height

IMany manufacturers give a dimension to the top of the toilet
I rim, not the top of the toilet seat. Be sure to check the manuI facturer's specifications carefully before selecting a toilet.
I

i

I

!
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aper
Dispenser

Locate the toilet paper dispenser on the side wall closest to the i MMB 30.9 Toile, paper
dispensers shall be locaud on the
toilet where it can be easily reached from the toilet seat.
I
side wall closest /0 the toilet, and
Mount it 36 inches from the back wall and 24 inches above the be set al a height of24 inches
floor. Dispensers that control delivery or that do not permit
above the floor. Dispensers thai
continuous flow of paper are not allowed. Waste receptacles
conlro/ delivery. or thai do nor
permit cOn/inuous paper flow are
for sanitary napkins should also be located where they are
not allowed.
reachable from the toilet.

I

UFAS 4 .16.6 Dispensers. Toilet

paper diJpensers shall be installed
within. reach, as shown in Fig .

I 29Ib) .. .
36"

>

•

.,.

-'"
=

- -r S harply

receding
base

N

Floor-Mounted Toilet With Receding Base

Toilet Type

The code allows tank type and flush-valve type toilets, either
wall-hung or floor-mounted. Wall-hung models are preferred
because they allow wheelchair foot rests extra maneuvering space under the
fixture. Wall-hung toilets can
..-------also be mounted at the optimal height. If floor-mounted
toilets are used they must
have a sharply receding base,
providin g more maneuvering
space for wheelchairs.

--

•

I
Wall-Mounted Toilet
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MMB 305 .4 ...Grab bars shall be
[ _/ i4 inches in outside diameter,

have a /- 112 inch clearance between the bar and tM wall, and be
... acid-etched or roughened.

Grab Bar Design

An acid-etched or roughened grab bar surface
assures a good grasp even if
one's hands are wet. A
1-1/4 inch diameter is a
good size for a firm hold.
The grab bar should be
mounted exactly 1-1/2
inches from the wall, so
people can easily get their
hands around it, but are not
in danger of getting their
elbow or arm caught should
they fall.

UFAS 4.263 Struclural Sirengih. 'I To support the required 250 pound load, grab bars should be
The slruclural strenglh of grab
screwed directly into wall studs, concrete block, or into blockbars, tub and shower seals,tasten-I '
.
ers. and mounljng devices shall
mg proVIded between wall studs. Grab bars have been known
meellhefollowjng specifica.
to fail in shear, so the fastening of the grab bars should be ahle

to resist shear forces as well as bending and tensile forces. It
may be necessary to field test for grab bar strength.

lion: ...(3) Shear force jnduced jn a
faslenerorflwunljngdevicefrom
the appljcation of250 Ibf shall be
less than lhi! allowable laleral
load of either Ihe fastener or
mounting device or the supporting
structure, whichever is the smaller
allowable load. (4) Tensileforce
induced in afaste~r by a direc t

When grab bars must be installed on partitions, the fabricated
partitions should be factory reinforced for their full width.

Grab Ba
Design

Wall

Reinforcement

•

tensjonforce of250 Ibfplus the
maximum mnmenJ from the

applicalion of250 Ibfshall be less
than the allowable withdrawal
and Ihe supporting structure .

I
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Grab Bars
at Toilet

Grab bars make ,it possible for people who might otherwise
need assistance to use toilets independently and safely, Grab
bars help people using wheelchairs to transfer onto the toilet
and provide assistance to older people who may have difficulty
getting up from the seat.

Grab Bar
Location

Provide two grab bars at the toilet, one beside the toilet and one
behind the toilet. MAAB requires grab bars to be 30 inches
above the floor, while UFAS specifies grab bars between 33
and 36 inches above the floor. It is recommended that the 30
inch measurement is used because it is what people in Massachusetts expect. However, when a tank toilet is used, raise the
grab bar 3 inches above the tank so that someone can wrap his
or her hand around it.

IMMB 305 ,4 (Each toilet room
! shall have at least one stall which)

has two grab bars 42 inches lon.g,
one on the wall in back of the
waler closet and one on Ihe side
wall closes/ to lhe wale' closet.
(G rab bars shallj be set aJ a
height of 30 inclu!s above and
parallel 10 the floor . Where a lank
prcvenlS location. of the rear Rrab
bar, a bar may be installed 3
inches above the tank. Crab bar
ends shall be located 6 inches
from lhe corner of the wall.

•
Grab Bar Locations
Where a flush valve interferes with the grab bar installation,
the grab bar should be split and installed on either side of the
flush valve .

•

,

i
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Lift
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Twist

Easier

Difficult

Door Hardware
MMB 305.2 .. A coal hook shall

Locate the coat hook in the accessible stall no higher than 54
inches, within reach of someone in a wheelchair or a short
person.

be provided at a maximum hejght
of 54 inches above (he floor.

Adding a sink to an accessible stall is a nice feature and offers
more privacy for personal care. For example, some people who
wear leg bags would like to be able to empty the bag and wash
and dry their hands in private. Be sure that the sink does not
interfere with the 60 inch by 72 inch clear space needed for the
toilet transfers. A larger stall may be required.

Accessible
Stalls with
Sin

90"

....
N

60"

Accessible Stall With Sink

I
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Stall Door

The door must have 18 inches latch side clearance and a 36
inch wide door.

I

UFtlS 4.17.5 Doors. Toilet stall
I doors shall comply with 4.13. If
toilet stall approach is from the
I latch side of Ihe stall door,
clearance between Ihe doo r side of
: the stall and any obstruction may
be reduced to a minimum of 42
I inches.

!

I
I

I,14MB 30.5.2

II

...has a door or
opening that is 36 inches. swings
oul or slides, Of'lll has an automatic self-closing hinge dt-vice
and a pull device to assist in
closing the door. provides 18
inches of clear space on/he latch
pull side of the door. and has a
lock located approximately 36
inches above the floor .

Stall Door
Stall Door
Hardware

For people who lack dexterity, the latch and lock on the stal1
door must be operable with one hand without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting of the wrist. The hardware should be
mounted about 36 inches above the floor.
Proper hardware makes it easier to close the stal1 door. Use
self-closing hinges on in-swinging doors. On stal1 doors that
swing out, instal1 a pul1 device on the inside of the door to help
someone in a wheelchair pul1 the door closed behind him.
For all toilet stalls, specify a door latch that can be operated
with a closed fist. Knobs that need to be turned or twisted are i
difficult for people with arthritis or those who use prostheses to
operate. A slide bar or a swinging bar can be lifted easily with
minimal finger dexterity.

I

I
i

•

I,
!
I,

I
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60 Inch Toilet Stalls
A,MAB 305.3 .. .locates the water
closet J 8 inches from the
centerline of the future to the
nearest side wall; maintains at
least 42 inches clear jpacc.
measured from cenJerline of water
closet to the farthest wall or other
fixture;

An accessible toilet stall needs to be at least 60 inches wide and
72 inches deep. The location of the toilet, with its centerline 18
inches from the side wall, allows someone to reach the grab
bars when transferring from a wheelchair to the toilet. Since
most people pull their wheelchair up beside the toilet and make
a parallel, side transfer, it is imperative that the 42 inches on
the other side of the toilet be completely clear.
If the stall is only 60 x 72 inches the stall door should swing
out. However, the door may swing in if it does not swing into
the 60 x 72 inch space.

Accessible
Stalls

•

If the stall door swings out and the approach is from the hinge
side, the aisle should be at least 48 inches wide. If the stall
door swings out and the approach is from the latch side, the
aisle can be 42 inches wide.

•
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When combining two existing stalls
to create an accessible stall, be sure
that the loss of a toilet does not
violate the fixture requirements of
the Plumbing Code. As long as a
:
oe
60 x 60 inch clear space in the stall is
maintained, you can place a lavatory
in the stall to help the fixture count.

r

"

II

Remove
existing

18 42 ~ toilet

e
Combining Two Stalls

Toilet Stalls

•

UFAS 423.4 \Valer Closers. If

There must be at least one accessible toilet stall and toilet in
each toilet room.

toilet stalls are provided, then at
least one shall comply with 4.17;
its waler closet shall comply with
4.16 ...

There are two types of toilet stalls supportive to people with
disabilities. A 60 inch wide toilet stall allows plenty of room
for moving a wheelchair around, and provides space for an
attendant or for a parent with children. At least one 60 inch
stall must be provided.

MIlAS 305 Toiler sla/Is. Each
toilet room shall have alleast one
stall which :
MAAR 305.1 ...is 60 inches wide
and 72 inches deep;

Grab bars both sides

~~~r---, ,

,,
\

.\
36 Inch Stall

•

A 36 inch wide stall is also useful, particularly to people who
have difficulty sitting down and getting back up again, including older people, people wearing leg braces, and pregnant
women. Wherever possible, provide a 36 inch stall with grab
bars in addition to the 60 inch stall.
Toilet Rooms
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Remove door

Reverse door swing

I1>'iJ.
Relocate walls

Existing Vestibule Modifications

UFAS 4.2.3 Wheelchair Turning
Space. The space required for a
wheelchair 10 make a l80-degree
lurn is a clear space of 60 inch
diamerer or a T- shapt?d space.

Maneuverin
Spa

In new toilet rooms, provide maneuvering space within the
toilet room for someone using a wheelchair when the room is
occupied by other people. There should be at least a 48 inch
wide pathway between the toilet stalls and the sinks. In addition, provide a 60 inch diameter space so that somebody in a
wheelchair can turn around.
~
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Accessible Toilet Room Layout
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.

If two doors in series are required to ensure privacy within the
toilet room, provide enough room between the two doors for
someone using a wheelchair to let one door close before opening the next. (See "Vestibules," page 49.)

I

MAAB 30.2 Where vestibules are
provided, they shall comply with
Section 263 .

'>,/~

Accessible Vestibule
If possible, provide privacy through the use of walls and only
one door. The space between the walls and the door must be
large enough for a wheelchair to maneuver. A 48 inch clear
space plus the depth of the door swing is essential on the pull
side of the door. If a tum must be made, a 60 x 60 inch clear
space should be provided. There must also be at least 18
inches of latch side clearance on the pull side of the door. (See
"Doors and Doorways," page 95.)

Existing
Vestibules

•

Existing vestibules with in-swinging doors often are easy to
enter, but impossible to exit. Sometimes the vestibule can be
made accessible by reversing the door swing or removing the
door entirely. Some, on the other hand, require the relocation
of walls to make the space large enough for maneuvering a
wheelchair.

Toilet Rooms
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! Public
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'I

and Employee Toilet Rooms

•

Accessible toilet rooms sometimes determi ne whether or not a
person with disabilities can usc MBTA facilities or be employed with the MBTA. Without accessible toilet facilities ,
many people have a limited amount of time that they can risk
being away from home.

I

I While MAAB does not cover employee areas, UFAS does.
Therefore both public and employee toilet rooms must be
accessible. Although technically, employee toilets do not have
to comply with MAAB, they must comply with UFAS. To
avoid confusion, thi s chapter describes a toilet room which
satisfies both codes. The differences between the two codes'
requirements are small, and complying with MAA B in all toilet
i rooms (public and employee) will avoid confu sion for patrons
who have come to expect the MAAB standards.

I

Following are some common problems found in existi ng toilet
rooms:
• entry door is too narrow
• entry vestibule is too small
; ' inadequate maneuvering space beside the latch on the pull
side of the entry door
• stall is not large enough
' . stall door latch is difficult to operate
• stall door is difficult to pull shut
• toilet is in the ce nter of the stall
• grab bars are incorrectly located
• toilet paper dispenser is out of reach
• coat hook is too high
I' urinal is mounted too high
• inadequate knee clearance under the lavatory
• sink faucets are hard to operate
• accessories, including mirrors, are mounted too high

•

I

I! Most toilet rooms are designed with a series of walls and doors
i intended to provide visual privacy within the toilet room.

This
configuration, which is often unnecessary, limits maneu vering
: room at the entry, making the toilet room inaccessible to people
I using wheelchairs.

I
I
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UFAS 4.1 8.4 Flush Controls.
Flush controls shall be hand

i Be sure that flush controls are hand operated or automatic and

operalCd or QUlOmaric. and shall

comply w irh 4.27.4 and shall he
mounJed no mlJre than 44 inc hes
above the Jloor .
l'v/,\AB 3 0 ..1 One lavatory or sink
shall be wal/-mounted withoul
leg s or pedestal at a height oj 32
inches 10 the lOp of the rim or
counter, and shall extend at [east
22 inches from the wall; or may
be a counter type wirh clear open
knee space of 30 inches in width
and at lcast 27 inches in heighlto
the bott om of 1M COUTller .
Exposed drain pipes and hOI
waler pipes shall be recessed. insulated or guarded.
UFIIS 4 .192 Height and
Clearances. Lavatories shall be
moumcd wilh the rim or counter
surface no higher than 34 inches
above Ihefinishedfloor. Provide
a clearance of a/least 29 inches
from the floor to height ballam of
the apron . Knee and toe clearancc shall comply with Fig. 3/ .

I are mounted no more than 44 inches above the floor, They

Ishould not require any ti ght grasping, pinching, or twisting of
I

the wrist.

I
I Using unifonn sinks which meet the accessibility requirements
Isaves money and simplifies the design, The code specification s
for toilet room sinks can be met using standard plumbing
fixtures and components. Stigmatizing "handicapped" sinks
are not needed to meet code requirements and should be
I avoided because of their institutional look.

I
I

Standard sinks can be used as long as they meet the following
requirements:
I • the height from the floor to the rim is 32 inches
the clearance height from the floor to the underside of the
! sink apron is 29 inches
the knee space is at least 30 inches wide and 22 inches deep
I ·
the faucets are operable with one hand , closed fi st

i·
I·
i

I All sinks should be installed at 32 inches. When built-in
, counter-top sinks are used, it is helpful if the sink is placed as
close to the front edge of the cou nter as possible to make it
easier for a seated person to reach the faucets.

T~~~~~~;;

~_~_

~

As close to the
front as possible

_ __ Clear knee space
30"W x 22"D

~~-:7""",",L- 32 It max im urn

to top of sink

Standard Accessible Sink

•

Flus h
Controls
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People with arthritis, and people with no hands or artificial
limbs often cannot grasp a round faucet knob. A lever handle
makes it possible for them to tum the water on and off. Use a
single lever faucet whenever possible.

UFAS 4.19.5 Fau cets. Faucets

I shall comply wilh 4.27.4. Lever-

I

operated, push-type. and electronically controlled mechanisms
are examples of accessible design .
Self closing valves are allowed if
the/aucer remains open for at
least 10 seconds.

•

~
--------

~

Faucet Controls

Pipe

Protection

UFAS 4.19.4 Exposed pipes and
surface. Hot water and drain
pipes under lavatories shall be
insulated or otherwise covered.
Th ere shall be no sharp or
abrasive surfaces under [ovalO.
nes.

Drain pipes. traps, and hot water pipes under sinks become hot
enough to bum wheelchair users who have no sensation in their
legs. Any sink usable by someone in a wheelchair must have
pipe protection. Protection can be provided by wrapping
insulation around the.pipes or enclosing the pipes. However,
when the trap needs servicing, insulation is likely to be removed and not replaced. For this reason, enclosing the pipe
area is the preferred solution.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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for servidno

Enclose the pipe area under
the sink with a protective
cabinet carefully designed to
meet the clearance require·
ments mentioned above,
This protective shield should
be removable for selVicing.
In toilet rooms with a row of
sinks, it may look best to
have all of the sinks identical.
Manufactured cabinets which
meet the specifications for
clearances under the sink are
available.

Enclosed Pipe Area Beneath Sink
MAAB 30.8 Dispensers: Towel
dispensers, dryin.g devices, or
olher types of devices and
dispensers shall have at least one
of each device moun/ed at a
maximum heigh! of 42 inches
above the floor. and at least one
of each device shall be localed
within reach of the accessible

It is difficult for someone sitting in a wheelchair to reach across
the sink to a soap dispenser, Locate soap dispensers where they
I' will be easily reached on side walls adjacent to accessible
sinks, If they are mounted to the counter surface, place them as
close the front of the counter as possible.

Soap
Dispensers

Paper towel dispensers, hot air dryers, sanitary napkin dispens·
ers, and waste receptacles are often mounted too high for
wheelchair users and children to reach. The operable portion
of each of these types of dispensers should be located no higher
than 42 inches above the floor. In existing buildings where
dispensers are too high, add additional dispensers in reachable
locations.

Other
Dispensers

I'

IQI,/mory .

UFAS 422.7; 4.27 Opera/ion.
Comrols and operating m echanisms shall be operable wiJ.h one
hand and shall not require light
grasping. pinching. or twisting of
the wrist. The/oree required to
activate comrois shall be no
greater than 5 lb/.

•

Because many people lack dexterity and strength in their
, fingers, dispensers should be operable with one hand without
any tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the wrist.

II
!

I
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Accessible Dispensers

Mirrors

A full-length mirror
works well for everyone.
Most mirrors above sinks
are too high for people in
wheelchairs to see
themselves. Tilted
mirrors installed especially for wheelchair
users are too low for tall
people and also give an
in stitutional appearance
to the toilet room.
To be usable by a person
seated in a wheelchair,
the bottom edge of at
least one mirror in the
toilet room should be no
hi gher than 40 inches
from the floor.

UFAS 4.23 .6 [[mirrors are
pro\lided, then atlea:rt one shall
comply with 4 .19.
UFt\S 4.19.6 Mirrors. Mirrors
shall be mounJed with the hallom
edge a/the reflecting s urface no
higher than 40 inches from the
floor.

full length mirrors wo rk
well for everyone----..

Full-Length Mirror
i

i
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In an existing building where the toilet rooms are inaccessible
and difficult to modify it is sometimes more economical to con.
,.
.
.
struct .an entirely new accessIble tOIlet room.. A "unisex" tOIlet
. .
room IS generally n?t allowed ,by the Plumb~ng Code. But If It
IS provided In addition to men s and women S tOIlet rooms, It
!can be justified because it allows a hu sband to assist his wife,
lor a mother to accompany her young son. This is an especi ally
I useful solution when the modification of existing toilet rooms
! would require a reduction in the number of fixtures, and result
: in the building not meeting the Plumbing Code.

,\f,IAB 30 ,] In each loilet room aJ
least one waJer closet and one
lavatory shall be accessible to
. he I ha '
persons In wee trs, or an
accessible privale lavalOry, usable t

by eith er sex, shall be provided.
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IIntroduction
I
Commuter Rail stations have a set of design consideralions not
shared by heavy or light rail rapid transit: they are often in rural
, settings; they share tracks with Amtrak, Conrail, freight and
Civil Defense trains; and the elements of the station are not
always owned by the MBTA. This chapter covers only those
! issues which are unique to the commuter rail. Design features
which are common to both commuter rail stations and heavy
rail stations are covered in Chapter 3. When appropriate,
I readers will be referred to the appropriate section of that chapI ter.

I
i

All parts of a commuter rail station which are specifically being
renovated must comply with applicable access codes. For
example, where work is being done to repair or replace existing
platforms, an access platform is required by the MAAB. Even
, when the work does not require full compliance throughout a
station, special attention to providing an accessible path of
I travel to the platform is essential. Station peculiarities may
I mean that non-standard approaches will be required; where
these go beyond the scope of the regulations, variances must be
obtained before the design is complete. Differing requirements
of the entities owning or controlling rights-of-way and property
means that each station project must be coordinated to ensure
i complete accessibility.

I

•

Although the MAAB has made some recent developments in
commuter rail station policy, many commuter rail issues arc not
covered by code. For example, overpass coverings are addressed only in MBTA Design Guidelines or memoranda. It is
the goal of these design guidelines to bring the pieces together
I
i into an integrated whole.
I

I

IIt is likely that standards will continue to develop even after
Ithese guidelines are published. Developments will be pub-

! lished as addenda to this book and should be inserted into this
! binder.

•
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Commuter Raillntroductilln

New MAAB
Commuter
Rail
Regulations

The Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB) has
established new regulations on commuter rail station accessibility. At newly constructed commuter rail stations, or stations
which are being reopened after 5 years or more of providing no
I
passenger service, full-length raised platforms are to be provided. When stations that are currently in use are renovated, an :,
.
access platform serving at least two cars of the train must be
provided. Further details are discussed in the platform section !
of this chapter. Code references in this chapter refer to the
UFAS and MAAB regulations last published before the new
additions. (For the text of the new regulations, see Appendix

•

B. )
Jurisdiction
Issues

Organization
of Chapter

Ideally, all parts of a station undergoing renovation would be
made accessible. However, elements of the station may not
belong to the MBTA; parking lots are sometimes owned by the
town, and the station house and vendors are frequently privatelyowned. Before any design work for a new or existing
station takes place, ownership of station elements should be
determined. Agreements with owners of other properties are
necessary to create complete accessibility.

•

This chapter follows the typical route of travel through the
station and onto the train, and is divided into the following
sections:
I. Site

Station Layout
Parking
Passenger Loading Zone
Pathways
2. Platform
Full-Length Raised Platform
Access Platform
Shelter
3. Track Crossing
4. Station I·louse
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iSite

i

I Accessible features of a commuter rail station should be
grouped when possible. Locating the accessible parking
\, spaces, the access platforms , and the track crossing in close
i proximity to each other minimizes the length of the route a
' mobility impaired person must travel to use the station. Such
\. an arrangement minimizes maintenance efforts and provides
i convenient access to the station. If an overhead track crossing
is used, bridging between the two access platforms minimizes
I the amount of ramp that must be built. Also, people using
i wheelchairs will be relieved to exit the overhead crossing right
! at the parking spaces.
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Parking

Many commuter rail stations have multiple parking lots, some- MilA 0 23.2 Specially designated
times located on both sides of the tracks. Generally, accessible parking spaces/or the physically
handicapped shall be the closest
spaces must be distributed proportionally among all lots unless ! located spaces in the lot to the
a special arrangement with the Access Board is made. Howaccessible en/rance!s) ..
ever, at a commuter rail station, the sum total of the parking
spaces required on one side of the tracks may be consolidated i MMB23 .8 Walksandramps rein the lot closest to the station. At least one lot on each side of quired as a means of egress
leading [rom specially designaJed
the tracks has to supply the requisite number of accessible
parking spaces for Ihe hnndiparking spaces. To determine the required number of accescapped in parking Jots, garages.
sible parking spaces, compute the numbers on a lot by lot basis or other parking facilities, shall be
in conformity with all sections of
and add them together. Sufficient signage must be used in the
. these Regulations.
auxiliary lots to direct people to the accessible spaces.

I

The Office of Transportation Access recommends at least one
van space in lots with less than 500 spaces, and at least two van
spaces in lots with 500 or more spaces. Signage at these spaces
should designate them as van spaces. (For van space dimensions, see "Parking Space Size," page 26.)

I

HP spaces should be conveniently located near the access
platforms, the station house or by track crossings. If the main
accessible station features are not grouped together, HP spaces
can be distributed if greater access is achieved.

•

In lots where cash boxes are used, one of several ways to
assure accessibility should be used: I) if there is only one
location for the cash box, make sure it is on the accessible
route of travel; 2) locate and number HP spaces so that their
cash box slots are between 36 and 48 inches; 3) if the cash
boxes cannot be located on an accessible route of travel, locate
cash boxes at the HP spaces.
All HP spaces should be connected to a safe, accessible route
of travel that is marked.
The dimensions of the accessible parking spaces at commuter
rail stations must meet the same requirements as those in rapid
transit parking lots. (See "Parking Space Size," page 26.)

Passenger
Loading
Zones

An accessible passenger loading zone provides a safe route of
travel to the platform without forcing a wheelchair user or any
other commuter to cross vehicular traffic.
i
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MA4B 23.2 .. .where the
designated parking space cannot
be toCaled within 200 feet o/the
llccessible entrance(5), an accessible drop -off area shall be
pro ..,ided within 100 feet of such

MAAB regulations require a passenger loading zone within
100 feet of the accessible entrance when it is not possible to
have accessible parking spaces 200 feet from the accessible
entrance. In commuter rail stations this distance is measured
from the station platform to the parking spaces or passenger
loading zone. To prevent a long and confusing path of travel,
passenger loading zones are best located close to the access
platform and/or the accessible station house .

entrancc( s).

•
Passenger Loading Zone al Access Platform

Passenger loading zones at commuter rail stations must meet
the same requirements as the rapid transit passenger loading
zones. (See "Passenger Loading Zone," page 31.)

•

,
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Pathways

Commuter rail stations are often located in areas with very
little pedestrian traffic. yet a safe. accessible path of travel for
those not arriving by car must be provided. The new MAAB
regulations of September 1990 address accessible routes of
travel: "18.6.5 At all newly constructed. reconstructed. altered
or remodeled stations. an unobstructed continuous path of
travel shall connect all terminal buildings or station houses.
platforms. parking areas designated for use by handicapped
persons, and street entrances." If the accessible route of travel
deviates in any way from the main flow of pedestrian traffic. it
should be clearly marked with signs.

MAAB /8.65 At all newly con·
slructed. reconstructed, altered or
remodeled stations, an unob.
slructed continuous path of travel
shall connect all terminal
buildings or stalion houses, platI forms, parking areas designated
for use by handicapped persons,
and street entrances.

I

Some stations have no "entrance" except where vehicles enter UFAS 432 (I) At least one
and exit the station The design should establish an accessible accessible roure within the bound. ' .
ary of the site shall be provided
pedestrian route of travel free of staIrs or steep slopes from
from public transportation stops.
the street to the station and platforms. Careful thought must be accessible paridng. and accessible
given to provide a safe route of travel out of the line of vehicu- passenger loading zones. and
lar traffic. Where sidewalks are not provided and pedestrians
public streels or sidewalks to Ihe
must travel through the parking lot it is recommended that a . accessible building enlranee they
.
. 1 be d '
d ' h'!i
. d
h
hal serve. (2) At least one acc<ssible
pedestnan 31S e . eSlgnate Wit nes pamte on 1 e asp t route shall connect accessible
and signage visible by drivers. This should extend from the
buildings.facilities . eiemenls. and
parking lot entrance to the accessible elements. This pedestrian spaces liuJJ are on lhe same sire.
aisle would alert drivers to the presence of people in wheel(3) AI least one accessible roure
chairs or others who are sometimes difficult to see.
SMfill col.nllect accessible building

I

or ael Ity en/ranees wuh all ac-

cessible spaces and elemenJs .. .

These accessible routes of travel must meet the design requirements described in Chapter 3. (See "Accessible Route," page

MAAB 22.2 Such walks arui
walkways shall have continuous

33.)

common suifaces. not in1errUpled
by sleps or abrupl changes in level
gremer than J12 inch.

i

I
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IPlatform
I
I Standard platform design features covered in Chapter 3 must be
observed. (See "Platform," page 107.) However, commuter
, rail platforms have some unique challenges which are discussed
in this section. On several lines, commuter rail platforms must
provide access while accommodating wide load clearances.
Some freight trains and civil defense (Stracnet*) trains require
clearances greater than the standard 5'7". Exact clearances for
all stations should always be obtained from the MBTA prior to
design. This section contains options for resolving the access
II

I

i

Clearance Requirements: Non-Standard Stations

•

I

Line

Station

Gardner

Ayer
Fitchburg
Gardner
North Leom inster
Shirley

8'6"
"

Haverhill

Andover
BaJlardvale
Bradford
Haverhill
Lawrence

~'6"/6·6" ~reight/Stracnet

Lowell

Lowell
Mishawum
North Billerica
Wcdgemerc
West Medford
Wilmington
Winchester

8'6"/6'6" Freight/Str"cnet
6'6"
Straenet

II
I

I
'
I

I

'1

1
1

"

II •

Clearance* Reason

It

~reight

"

from edge of platform to centerline of tracks

11-'

_

_

____

_ _ __

_

I
I

I * Stracnet refers to the Civil Defense train system which
I

requires a 6'6" minimum clearance.

I

•
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Commuter Rail Platform

Full-Length
Raised
Platforms \'s.
Access
Platforms

Full-length raised platforms and access platforms both provide I M,IIIB / 8.6.1 AI newly can,
platform-to-vehicle access suitable for people who use wheel- I structed stations serving com[ muter rail coaches. access shall
chairs or other mobility aids. But access platforms serve only
I be provided 10 a ll passengers and
two coaches of the train while full-length raised platforms
1 to all coaches of the train by
extend for the total length of the train. The MAAB now reI means of a raised platform ....
quires full length raised platforms at all new stations while
pemlitting access platforms at renovated, rebuilt or remodeled A-IAAB 18.62 Any reconstructed.
altered or remOdeled stations
stations. Because they increase accessibility, cut dwell time,
I serving commuter rail coaches
and improve boarding safety for all passengers, full-length
shall afford access to at least flvo
coaches of a train by ntellltS of a
raised platforms may also be appropriate at larger existing
raised access p/arforrn.",
stations. However, their high cost and difficulties regarding
track rights, freight clearance, and property control sharply
limit their use at exi sting stations .

•
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Access Platform vs. Full-Length Raised Platform
Although full,length raised platforms provide the greatest
amount of access, they are sometimes infeasible because of the
different platform widths mandated by track uses_ Full-length
raised platforms are to be provided under the following circum- ,
stances:
I
• when new stations are built
II
• when platforms are completely relocated
• when station s are reopened after having been closed for
5 years or more
Access platforms must be constructed at stations which are not
required to have a full-length raised platform when the station
is being renovated,
Commuter Rail Platform 1 162
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I Full-length raised platforms must meet the criteria defined for

Irapid transit stations in Chapter 3.

(See "Plat/orm," page 107.)

I
/v/, IA8 18 .6.4 The edge of all
platforms at newly constructed,
r Cr.: ofLStrU C(l :d, altered or
r emodeled stations shall have a

ycllo \\' band of a different lexture,
distingu. ishable underfo ot, and al
least 24 incites in width, warning
of a danger ZO fle.

'I

•

Access platforms must also meet the standard requirements for
platforms defined in Chapter 3 including the 24 inch tactile and
visual edge treatment. (See "Plat/orm," page 108.) Issues
which are unique to access platforms are discussed below.

Access
Platform
Design

Location of access platforms must be consistent throughout the
commuter rail system so that passengers relying on them know
which cars to board at full-length stations (such as the terminals
at Nonh Station, South Station and Back Bay). Consistency
also facilitates the placement of accessible coaches equipped
with wheelchair tie-downs at the access platform. For operational and safety reasons, the MBTA has chosen to place the
access platforms at the "COUlltry end" of the station: the first
two cars of an outbound train and last two cars of an inbound
train stop at the access platform. Markers for positioning trains
are utilized to help place a set of double doors at the access
platform.

Placement of
Access
Platforms

(

To Boston

OD
Placement of Access Platform at "Country End"

•
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Full-Length
Raised
Platform
Design
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Operational policy requires all trains to stop at the access
platform. Because trains differ in length, the train itself or the
operating cars of non-rush hour trains may stop some distance
from the "city end" of the station. For this reason, station
amenities such as shelters should be biased towards the country
cnd of the station where the train will always stop. This should
also be considered when designing routes of travel.

Access
Platform
Height

The surface of access platforms must be 48 inches above the
top of the rails. At 48 inches, the platform will be level with
the floor of the car, making it easy for a person with a mobility
impairment to board the train.

Access
Platform
Dimensions

The access platform shall be 48 inches above the top of the rail.
A length of 45 feet is required to provide service to adjacent
doors.
The access platform must have at least 5 feet of clear width.
Careful placement of platform amenities should ensure that the
5 foot clear width is maintained along the entire length.
Standing dimension for a wheelchair is 30 x 48 inches. Where
turns must be made, maintain at least a 60 x 60 inch space or a
T-shaped space.

MAAB 18.6.2 ... Such platforms
shall be at least 45 feel in length
, and aJ least 5 feet in clear width ....

UFAS 4.2.4.1 The minimum clear
floor or ground space required to
accommodate a single, sraliona.ry
whulchair occupant is 30 b y 48

inches".

There should be a 30 x 48 inch clear space next to seating so
that a person seated in a wheelchair can pull up alongside a
friend.

' UFAS 42.3 The space requ ired
a wheelchair to make a J 80·
Ifor
degree rurn is a clear space of 60
inches diameter or aT-shaped

space.
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Ramp

.'

-15'-0"

Access Platform Dimensions
,H,IAB /8 .6.3 The distance
bel'\vccn I he raised platforms ...or
lhe raised access pIa/form ... and
lhe floor of the entrance to Ihe raj[

coach shall not exceed 4 inches in
Ille horizoltlal plane and 2 inches
ill the IIcrtjeal plane. Wh ere
colls lrue t i o n constrainls result in

platform to veh icle. gaps thaI
e.T.u cd these standards, a bridge
p lJ.le de!s jgt1~:d 10 eliminate such

gaps shall be made available at
every doo r vlrhe vehic le where
passengers are boarding or
dist:mbarkin,r: .

IThe standard distance between the centerline of the tracks and
. the edge of the platform is 5 feet 7 inches, unless wide load
passage or track curvature necessitates a greater clearance.
(See chart, page 161.) The maximum car/platform gap allowable by the MAAB is 2 inches in the vertical plane and 4 inches
in the horizontaL When the distance from the platform to the
I centerline of the trac ks is greater than 5 feet 7 inches, resulting
in a greater gap between the car and the platform, some means
of closing the gap must be used. On-train bridge plates, currently in use on commuter rail coaches, are generally the
preferred option for closing the gap between the car and the
I platform.

I

I
I
I

i
,i

•
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Gap
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Bridge Plate
A second set of tracks which could provide clearance around
the access platform has also been considered. Another possibility is a folding edge on the access platform. In most circumstances, wide loads can be scheduled in advance, leaving an
opportunity to manually fold up the edge. Designers should be
aware of the latest developments when designing an access
platform.

Stairs and
Ramps

Canopy

Stairs and ramps must supplement each other because ramps
alone do not meet everyone's access needs. People using
crutches or prostheses often have more difficulty accommodating their gait to a ramp's sloping surface than they do climbing
stairs. For this reason, the MBTA requires stairs as well as a
ramp at the access platform. Stairs and ramps must be code
compliant. (See "Stairs," page 75, and "Ramps," page 71.)
For level changes from grade to the platform, and for pedestrian overpasses, ramps and stairs must be roofed. For all other
cases, it should be determined for each site individually
whether stairs and ramps at platforms should be roofed. (See
"Accessible Route," page 34.) Vertical or inclined platform
lifts are not an option, since they are prone to mechanical
failure and vandalism.

The ,'vIETA requires a canopy over the entire access platform
and all means of vertical circulation. The distance from the
edge of the canopy to the centerline of the track is site-specific,
and must be determined on a case by case basis.

•
i

I
I

I
I
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Canopy, Railings, and Amenities
Access platform railings are not covered by the MAAB or
UFAS. The railings should be set along three sides of the
platform at a height between 3 to 42 inches to the top of the
rail. Gaps between horizontal, vertical or other rail elements
should be no more than 6 inches wide.

•

The access platform should be attractive to all riders so that
people using wheelchairs do not feel isolated and "on stage."
All amenities provided at the station must also be provided on
the access platform. These may include newspaper machines,
telephones, and police call boxes.
The amenities should not reduce the effective clear width of the
platfoml. They should not be placed in front of signage. (See
"Platforms," page 109; "Telephone," page 125; "Signage ,"
page //7.)
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Shelter
Location

Shelter is important for the safety and comfort of all commuters. In addition to the shelter above the access platform (See
"Canopy," page 166), the new MAAB regulations call for 150
feet of overhead shelter at all full-length, high-level platforms.
(See Appendix B for tile new regulations.)

Existing
Shelters

Many existing shelters are raised up from the platform level
and are inaccessible. Even if there is a covered access platform, existing shelters should be made accessible or an additional shelter should be provided for people who are waiting
for the train but not boarding it.

Level Change There should be no level change greater than 1/2 inch between
at Shelter
the platform and the shelter unless a ramp is provided. Between 1/4 inch and 1/2 inch, the level change must be beveled
wi th a maximum slope of 1:2.

Overhead
Shelter
Dimensions

Roofs should be at least 5 feet deep so that a person using a
wheelchair will be completely covered. The higher the shelter
roof, the greater the depth should be to prevent rain and snow
from falling under the shelter.

Commuter Rail Platform

•
UFAS 4.5.2 Changes in Level.
Changes in level up to 114 inch
may be vertical and withoUl edge
trealmenl . Changes in level
between J14 inch and 112 inches
shall be beveled with a slope no
! greater than 1:2. Changes in level
greater than 112 inch shall be ac ~
complished by means of a ramp
that complies with 4.7 or 4.8.
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UFAS4.2.4 .1 Size and Approach. If the shelter has walls, the plan should allow maneuvering
The minimum clear flo or or
space and a resting space for a person using a wheelchair. The
ground space required to occom1 layout should allow at least two people in wheelchairs to use
modale a single, statiofUlry
the shelter without blocking other users. If a tum must be
wheelchair occupant is 30 by 48
i made to position oneself in the shelter, provide a 5 foot diameincites ...

I

I

ter maneuvering space. A wheelchair requires a 30 x 48 inch
If seating is provided, leave a
30 x 48 inch clear space at the end of the seat so that a person
11 usin g a wheelchair can sit next to a friend .
f

UFAS 4.2.3 Wheelchair Turning
Space . The space required/or a
wheelchair to ,11i1ke a J80-degree
fUm is a clear space of 60 inches
diameter or a T shaped JPar.c ...

i space in the resting position.

I~
I

•
Enclosed Shelter
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Track Crossing
Track crossings serve as a link in the accessible route of travel
through the station. Achieving both safety and convenience in
track crossing is the subject of much discussion between the
commuters, the access community, transit authorities and
operating railroads. There are three methods of track crossing:
at-grade crossi ngs, overpasses, and underpasses.
the MBTA operates on two high speed lines: the Framingham
line and the Providence line. Ultimately, the MBTA will
eliminate all at-grade crossings on these lines because of the
danger a 110 m.p.h. train poses. Whether the crossing is at- or
above-grade, the MBTA is considering the use of bells to signal
an approaching train so that people will not be startled by a
high speed train. As with most aspects of commuter rail
access, track crossing methods are determined on a case- bycase basis.

•

Pros & Cons of Track Crossing Methods
AT·GRADE CROSSINGS
Pros
·Shon and con venient path of travel
·No level changes
'Costs the least

Con.~

• Minimal pedestrian safety
·Flange gap between the
crossing and the rail

OVERPASSES
Pros
Coos
·Provides pedes trian safety from
·Expensive. usually only
high speed trains
one per station is feasible
·Extremely long path of travel
·Path of travel is further
increased by the level change
•Level change may be
impossible for some people
'POIe ntially a security problem
UNDERPASSES
Pros
Cons
'Provides pedestrian safely from
'Sec urity problem
high speed tra ins
-Expensive
·May be smaller level change
than overpass

I
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Crossings should be viewed as the connection between ele-

i ments of the accessible route. Since it is possible to hav!! more
than one at-grade crossing, minimize travel distances by strate-

I gic placement of the track crossings, such as adjacent to the

( ' rn~~in~

At·Grade
Crossing
Location

passenger loading zone, accessible parking spaces, or access
platforms.

I

UFAS 45.2 Changes in Level.
Changes in level up to J14 inch
may be vertical and wirhoUl edge
treaImenJ. Changes in level
I
between 114 inch and 112 inch
shall be beveled with a slope no
greater than 1 :2. Changes in
level greater rhan J12 inch shall
be accomplished by means o[ a
ramp thal complies with 4.7 or

At-grade crossings must provide a smooth path of travel from
one side of the tracks to the other. Level changes between
materials should be no greater than 1/2 inch. If the crossing is
lower than the platform, the approach should be a curb cut with
flared sides and no slope greater than I: 12. (See "Curb Cuts ,"
page 38.) The curb cut must be painted and roughened to dis! tinguish it visually and texturally from the rest of the platform.
This is an extremely important safety feature for people with
visual impairments who may otherwise walk onto the track
inadvertently.

4.8.
MAAB 22 3 Only a nan. slip fmish
malerial may be applied to any
walk or walkway.

At-grade crossings are usually made of wood ties, laid perpendicular to the path of travel. Care must be taken to ensure that
the lumber is installed level, with no gaps that could trap a cane
tip or from wheelchair roller. The flange gap between the
crossing and rail must be minimized. In no case should the gap
be greater than 4 inches (less whenever possible). It is particularly critical for the surface to be non-slip because a fall on the
train tracks could be deadly. The crossing should be a minimum of 96 inches wide .

•
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Safety

Trains do not always travel at a slow speed through commuter
rail stations. Some Conrail trains travel at high speeds, and
Amtrak trains can travel up to 110 m.p.h. People are often
surprised at how quickly these trains can come upon a station.
There is often little visual or audible warning. Even a slowmoving train cannot brake effectively for a person on the
tracks. Hence, at-grade crossings pose a significant safety
hazard. For the two high speed lines, Providence and Framingham, at-grade crossings are being replaced with overpasses.

Overpass
Location

To avoid an excessively long path of travel, the overpass
should be located close to the accessible parking spaces and/or
the access platform. In some cases, the access platforms may
provide the best location for the overpass because the level
change is reduced by the two raised platforms. The overpass
can then be part of the same accessible route established at the
access platforms.

•

•
Overpass Bridging Access Platforms

Q
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I To bridge the over 20 feet of rise at most stations, hundreds of
'mderpasses and overpa.'Ses shall feet of ramp and walkway must be cons01lcted. For a wheelbe considered as walkways o r .
. .
chaIT user or for someone with low stamma, as well as for
ramps and shall comply with
people with packages or sttollers, such a distance, no matter
Sec:iu/lS 22 and 25.
what the slope, is difficult to ttavel. Consider using a lesser
I slope, even though it lengthens the ramp. Also, many people
would benefit from a bench at the switchbacks.
MA,1ll 22 5 Pedestrian bridges.

Level Change

I

Although some ramps must be covered, care must be taken to
I ensure that the length of pathway is clear of all snow, ice, and
debris. Some localities fear that an overpass could become a
crime hazard, just as an underpass could.

I
I
II

I Overpass design must meet the standard ramp, stair and pathI way requirements described in Chapter 3. (See "Ramps," page
17/; "Stairs," page 75; "Accessible Route," page 92.) A ramp
must always be incorporated into the design; however, many
people find a ramp difficult to ttavel over a long distance.
'I Therefore, stairs should always be used in conjunction with a
ramp. An elevator provides for the most people's abilities and
should be included at major temunals. Elevators cannot be
used at stations which do not have MBTA personnel present
during all operating hours.

Overpass
Ramps and
Stairs

I

•

I

I

! The overpass and its ramps and stairs must be covered for their

I entire lengths. Fully enclosing the overpass is not recom-

I mended because of safety issues and the excessive heat that can
I build up in the enclosure.
i
Underpasses must meet the same slope and surface requireI ments as overpasses. From the perspective of a wheelchair
I user, an underpass may be preferable to an overpass because
I the level change is not as great.

I! Crossing Methods ," page 170.)
I

•
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(See "Pros and Cons o/Track

Overpass
Roof

Underpass
Design
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Station House
Many existing station houses have neither accessible entrances
nor accessible interior facilities (such as toilet rooms, vendors,
ticket booths, etc.). New station houses should be designed
barrier-free and, when possible, existing station houses should
be renovated to provide access to all features of the station.
When the station house or pans of it are privately owned,
cooperation from these owners may be necessary to produce a
fully accessible station. Many station houses are considered
historic landmarks. Historic designation does not exempt a
building from being acces sible, but alternate means of access
may be allowed.

Entrance

(See "Entrance," page 47, and "Doors and Doorways," page
95.)

Vendors

(See "Vendors," page 130.)

Ticket
Windows

The ticket window should be made accessible by having
enough floor space to allow wheelchair approach, no level
change upon approach to the window, and a counter height no
more than 40 inches above the floor or ground. Some of the
design standards for fare collection booths may apply. (See
"Fare Collection," page 55.)

Floor
Surfaces

(See "Floor Surfaces," page 101.)

Toilet Rooms

(See "Public and Employee Toilet Rooms," page /33.)

•

i
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Maintaining Access

IAccessibility is not ensured just because the building has been
Idesigned barrier-free. Building management and maintenance
! practices will need to be examined to see that they contribute
Ito, rather than erode, the accessible features of the station. This
Ichapter highlights some common problems that arise once a
Ibuilding is in use.
. Maintenance is especially important to protect people with disabilities. People with disabilities are particularly vulnerable to
a crack in a sidewalk, a stiff door, or a broken elevator. When
i stations are routinely inspected, the accessible features below
should be examined.

•

A hard-packed smooth surface needs to be maintained at the
handicapped parking area and along the accessible route from
the parking spaces to the station. Also check to see that painted
lines designating handicapped parking spaces and the adjacent
. 5 foot wide aisle are plainly visible. The lines and the InternaI tional Symbol of Accessibility painted on the ground at the
parking space should be redone if they have faded significantly.

Parking Lots

Signs at handicapped parking spaces keep non-disabled drivers
from using spaces and allow drivers to easily spot the accessible parking spaces. Check to see that the original signs
I designating the accessible spaces are still posted at each space
or pair of spaces and that they are not obstructed.

i
1

IThe wheelchair-accessible route from the sidewalk, accessible
I parking spaces, or accessible passenger loading zone to the
, station should be kept free of cracks and leve l changes from
Cracks greater than 1/2 inch should be filled
! in. Level changes between 1/4 inch and 1/2 inch should be
i beveled with a slope of I :2. Level changes greater than 1/2
; inch need to be eliminated by repairing the materials around it,
: or by regrading if the problem is extensive.

Isettling materials.

•

I

I
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Accessible
Route to the
Station
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Entrance

•

The accessible entrance must be kept unlocked and open
during operating hours. When entrances are being closed, be
careful to identify and maintain the accessible entrance.
The pressure required to open the doors should not exceed 15
pounds. Closers should be adjusted if necessary. Stiff hinges
should be repaired or replaced. Check to see that the threshold
has not pulled up. It should be no more than 1/2 inch high and
beveled with a slope of 1:4.

Fare
Collection

The fare collection booth closest to the accessible entrance
should be kept open to minimize tTavel distances for people
with disabilities.

Elevators and Elevators are essential to people using wheelchairs. Escalators
are also necessary for those persons with stamina or respiratory
Escalators
problems. It is important that any required repairs be completed
as quickly as possible.

•

Elevators are currently being equipped with an alerting system
which rings the fare collector and Central Control when the
elevator breaks down. The "Elevator Update Line" should be
updated as soon as possible and a speedy repair should be
scheduled.
Alarm systems and telephones inside elevators need to be
inspected periodically for effectiveness.

Telephones

Pay phones are installed by the New England Telephone
Company and should comply with UFAS 4.31 and MAAB 37.
The telephone company should be contacted immediately if an
accessible telephone is out of order. Unobstructed clear space
at all accessible telephones needs to be maintained.

Maintaining Arcess
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At least one phone per bank should be accessible
The highest operable part is no higher than 54 inches
Receiver equipped with inductive coil
Volume control is provided
Telephone books, if provided, are within reach of a person
seated in a wheelchair
• The cord length from the telephone to the handset is at least
29 inches long
• TDD provided at each station

Several types of tactile and visual materials are used to warn
people of the platform edge. Since these warning materials are
critical to the safety of passengers, they should be well maintained at all times. The material should periodically be cleaned
or repainted to preserve the contrasting color, and tactile edge
treatment discernable underfoot should be inspected for signs
of wear.

Platform
Edge

Once in place, visually impaired riders rely heavily upon tactile
warning materials. If the material were to suddenly be removed, an extremely dangerous situation would be created.
Therefore tactile materials should not be removed. The
material should be maintained at all times. If the material must
be temporarily removed for repairs, consider working on small
sections of the platform which can be repaired in one day.
Place a series of barriers at right angles to the platform edge.
With such a barrier, passengers can still enter and exit the train,
and visually impaired riders walking along the platfonn will be
warned of a construction zone. Be careful to leave ample space
for wheelchair maneuvering around the barriers.

•

A contrasting color should be maintained on step edges to alert
people to the depth and height of stairs. Rubber flooring on
stairs needs to be kept fastened to the back edge of the tread.
Stair coverings can come loose and should be physically
inspected.

•

Accessible
Telephone
Features

Separating thresholds or loose mbber flooring can trip passcn! gers and are especially dangerous for people using a walking
aid. Re-anchor these materials as necessary.

i
I
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Stairs

Floors
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Lighting

Many elderly people and people with visual impairments do
not perceive much light with their eyes. For them, adequate
levels of lighting may detennine their ability to use the station.
Where bulbs or fixtures are burnt out or dirty, they should be
cleaned and replaced. Consider improving lighting at older
stations. Care should be taken to maximize lighting level but
minimize glare on signs, and to minimize changes in the
lighting level as one walks through the station.

Signs

Many passengers with visual impainnents may need to read
signs at a very close proximity. All signs need to have a clear
space around and underneath them to allow passengers to view
them up close. Trash barrels, newspaper vending machines,
and benches should never be placed in front of signs. Signs
should also be cleaned regularly to maintain clear contrast and
readabi Ii ty.

Seasonal
Maintenance

New England's four seasons demand diligent maintenance
techniques. Snow and ice create hazards for people with
crutches or canes and for older people. Leaves that build up in
catch basins in autumn cause flooding and puddles that inconvenience wheelchair users.

•

•

Following are some actions that can be taken:
• Remove the snow and ice along the accessible routes
• Watch for icy buildups which may indicate runoff problems
• Keep catch basins clear of leaves and debris
While ambulatory people can trudge over the snow, people
using canes, walkers, or wheelchairs cannot. Accessible routes
(curb cuts, ramps, walkways, and platforms) must be kept free
from snow and ice. It is particularly important to keep overhead pedestrian track crossings free from ice and snow. Watch
for areas with water or ice buildup which may indicate runoff
or drainage problems.
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! Maintaining an accessible route is imperative in those stations

i which are designated accessible.

Construction

If construction barriers are
unavoidable, alternative accessible routes must be provided.

I
IIt is important for construction area barriers to be cane-detect! able by visually impaired people.

Barriers placed within 27

I inches of the ground are cane-detectable. If sawhorses are used

i to designate construction areas, consider running plastic ribbon
I

across the legs of the sawhorse within the cane-detectable zone.

Passengers with visual limitations or with poor balance are
dependent on handrails to guide them on stairs and through the
station. Keep handrails clean and also free of splinters and
' debris. Maintenance contractors should be alerted to this
requirement since it may often be overlooked in the cleaning
. process. Caution should be used when cleaning around delicate
ele~trical equipment, such as TDDs, to avoid shorting out the
I wmng .

i
i

I

•

I
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How to Use the Checklist
This checklist is intended for use by station designers and MBTA project managers. It is recommended that the checklist be used at the 30%, 60% and 90%
checkpoints. At the end of the design process, the completed checklist should be
submitted to the MBTA project manager.
The checklist has two major sections: the Site and the Station. Within each
section the questions are divided by element and drawing type (example: Indoor
Ramp Plans).
The checklist questions are based on the Rules and Regulation s of the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB), the Uniform Federal Accessibility
Standards (UFAS), and MBTA policy. Those items marked "MBTA" are additional requirements established by the MBTA. This checkli st does not replace the
codes in any way.

•

References to the appropriate UFAS, MAAB, or MBTA regulations are provided
with each que stion. The reviewer can explore these references for additional
information when necessary.
If all the questions can be answered "yes," the station should be accessible. Those
questions which are checked "no" require further resolution. At the end of the
design process, any code requirement which has not been met must be granted a
variance from the code authorities before construction begins.

Do not rely exclusively on the checklist. The main body of this guidebook
discusses issues which cannot be reduced to yes or no questions .

•
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Reference
UFAS

">tnTA

Parking Arca Plan:
Is parking currently provided or is it in the prospective plans? If yes,
L~ ~ proceed with these parking requirements.

i' I
r - -l

~J

'- - ',

! Arc there enough accessible parking spaces?

r--; '·-l Arc die access ible parking spaces closest to the accessible
L_.i
' entrance (or the platform at commuter rail stations)?

23.4

4.1.1(5a)

23.2

4.6.2

' -- 1 .--1 Arc die accessible parking spaces within 200 ft. of the entrance?

U L! (option: drop-off within 100 ft. of the entrance)
0- - -

' . __

23.2

1 :-_.-: Is th ere an accessible path of travel without obstructions, steps, or other
i

' -- I

l._._j barriers from the parking area to the station entrance?

20.1

4.3.2(1 )

'- '- ',

i__ J Are accessible parking spaces located along a safe pedestrian path oftravcl?

MBTA

1 -' :--i Arc walkways protected by bumpers or curbstops that prevent
L_J l __ J e ncroachment of cars into the walkways?

:-1
,-_J
rj

L. .!

MBTA

Is each accessible parking space 13 ft. wide?

I : Or, arc there two 8 ft. wide spaces with a 5 ft. wide aisle between them?
r~

LJ

on
L.._._J

23.5

Is there a curb cut leading to a sidewalk at each accessible space or
pai r of spaces?

23.6

At each accessible parking space, is there a sign posted between 5 ft and 8 ft
from the ground with the universal symbol of accessibility?

23.7

4.6.3

•

4.6.4

In addition to a sign on a pos~ is the universal sy mbol of accessibility
painted on the ground in each parking space?

MBTA

Parking Arca Scction:

[--1 1--1 Is there at least 9 ft. 6 in. vertical clearance along the vehicle routes to
I

:

"-' -- 1

L.-J accessible van parking spaces?

4.6.6

-.. .,

'. _... ..1 '._.J

Is there at least 9 ft. 6 in. vertical clearance at the accessible van parking spaces?

4.6.6

Drop·Off Arca Plan:
Is a drop off area currenrly provided or in the prospective plans?
If yes, proceed with the following questions.

_._1

r-.1 LJ

~-

1___

, _____ _1

If the drop-off area has curbs, is there a curb cut leading to a walkway?

4.6.5

Is there (In access ible path of travel without obstructions, steps or othe r
harriers from the drop-off to the entrance (or platform at commuter rail)?

4.3.2(1)

Drop-Off Area Scction:
__'" __.J, Is there at least 9 ft. 6 in_ of vertical clearance provided at the drop-off area'!
Is th ere at least 9 ft. 6 in . of vertical clearance provided along ve hicular
access to the d rop-off!

tXI;
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4.6.6

4.6.6

•

Iksign

MAAB

No

Yes

n
1

Route of Travel Plan:
Arc al l walkways at least 48 in. wide?

,i --1!

;.

LJ

1_ --1

LJ

r---'
I
, If there are pedestrian bridges, underpasses , or overpasses, do

_ .. J

j

they mcct the crite ria for walkways and ramps? (Chcck the overpass wi th
the Ro ute of Travel Detai ls secti on of this c heckli st and the Exterior Ramps
sec tion if necessary.)

l.--J

.!

. -~

22.5

bridges been submitted for MBTA review?

META

I : Arc ramps located close to the main circulation route?

META

IL.......-___ ,I

, - -,

Arc there curb cuts on all comers at each intersec tion of road s and

21.1.1

lJ []

Are there two curb cu lS at each comer, one located within each
crosswalk?

21.1.1

curb cut have another curb cut on the opposite side
street?
L.J ofDoestheevery

21.1.2

[J

21.1.3

- 1

I.. ___ . J!

1

I- ' ''i

,-,c.J II
,-',

[_.

Route of Travel Section:

I" -i

r- I Arc tlle re permanent walls or barrier.; below free·standing staircases

; _---1

_J

Do street islands have strcctlevel pathways cut through them?

I
l _ _l Do aU walkways have clear he.~droom of a t least 80 in.?
I

21.3

4 .7.11

26.6

4.4.2

LJ I._ J and escalators to prevent people from walking under the stairs?
,;---1

"

.. .... 1

4.7.1

I

If driveways intersecting sidewalks have side curbs, are there
c urb c uts provided?

I__J

MBTA

4.3.4

L_..l L J walkways?
+

Rderence
UFAS

22.1

I Is a passing space 60 in. by 60 in. avai lable at least every 200 feet?

LJ

( ' hccklist

I I : If outdoors, has the opti on of overhead protection for ramps and pedestrian

'II

.

L_

I

I~c\' i('\\

I. _.J

Route of Travel Details:
Is the wal kway surface either paved or hard-packed?

1-'1Is the surface non·slip?
l __ ~

4.4.2

4.5.1
22.2

4.5.1

22.2

4.3.8

MBTA

, ;

1-- - 1

i ;

I Is the walkway made with a continuous surface with no abrupt changes

,j L .__ .-.: in level greater than 1/2 in.?

Whe re walkway materials change. is the vertical height betwccn
the twO materials less th,tn 1/2 in.?

22.2

Whe re jointed surfaces arc used (pavers, brick. etc.). is the underlying
base firm , ;:md arc joints narro w and sct to close tolerances?
Arc levd c hanges betwee n 1/4 in. and 1/2 in. beveled with a
maximum slope of l :27

MBTA

4.5.2
DESIG:>I REVIEW CHECKLIST
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Design Review Checklist
Reference

MAAB

Yes

No

1'1

i1

l __

i

MOTA

Is the si te graded to avoid now of water onto pathways

J L-.J and driveways?

i----; i

1.!FAS

20.4

Is the area on either side of walkways firmly compacted so

i_~ L_~ wheelchairs will not si nk in?

MBTA

(--I 1--' --,

!

I

1_ _ _ :

1,

'_ ~

I

I Are the walkway edges nush with adjoining surfaces')

I '!
I

I

~"'

n n
L __I

Are catch basins and utility covers located out of the path of
travel?

MBTA

Are catch basins located away from the curb c uts. so that the curb c uts

i.. .....J arc not nooded in wet weather?

1---1 i-I

L. __ , l_. __J

r-l

r-'l

MBTA

__~

I~ _---"
r-, [-,

l._J L.J

oo

1 -

MBTA

Are openings in gratings no more than 1/2 in. wide. and is the long
dim ension faced perpendicular to the usual direction o f travel?

26.5

4.5.4

Are exterior drinking fountains and public telephones located where
they do not impede the path of travel?

26.6

4.4.1

Are all walkways and steps well lit for night use?
Curb Cut Details:
Is the slope of curb cuts 1: 12 or less?

LJ D a
[1 [ 1
[=.1 0
[=J I J

MBTA

21.1.4

Is the maximum slope of any surface adjoining the curb cut such as
gutter. parking lot. or sidewalk. 1:20 or less?

4.7.2

1s the curb cut at least 36 in. wide. not including the flared sides?

21.1.5

Does the curb cut have Oared sides?

21.1 .6

Do the flared sides extend at least 24 in. at the curb edge?

21.1.6

MBTA

.J

!L _ J
r---'

,

I

LJ
~--,

1_.

["l iSthe cu rb hcight at eac h intersec tion less than 7 in.?
[l Is the surface a non·slip material'!
r--l
L.. ~

• I'

Is the tex ture rough ened in the direction of the slope or is the curb cut
painted yellow?

..

i. ___ J

tNg

I

21.1.7
4,5.1

21.1.8

Docs the slope of the c urb c ut blend (less than 1(2 in. lip) to

! _.._.1 meet the strec t?
;-_

•

4.7.2

r
i-'l If possible. is there a 48 in. wide level sec tion of pave ment at the top
-I
L L-J and bottom of each curb cut?

r---,

MBTA

Grading:
Is the slope of sidewalks. walkways. and parking areas not more
than 1:20 (5%)7
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21.1.4

22.1

4.3.7

•

•

Ves

No

1"--'

I-'

!

MAAB

I,

L---.J Is the cross slope of the sidewalk less than 2%?

,- ,

I'---'I

Outdoor Ramp Plan:
Are ramps strai ght. not curved?

i~- 1

LJ
I- l Is the slope of the ramp I :12.5 or Jess?

IL_ I ' I

!

Reference
UFAS

4.3.7

25.7
MBTA

Is there a level platform located within every 30 in. of rise or within
every 30 ft. of ramp?

4.8.2

U I- 1,
U 0

Are the level platforms at least 60 in. wide by 60 in. long where ramps
change d irection?

25.6

4.8.4

Are there 60 in. long level platforms at the top and bottom of the ramp?

25.6

4.8.4

Ii

LJ LJ

II

Are the level platforms as wide as the ramp (at least 48 in.) and 60 in. long
where no change of direction occurs?

25.6

4.8.4

I~

0-I-1

Do ramps have handrails on both sides?

25.4

4.8.5

Is the ram p at least 48 in. wide. measured between the handrai ls?

25.3

l_~'

MBTA

MBTA

r-·-"l

,~

•

0
r,

LJ

Is there a 12 in. horizontal cxtension of the handrail at the top landing

_J and at the bottom landing?
LJ I'
r- ,

L_! [--I
-~

r~

0

-,I
I

r-,

1._J

Is there a space of 1-1/2 in. between the handrail

Is the ram p surface non-slip?

25.4
25.4

Are ramps and their approaches designed so that water will no t accumulate
on walking surfaces?

[J i~

Outdoor Ramp Section:
Do ramps have at least 80 in. headroom?

26.6

Are there two handrails, onc at 34 in .• the other at 19 in. above the
surface of the ramp?

25.4

,-"--_.

, -..,
i ___ 1i
,
,--"-

•

MBTA

[J
r--I i l

L _.,.

Ii .

I

,

L_'

: -1Are the handgrips either ro und or oval in cross-section?
L ___ ;

,.---'1
I

4.8.5(2)

Are handrails continuo us at landings. except where they would be
an obstruction?

,L~I and the waIl'!

-,

i

25.4

4.5.1

4.8.8

4.4.2

25.4

Is the handg rip d iameter between 1-1/4 in. and 1-1/2 in .?

4.26.2

Outdoo r Stai rs Plan:
Are there permanent wall s or barriers below free-standing staircases
to prevent people from walking under them?

4.4.2

Do steps have handrai ls on both sides?

28.3

4.9.4

DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLI ST
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Design Review Checklist

Yes

No

Ii

,~~!

MAAB

, 'U

Reference
lJFAS

Are wall handrails continuous at landings, except where they would be
an obstruction?

MRTA

r-1

Do the handrails extend 12 in. horizontally beyond the last riser
at the top and bottom steps?

D

Do stair nosings contrast in color value from the treads, or does the stair
stringer color contrast with tread and riser color?

1-:-1 l..j
i lD

_~

Outdoor Stairs Section:

DD

Are handrail gripping surfaces uninterrupted by newel posts, wall brackets or
suppons, construction clements or other obstructions?

4.9.4

-] !
I
:~ Are the handrail ends rounded or returned smoothly to the wall, floor or post?

4.9.4

!I
,

I

L--.J

.

Are the handrails mounted 34 in. above the intersection of the tread and riser?

MBTA

28.3

•

4.9.4

META

28.3

Is a second handrail provided on stairs at 19 in.?

META

~,~,

_ J

[

l J I-J
l_J [ J

!--l D
[lIJ
LII !

28.5

Are the handrails either round or oval in cross-section?

28.4

Do stairs have closed risers?

28.2

4.9.2

Are stairs free of nosing projections?

28.2

4.9.3

i~

'-"1

26.1

26.2

4.3.2

Is the.)approach to the accessible entrance Free of barriers such as steps or
staus.

26.2

4.3.2

I'
iL J

Is there an accessible pathway from each primary entrance
to the elevators?

26.4

4.3.2

Is overhead protection or a snow-melting device provided at the
hcadhouse entrance?

18.2

Is there a 60 in. by 60 in. level space inside and outside the
entry door?

26.2

[f (here is an inaccessible revolving door, is there an adjacent,
accessible door?

2HO

' ~l

190

28.2

1_____ __

.
'-----' __ J

•

Entrance Plan:
[s each primary entrance accessible?

I
1-- -1 Is the approach to the entrance a paved ramp or walkway, with a
LJ L._ _ l non·slip surface?

r-'!

4.9.2

Arc stair treads at least 11 in. wide?

L I I j [s the intersection of the tre.1d and the riser 70 degrees or less?

D C]

4.26.2

[s there a space of 1-1/2 in. between the handrail and the wall?

DESIG;\ REVIEW CHECKLIST

4.13.2

•

Reference

Yes

No

MAAR

no
no
[J I_J
L-.J

I

L_J I I
II~IJ

Are the doors at the accessible entrance at least 36 in. wide,
with 34 in. minimum clear opening?

27.3

If th ere are any pivot doors, can they be opened 34 in. clear?

27.2

In e ntry vestibules, is there at least 48 in., clear of door swi ngs ,
between the sets of doors?

26,3

Arc directions to the accessible entrance posted at eac h inaccessible
entrance?

26.7

Is the re at least 18 in. beside the latch on the pull side of every door
in the building?

27.4

4,13.6

Entrance Details:
Are entrance thresholds no higher than 1/2"?

27.7

4.13.8

Are the interior doorways free of thresholds?

LJ! Is hardware on all doors operable WiOl one hand?

r-'"I I ]

Are glass doors distinguishable from adjacent floor to ceiling windows?

I'lO
LJ

C irculation:
Are all changes in floor elevations accommodated by ramps, lifts,
or elevators?

[] n

Are corridors at least 36 in. wide?

i _,
l l
l
,
L--.J

Arc there 60 in. wide passing areas within every 200 fl.?
Drinking Fountains:
Al every drinking fountain location, is at least one drinJcjng fountain
access ible to wheelchair uscrs? (Basin rim 34 in. above the floor,
hand-operated push-button or lever, stream of water as parnllelto the
front of the basin as possible.)

•

,

,

"" For floor mounted installations, is there a clear floor space of alleast
30 in. by 48 in. in front of the fountain?

!

Public Telep hon es:
Whe rever public te lephones Me provided , is at leas t one telephone accessible?

4.13.7

27.7
27.11

4.13.9
META

35.1
5.12

4.3.8
4.3.3

4.3.4

36.1

Are wall mounted drinking fountain s located so that they do not protrude
more tha n 4 inches into the path of travel or do they have wing walls or sides
which (X lend to within 27 in. of finished floor?
For recessed installations, is the recess at least 30 in. wide and
no deeper than the depth of the fou nta in?

MBTA

4.13.8

Arc thresholds beveled with a slope no greater than 1:2?

i~

.. i L

VFAS

4.15

4.4.1

36.2

36.3

4.15.5

37. 1

DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
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Reference
Yes

No

:>'IAAB

II 0
,'-1 n
L _

t.:FAS

Are public tclephones located in quiet areas to make hearing easier?

'--_ .

Is volume control provided on the accessible phone?

MIlTA

1vffiTA
37.5

'---~- 1

, i. . J'

____ J ' .__

Do telephones have a receiver which generates a magnetic field in the receiver cap?

4.31 .5

I' i r", Arc walJ mounted telephones located so that they do not protrude more than
I ' I... 4 in. into a path of travel or do they have wing walJs which e.<tend to within

J

27 in. of finished Ooor?

Ii 'i
: 'L---l
i'l

L i

Is the coin slot on the accessible public telephone no more than 54 in. above
the Ooor. where clear space is 30 in. x 48 in. alongside the phone?

4.4.1

37.2

4.31.3/4.2.6

I Where a forward re.,ch is required on the accessible phone. is the coin slot less

i

than 48 in. above the Ooor. where clear space is 48 in. x 30 in. facing the phone?

4.31.3/4.2.5

Indoor Stairs Plan:

Ii

I_.J

r--]
AIe there permanent walls or barriers below free-standing staircases and escalators
L___ to prevent people from walking under the stairs?

LJ r---'
L_l Are there handrails on both sides of the stairs?

"

'----'1I
___ .

i-I

L
iL l []
_

Ll D
Cl i- i
_-

n iI

4.4.2
28.3

4.9.4

Are wall handrails continuous at landings. except where they would be
an obstruction'!

MBTA

At the top and bottom of the stairs. do wall handrails continue to slope
beyond the las t riser. and is there 12 inches of horizontal handrail beyond that?

28.3

Indoor Stairs Section:
Are the handrails mounted 34 in. above the intersection of the tread and riser?

28.3

4.9.4

Isa second handrail mounted at 19 in.?

MBTA

Arc handrail gripping s urf~ces uninterrupted by newel posts. construction

~_.J l ._.J elements oCother obstrucuons?

4.9.4

il,
Ii
L __. t __ J

4.9.4

i_J 1---]
[J 0

Are the handra il ends rounded or returned smoothly to the wall. floo r or post?
Is there a space o f 1- 1/2 in . betwccn the handrail and the wall?

28.5

Arc the handra ils e ither round or oval in cross-section?

28.4

,'- , r-" --,
L
_.J :._JDo stairs have a closed riser'!

28.2

4.9.2

L.J

28 .2

4.9.3

,- '---,

r ---~

,...J

!

I.

;__ __ __.1

'_. _____•

,

/""---~

-- 1

. _~

In

•

Arc stairs Crcc of nosing projections?
Arc stair treads at least II in. wide?
Is the intersection of the tread and the riser 70 degrees or less?

DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

4.9.2
28.2

•

Reference
Yes

MAAR

No

,

r--I

'_I

[J

Indoor Ramp Plan:
Are ramps straight, not cW"Ved?

UFAS

25.7

I ' [s the slope of the ramp I: 12.5 or less?
L
_J
,"

I

r"'"

META

Is there a !evel platfonn located within every 30 in. of rise or within

,~. I~ every 30 ft. of ramp?

[JO

4.8,2
25,6

4.8.4

25.6

4.8.4

nD
DO
DD

Arc the level platfonns a~ wide as the ramp (at least 48 in.) and 60 in. long
where no change of direction occurs?

25.6

4,8.4

Does the ramp have handrails on both sides?

25.4

4.8.5

Is the ramp at lcast 48 in . wide, measured between the handrails?

25.3

4.8.3

i1n
.i '.. _.. _.'

Is there a 12 in. horizontal extension of the handrail at the top landing
and at the bOllom landing?

25.4

4.8.5(2)

Arc the level platfonns at Icast60 in. wide by 60 in. long where ramps
change direction?

[] [J Arc there 60 in. long level platfonns

i

•

r-'
U

L_

Ii

0'

at the lOp and bollom of the ramp?

I- J Are handrails continuous at landings, except where they would be
an obstruction?

' -. J

Is there a space of 1·1/2 in. between the handrail
and the wall?

I_ J Is the ramp surface non-slip?
I II!
~

'-J

L.

.- .. l

'··-- l

!

:

25,4

Are the handgrips either round or oval in cross-section?

'- -'
1
I [s the handgrip diameter h<:twcen
I. _•.

4.5.1

25.6

Indoor Ramp Section:
Do ramps have at least 80 inches hc.1droom?

; - ' 1 Are there two handrails, one at 34 in. and the other at 19 in. above the
1 1
,_ ,,1
_ ' surface of the ramp?

META

MBTA

21,1,4

I l ls each platfonn free from obstructions from door swings or
L_'c other projections?

L-r D
'

'I18TA

4.4.2

25.4

4.8.5

25.4

I~ ------;

~;

1.1 /4 in. and 1-1/2 in.?

Elevators:
Is the highest hallway call button centered no more than 42 in. above
the floor?

•

25.4

35.7

4.10.3

Are the call bUllons at I03st3/4 inches in the smallest dimension?

4.10.3

Do the hall ca ll butlOns have visual signals 10 indicate when eac h cal l is
registered ;md an swered?

4.10.3
DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
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Design Review Checklist
Reference
Yes

No

I

1

D

I I il

MAAB

UFAS

Is the button designating the up direction on top?

4.10.3

Arc the buttons raised or flush with the wall?

4.10.3

LJ

,--, '--'1
~ Is there no obstacle placed directly below or above the call buttons?

MOTA

35.7

'
__I [I
I'

Is there a visible and audible signal at each hoistway entrance to indicate which car is
-----l answering a call?

4.10.4

i I Ii Do audihle signals sound once for up and twice for down. or do they have
'---' verbal annunciators that say "up" or "down"?

r---lD
I_J
IL-J~
I

35.8

Are the visual signals:
mounted at least 72 inches above the floor?at lea.t 2 1/2 inches
in the smallest dimension? visible from the vicinity of the hall call button?

4.10.4
4.10.4

FOR EXISTING ELEVATORS
Door Jamb and Threshold:
Does the floor of the elevator car come within 1/2 inch of the hallway floor
at each stop?

4.10.2

Is the hori zontal gap between the car floor platfonn and the landing s ill no
grcaterthan 1·1/4 inch?

4.10.9

DO
DO
DO

Doors:
Do the elevators doors open and close automatically? Do they re-open
automatically if they become obstructed?

35.3.2 4.10.6

Do the elcvators doors remain fully open for a minimum of 3 seconds?

4.10.8

DC]

Do th e doors provide at least a 36 in. clear opening? (In a retrofit situation,
32 in_ clear opening is acceptable.)

DO

Elevator Cab:
In a new station, is the interior cab size either at least 54 x 80 inches
wall·to·wall?

35.3

4.10.9

Elevator Board 17.4.0

In a retrofitted station , is the interior cab size:
'L,Jl'1c----l
at least 51 x 80 inch wall·to·wall with a centered door'!
-1

r-.

,-----, ['l
L.J
....J
! !.

as close to those dimensions as possible,
but not less than 54 x 54 inches?

1____ .• _

;-1 r---:
L ..

J . _~

4.10.9 (b)

at least 51 x 68 inch with an off·centered door?

I,

I___ ._J

4.10.9 (3)

Arc th e floors in and arou nd the elevator stable, finn, and slip· resistant?

35.4
35.11

4.5.1

Elevator Control Panels:

:'--'--1i : If th e cars have central opening doors arc the controls located on the front wall?
_ ..

_~
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REVIEW CHECKLIST

4.10.12

•

Reference

Yes

MAAR

No

DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
0 n
I
i
L~ D
DD
L.J I_J

If the cars have side opening doors are the controls located on the side or from
wall adjacem to the doors?

VFAS
4.10.12

If the e levator has two doors, is a conrrol panel provided at each?

MBTA

Are the controls no higher than 48 in.? (If there is a substantial increase in cost,
54 in. is acceptable.)

...

~ , - , -. - , '

4.10.12

Are the controls no lower than 35 in. above the floor me.1Sure from the centerline of
the buttons?

35.5

4.10.12

Arc the emergency butlOns grouped at the bottom of the panel with centerlines
no less than 35 in. above the floor?

35.5

4.10.12

Is there a visual car position indicator above the car control panel or over the
door and an audio signallO indicate the passing floor level?

35.6

4.10.13

Is the highes t operable part of an emergency two· way communication system
no more than 48 in.?

4.10.14

If the system uses a handset, then the length of the cord from the panel to the
handset atlcast 29 in.?

4.10.14

If the system is in a closed compartment, is the hardware on the compartment
door operable with one hand, and does ilS operation not require tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist?

4.10.14

Is the emergency intercommunication usable without voice communication?

4.10.14

Platforms:
Is the platform free of obstructions for a distance of 5 fl. from the platform edge?

,---,

MBTA

META

1-] l_l Is the platform clear space atlea,t60 in. at points where it is necessary to
make a tum?
~,

i__

r--l
I
'

n

Is th ere a minimum of 36 in . clear width between platform elements such
as wall s and columns?

,----,
i
i
L_'

Is the plaU'orm surface a non·slip material?

l_--.J '--'

Ii
L..J
Ii

0
Dn
LJ

r-----;

L-.J

•

;

---,

I
I

I
'

'--- - j

'-I
!
,
'-. _ _J

4.3.3
22.3

Is the horizontal gap between the platform edge and the car less than 4 in.?

18.3.1

Is the vertical gap betwccn the platform edge and the car less than 2 in.?

18.3.1

i Is the slope of the platform parallel to the tracks 5% or less?
LJ 'l--.J

n
!

4.34

22.1

4.3

4.3.7
4.3.7

Is the cross slope perpendicul:tr to the tracks 2% or less?

,- " l Is there a tactile warning strip on the platform edge, at least 24 in. wide

!

'--I ,

1

MBTA

which is detectable by stepping upon it?

)--' - ~ !

I

L-_ .. .J

!

Are therc sealS provided every 250 fl. or less?

18.3.3
DESIG:'/ REVIEW CHECKLIST
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Design Review Checklist
~I O

Yes

---1

MAAB

Reference
UFAS

'-I Where
benches arc provided, is there 36 in. adjacent to the bench for a wheelc hair
to pull up ?

!_._..J L_ __

Additional Requirements for Commuter Rail:
Docs an unobstructed continuous path of travel connect all tenninal buildings,
L_~ L.-l station houses, platforms, accessible parking space areas, and street entrances?

~IIlTA

MBTA

'- 1 i l

;-1 i- I
L_~

MAAR (new)

Do track crossings (at, above. or below grade) meet the Route of Travel

L ---.I requirements and ramp and stair requirements if they apply?

MAAR

, '1 n

Are full· length raised platforms provided at newly constructed stations or stations

l. .J ["'1

Are access platfonns provided at any reconstructed , altered or remodeled stations? MAAR (new)

!

__ .j which are being re·opened after being out of operation for 5 years or more?

r'l LJ
~
-,-1

I_.J!

1-1
l

MAAB (new)

Is overhead shelter provided for 150 ft. of the low level platfonn?

MAAR (new)

[s the access p[atfonn at least 45 ft. long and 5 ft wide?

MAAR (new)

~

_

! [s the access platfonn surface 48 in. above the top of the rai ls?

IJ
II 01
n
' D
!__

.J

Is overhead shelter provided for the entire access platfonn and its ramp?

Do all platfonns have a yellow taetile edge treatment detectable underfoot and
' at [east 24 mches Wide?

L.......I

MBTA

MAAR (new)

L.,.~.

MAAR (new)

1- ; 1"1

[s seating provided at intervals not exceeding 250 ft.?

MAAR (new)

r--J1-1

Public and Emp[oyee Toilet Rooms:
Arc the toilet rooms located on a route which is accessible to people
in wheelchairs?

• _ _ _ ..

L-

l..-._,

n

D

LJ

•

MAA8 (new)

Where the gap between the coach and the platfonn exceeds 4 in.in the horizontal
plane or 2 inches in the vertical plane, is a bridged plate used?

___ ....J

UFAS

4.22.1

Is there at least 18 in. beside the latch on the pull side of the door(s)

_J to the bathroom?

27.4

4.13.6

•. ...J '--.. , and the face of the o ther?

26.3

4.13.7

['l [J [s there at [cast a 60 in. clear turning space in the bathroom?

30.3

4.13.3

30.1

4.22.4

[--1 II

;._--- -1

--- 1
c-

-- )

[""1
;___ .J
,--1I

Docs the vestibule have at Icast 48 in. between the swing of one door

In each [oilet room , is at lellst one water closet and one lavatory accessible?
Docs the accessible SUI I! door either swing out of the stall or slide?

: - ' , Is the accessible
,_ .... .1

st<~1 door at least 36 in. wide?

30.5.2
30.5.2

", r " 1 Is th ere at least 18 in. beside the latch on the pull side of the
accessib le
196

s ~11I

door')

DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

30.5.2

4.13.6

•

IksiJ.!1l Rc\ ic\\ ('lIcd,list

y~s

MAAD

No

;'-- -1 "r -~,'
<-----J l
1
'------,
,

to

the nearest side wall?

30.5.3

I...
_, _ I

r -l Is there at leas t 42 in. from the centerline of the toilet to the far
side wall?

30.5.3

[-I Is the scat of the accessible toilet I? in, to 19 in. above the floor?

30.5.3

r--" I r - l

I

j

I

l.-J

Arc there 2 grab bars 42 in. long. one on the wall in back of the water
closet and one on the side wall ciosestto the water closet?

30.5.4

l . J !_J

30,5.4

Arc the ends of the grab bars 6 in, away from the comer of the wall?

i 1 n Arc the grab bars 1-1/4 in. in outside diameter?
'LJ
----10----' Is there 1-1/2 in, clearance between the bar and the wall?

30.5.4

L.....J

I
' lI"
!~
__i

i---i n
'----J

[L-....JI

rl
L_

MDTA

In the accessible stall, is there 18 in. from the centerline of the toilet

I
:__I!_!
L__

Rererence
UFAS

30.5.4

Arc the grab bars 30 in, above and parallel to the floor?

30.5.4

Are the grab bars acid-etched or roughened?

30.5.4

~

30.9

Is the toilet paper dispenser located on the side wall closest to the toilet?

r-' L
'----;I Is the toi let paper dispenser 24 in. above the floor?
I_J

o il

oD

30.9

Does at least one sink have hardware operable with a closed fi st?

30.4

Is the top edge of the accessible sink 32 in. above the floor?

30.4

4.27.4

i

[:~J
! Are all sinks mounted at the same height?
[-I I i Is there a knee space beneath the accessible sink atlcast22 in. deep. 30 in . wide.
L._J

,_ ~! and 29 in. high measured from the floor to the bottom of the apron?

-;- 'I

'I

'. __ ,, __ ,.J

,_ ~

l

Locker Rooms:
Are the aisles at least 36 in. wide?

MBTA

30.4

4.19.2

4.3.3

MBTA

- -I '- -I
_ .1

•

'__
,

_

1
.

Is there at least 42 in. of unobstructed aisle space in front of the
lockers used by handicapped people?

MBTA

Is there a 60 in . diameter turning space at accessible lockers?

MBTA

In locker rooms, is one bench provided against a wall, with a
seal 24 in. wide ,md 60 in. long?

MBTA

,--- I Is one shower accessible in all gang showers. or is a private accessible
l. ,___ shower room provided?

MBTA

DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST
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Ucsign Uc\'iew Checklist

Yes

MAAB

No

no

Vendors:
Do vendor specifications require at least one counter, or a 30 in. long ponion of
one counter to be between 28 in. and 34 in. a.f.f. (preferably 32 in.)?

DO
·n
L-~I
DO
DO
DD
DO

Careterias and Restaurants:
Are aisles in the serving line at least 36 in. wide (preferably 42 in.)?

~mTA

5.2
17.3

4.3.3

MBTA

Are movable chairs and tables provided in addition to fixed seating?
If seating is fixed. are at least 5% of all seating or tables accessible?

17.6

5.1

PersonneIlEmployment Offices:

no

UO

Do employee bathrooms meet UFAS and MAAB standards for
accessible toilet rooms?

198

17.4.1

Is the tray slide no more than 34 in. above the floor?
Is there at least a 36 in. aisle between tables?

MBTA .

7.2

Is the tray slide continuous from the tray stack all the way to the cashier?

Do employee areas---except for mechanical rooms-comply with

L-J

Reference
UFAS

. UFAS standards?

DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

4.1.4

4.1.4

•

•

•
APPENDIX

•

•

•

I Appendix A: Glossary
I Access gate:

The gate provided adjacent to turnstiles. It is
used by people who cannot pass through turnstiles such as
people using wheelchairs. walking aids. or strollers.

! Access platform: A raised platform which is level with the
train car floor. Access platforms extend for a partial length of
the train and are usually about 45 feet long providing access to
two cars of the train. A ramp and stairs provide vertical circulation up to the access platform. Access platforms are used by
people who cannot board the train from the low level platform.
or who prefer not to. (See definition below.)
I

Accessible: Describes programs and physical spaces which
" can be safely approached. entered. and used by people with
disabilities.
I"·

Accessible route: A continuous. unobstructed path connecting
all accessible elements and spaces within or between buildings.
facilities or walks. that can be travelled by a disabled person
using a wheelchair. and which is also safe and usable by people
with other disabilities.

•

Assistive Listening System: Designed for people who are
hard of hearing. There are a variety of systems which will
I allow people to hear sound in a noisy situation. The system
[ can be used indoors or out of doors and may use infrared. FM
! or audio loop equipment to bring sound directly to the individI

I ual.
ATBCB, Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board: A federal board that establishes .~d enforces
i minImum gUidelines for accessibility for all faCilitIes coni structed. leased. or financed by the federal government. [t also
, provides technical assistance.

I
I

i
i Barrier-free:

Describes a structure without physical impedii ments to individuals with disabilities.

•

; Busway: An off-street passenger loading zone for MBTA
bu ses.

201
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City end: The end of a commuter rail platform which is
closest to Boston.
Country end: The end of a commuter rail platform which is
furthest from Boston.
Cross slope: The slope across a pathway or outdoor travel
surface, generally perpendicular to the usual direction of travel.
Disabled: See Physically disabled.
Disability: A physical condition that substantially limits one
or more major life activities. (See Physically disabled.)
Full-length raised platform: A platform which is level with
the floor of the train car for the full length of the platform.
Headhouse: The roofed structure above grade which houses
the entrance to a subway station.

•

Hearing impairment: A partial or total loss of hearing. The
means and methods of communication vary between individuals. Some hearing impaired people compensate with hearing
aids and use spoken English. Some deaf people communicate
in American Sign Language (ASL) and consider English
primarily a written language. Others use signed English or lipread.
HP: An abbreviation for Handicapped Person, often used on
signs to identify an accessible element.
International Symbol of Accessibility: A pictograph of a
person in a wheelchair used on signs to indicate accessible
building elements, such as entrances and bathrooms.
Level landing: A ramp landing with no more than a 1:50
slope for drainage.
Low level platform: A platfoml which is below the level of
the train car floor. It is usually about 8 inches above the top of
the rail s. Passengers use stairs to board the train.

I
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I MAAB, Massachusetts Architectural Access Board: The nine
person board established under state law, M.G.L. Chapter 22,
I Section 13A. It enforces regulations governing building
I accessibility, reviews complaints and requests for waivers, and
provides training and technical assistance on accessibility
. issues. This board was previously known as the Architectural
Barriers Board and was amended by legislation Chapter 642 of
the Acts of 1986 which became effective July 10, 1987.

I'

I Mobility impaired:

People who cannot walk or walk with
I difficulty, who must walk slowly or who cannot walk long
distances. Mobility impairments can be caused by a gait
problem, lack of balance or stamina, cardiac or respiratory
I conditions, artificial legs, braces, canes, walkers, special shoes,

! etc.

I

Non-slip: A condition in which a rubber heel, cane tip, or
crutch tip will not slip when pressure is applied at an angle on a
1 level, wet surface.

•

I: Physically disabled: Describe s a person who has a physical
i condition that substantially limits one or more major life

I activities, including but not limited to performing daily tasks,

I walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, and learning.

! Physically handicapped persons also include persons who lack
coordination or stamina, people who are unable to reach and

I manipulate objects, or unable to interpret and react to sensory
II information, and people who are extreme in physical size.

•

Tactile warning material: A bright yellow textured material
which is discernable underfoot from the floor materials adja! cent to it. Protrusions at least 3/8 of an inch high are generally
I accepted as "discernable underfoot. "
I,
I TDD, Telecommunication De\'ice for the Deaf: A device for
! telephone service which sends and receives typed messages
I through a small display screen and a keyboard. It is used with
i a standard telephone, by placing the receiver onto the base of
I the TDD and typing messages. Some models include a paper
I
.
; pnntout.

I
I

203

TTY, Teletypewriter: Similar to a TOO. The (elm TTY is
still preferred by many heari ng impaired individuals.
APPENDIX A / Glossary
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UF AS, Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards: A set of
standards adopted by the four federal standard-setting agencies
to ensure unifonnity between federal agency requirements for
accessibility in buildings constructed, leased, or financed by
the federal government. It covers new construction and alterations. The format and technical provisions of UFAS are modeled on ANSI A 117 and there is an ongoing process to conform
both standards.
Visual impairment: Some loss of vision ranging from moderate distortions or reduction in visual field to total blindness. In
the Boston area 97% of visually impaired people have some
vision. Some may not be able to read print, even with glasses;
others may have a reduced visual field. Ability to perceive
colors may be reduced, and "normal" illumination may be
insufficient. Many people with partial sight use a long cane,
swept from side to side or held diagonally, to aid in wayfinding. People who are totally blind may use a guide dog.

•

I
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I Appendix B: New MAAB Regulations
!

18.6 To facilitate access to commuter rail vehicles, the following shall be provided:

i 18.6.1 At newly construc ted stations serving commuter rail
I coaches, access shall be provided to all passengers and to all
i coaches of the train by means of a raised platform. Such

I platforms shall be at least five feet (5') in clear width and shall
!have overhead shelter from rain and snow along a total of at

I least one hundred and fifty feet (150') of their length and at all
I access ramps.
I For the purposes of thi s section, a newly constructed station is
I defined as any station stop where passenger service has not
heretofore been provided or where no regularly sc heduled

I passenger service has been provided for five (5) or more years.
I
, 18.6.2 Any reconstructed, altered or remodeled stations servI ing commuter rail coaches shall afford access to at least two

•

coaches of a train by means of a raised access platform. Such
platforms shall be at least forty-five feet (45') in length and at
least five feet (5') in clear width and shall, along their full
i length and at all access ramps provide overhead shelter from
rain and snow. For the purposes of this section "reconstructed"
shall have the definition of " reconstruction" in 521 C.M.R.
Section 5. 17, "altered" shall have the definition of "alteration"
in 521 C.M.R. Section 5.4, and "remodeled" shall have the
I definition of "remodeling" in 521 C.M.R. Section 5.18.

·
Ii
I

118.6.3 The distance between the raised platforms described in
118.6.1 or the raised access platform described in 18.6.2 and the
I floor of the entrance to the rail coach shall not exceed four
I inches (4") in the hori zontal plane and two inches (2") in the
I vertical plane. Where construction constraints result in pl atform to vehicle gaps that exceed these standards, a bridge plate
designed to eliminate such gaps shall be made available at
: every door of the vehicle where passe ngers are boarding or
: disembark ing.

I

•

I
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•

18.6.4 The edge of all platfonns at newly constructed, reconstructed, altered or remodeled stations shall have a yellow band
of a different texture, distinguishable underfoot, and at least
twenty-four inches (24") in width, warning of a danger zone.
18.6.5 At all newly constructed, reconstructed, altered or remodeled stations, an unobstructed continuous path of travel
shall connect all terminal buildings or station houses, platfonns, parking areas designated for use by handicapped persons and street entrances.
18.6.6 Within the station there shall be seating at intervals not
to exceed two hundred fifty (250) feet.

Access Platform Stations
Providence Line
Attleboro
S. Attleboro
Canton Center
Canton Junction
Hyde Park
Mansfield
Route 128
Sharon
Stoughton

•

Milford/Franklin Line
Dedham Corp.
Forge Park
Franklin (expedited)
Norfolk
Norwood Central
Norwood Depot
Readville
Walpole

I
II
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•

•

I

Needham Line

Bellevue
Hersey
Highland
Needham Center
Needham Heights
Needham Junction
, Roslindale Village
1 West Roxbury

Worcester Line
Wellesley Farms
Wellesley Hills
West Natick
Yawkey Station

, Fitchburg Line
I Ayer
I Brandeis/Roberts
Fitchburg
Lincoln
North Leominster
I Porter Square
South Acton
Waltham
West Concord

•

Lowell Line
Lowell
Mishawum
, North Billerica
i Wedgemere

II Haverhill Line
Andover

I, Ballardvale
! Bradford

I Haverhill

•

Lawrence
Melrose Highlands
Reading

I
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Newburyport/Rockport Line
Beverly Depot
Beverly Farnls
Chelsea
Gloucester
HamiltonlWenham
Ipswich
Manchester
Montserrat
North Beverly
Rockport
Salem
Swampscott

Plymouth Line/Old Colony
Abington

Greenbush Line/Old Colony
Weymouth Landing

•

Full Length Platform Stations
Providence Line
Back Bay
Forest Hills
Providence
Ruggles
South Station

Milford/Franklin Line
Bellingham
Milford

Needham Line
Veterans of Foreign Wars (V.F.W.)

Worcester Line
Ashland
Framingham (Relocated)
Grafton
SouthboroIWestboro
Worcester
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•

I Fitchburg Line
Kendal Green (Relocated)
Littleton (Relocated)
Lowell Line
New Mishawum
Haverhill Line
Lawrence (Relocated)
Malden Center
North Station
NewburyportlRockport Line
Lynn
Newburyport
Rowley
Middleboro Line/Old Colony
Braintree
Bridgewater
i Brockton
Campello
HolbrooklRandolph
Middleboro
! Montello

•

I Plymouth Line/Old Colony
KingstonlRoute 3
Halifax
Hanson
Plymouth
South Weymouth
,, Whitman

I
,
I

•

Greenbush Line/Old Colony
Cohasset
East Hingham
II Greenbush
i North Scituate
: Nantasket Junction
West Hingham

i
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Photo & Illustration Credits
All illustrations not listed below are original drawings by Damon Strub,
Illustrations credited to Designfor Access were previously published by Adaptive
Environments Center/Welch & Epp Associates in cooperation with Barrier Free
Environments,
lIlustrations credited to Access Improvements Workbook were previously published by Adaptive Environments Center/Welch & Epp Associates.
Illustrations credited to The System were previously published by and used with
permission from Barrier Free Environments,
Illustrations credited to Accessibility Modifications, Accessibility in Georgia, or An
flIusrrated Handbook of the Handicapped Section of the North Carolina State
Building Code were prepared by Barrier Free Environments for those publications.
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Courtesy of Edward Steinfeld; concept developed
by Rolf A. Faste
Designfor Access
Designfor Access
Accessibility in Georgia
Designfor Access
Adapted from Accessibility Modifications
Adapted from Accessibility in Georgia
Accessibility in Georgia
Design for Access
Accessibility in Georgia
Design for Access
Access Improvements Workbook
Access Improvements Workbook
An lIluslrated Handbook of the Handicapped
Section of the North Carolina State Building Code
Adapted fTOm California State Accessibility
Standards [nterpreti ve Manllal, Office of the State
Architect
Designfor Access
Accessibility Standards flIustrated, State of TIlinois
An fiiLmrated Handbook of the Handicapped
Section of the North Carolina State Building Code
The Do-able, Renewable Home, American
Association of Retired Persons
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31
32
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37
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51
74, far left
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75
76,left
76, right
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The Do-able, Renewable Home, American
Association of Retired Persons
An Illustrated Handbook 0/ the Handicapped
Section 0/ the North Carolina State Building Code
Design/or Access
Accessibility Standards Illustrated, State of Illinois
Design/or Access
Accessibility in Georgia
Design/or Access
Design/or Access
The Do-able, Renewable Home, American
Association of Retired Persons
Access Improvements Workbook
Adapted from Accessibility in Georgia
Accessibility Standards Illustrated, State of Illinois
Accessibility in Georgia
The Do-able, Renewable Home, American
Association of Retired Persons
Accessibility Standards lIlustrated, State of Illinois
Design/or Access
The System
The System
Accessibility in Georgia
The System
The System
Copyright National Association for the Deaf
Retro/illing Public Restrooms for Accessibility,
Peoples Housing, Inc.
Retro/illing Public Restrooms for Accessibility,
Peoples Housing, Inc.
Design/or Access
Access Improvements Workbook
Design/or Access
Design/or Access
Design/or Access
Access Improvements Workbook
The System
The System
Accessibility in Georgia
DeSign/or Access
The System
Design/or Access
Accessibility in Georgia
Design/or Access

77, top right

82
84
85

86
95
96, top
96, bottom

97
98
99, top
99, bottom
100

115
116
121
122, top
122, bottom
123
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134
135, top
135, bottom
136, top
136, boltom
137
139

140
142, bottom

143
145

146
147
148, top
148, bottom
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Photo & Illustrations
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Index
ABA 12,13
Access aisle 26, 31
Access Board (see Standards)
Accessibility, maintaining (see Maintaining access)
Access ibility and the law 12-16
Accessible route 22,33-7,92-4,158,160
alternate, during construction 181
approach to station 22
benches 93
catch basin 33, 36
change of direction 91, 92
circulation pattern 91
at commuter rail station 158, 160
corridor width 92
cross slope 35
curb cut (see Curb cut)
egress 94
fare collection 55
grating 36, 101
horizontal circulation 92-4
level change 35,36
location 33
protruding objects 37
signage 33, 37, 93
slope 34-5, 92
surface 35
utility cover 36
width 34,92
Access platform 162-4
Activat ing mat 51
Activation sw itch 51
ADA 12
Adv isoryopinion 15
Alarm 128
Al ert , fare collector 61, 62
Amen ities
at commuter rail platform 164, 167
emergency call box 94,99,127,167
telephone (see Telephone)
TOO 125- 6, 127,179,181
American National Standards Institute 13
American Sign Language 8
Americans with Disabilities Act 12

Amplification 126
ANSI 13
Approach, entrance
entrance 47
fare collection 57
Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board 12, 13
Architectural Barriers Act 12, 13
ATBCB 12,13
ASL 8
At-grade track crossing 170-2
pros and cons 170
Audible alarm 128
Audible display 129
Automatic door 51
Barriers, construction 181
Benches (see Seating)
Beveled slope 99,101, \68, 177, 178
Blind (see Visual impainnent)
Blue Line (see Heavy rail)
Bollards 32
Booth, fare collection 55, 58-61
clear space 58, 60
chair 61
controls 61
counter 58
interior 59-61
level changes 60
orientation 59
speak-thru 59
window 58-9
Braille (see Tactile signage)
Bridge plate 165
Bridge 22
Built-in sink 145
Busway 33
Buttons, elevator 83, 85
Cab, elevator 80
Call box, emergency 94,99, 127, 167
Call panel, elevator 85
Canopy 48, 166, 168
Car/platform gap 110, 165- 6
bridge plate 165
Cash box 30, 158
Catch basin 33,36
Chair 61
Index 217

Change machine 63-4
Circu lation
horizontal (see Ho rizontal circulation)
vertical (see Vertical circul ation)
Circula tion space 34, 92
Civil defense trains 161
Cleaning 18 1
Clear opening 50, 95-7
Clear space
door 97
drinking fountain 123
fare collection booth 58, 60
signage 116
telephone 126
Closed fi st test 99,124, 127,145
Closer 98, 100, 178
Coat hook 139
Code (see Standards)
Collection box, parking fee 30, 158
Colullm, structural 105
Communication access symbols 126
Commuter rail 3, 155- 174
accessible pedestrian route 160
access platform 162-4
amenities 164, 167
benches 164, 169
bridge plate 165
canopy 48, 166, 168
car/platform gap 165-6
clearance requirements 161
entrance 174
tloor 174
parking 158
passenger loading zone 158- 9
pathway 160
platfoml (see also Platform) 161- 9
railin g 167
ramp 166, 173
shelter (see also Shelter) 168- 9
site 157-60
stairs (see also Stairs) 166
station house 174
station layou t 157
ticket window 174
toilet room (see also Toilet room) 174
track crossin g (see also Track crossi ng) 170-3
Index 218

vendor 174
Compliance 15
Constmction barriers 181
Contrast, visual 77, 115
Control panel
elevator 81 , 82
fare collection booth 61
Cord, telephone 126, 179
Corridor 100
Counter
fare collection 58
vendor 130
Cross slope
parking lot 27
pathway 35
platform 108
Curb
YS. bollards 32
design 39
Curb cut 26, 38-41, 171
corner-type 38- 9
design 39, 171
tlared 39, 171
lip 40
location 38, 171
returned 39
surface 41 , 171
Curbside parking 29
Deaf (see Hearing impairment)
Design summary, schematic
entrance 46
fare collection 56
horizontal circulation 9 1
platform 106
site 24
vertical circu lation 70
Designated route (see also Accessible route)
through parking lot 27
Direction sig naling 85, 87
Disa bilities and des ign 7- 9
Dispensers 147
Disp lays, audible and visual 129
Doonnat 101
Door 95- 100
automatic 5 1, 98
cl ear opening 50, 95- 7
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clear space 97
clo ser 98, 100, 178
corridor 100
doorway 95
double-acting 49
double leaf 96, 97
egress 49,99
elevator (see also Elevator) 80, 84
entry 50, 101
exi sting 96, 98
glass 50
handle 99
hardware 99, 138-9
to hazardous areas 100
hin ge 96, 138, 178
kick plate 100
knob 99,138
lock 138
maneuvering space 97
mat 101
pivot 50,96
pressure 98, 178
push plate 99
revolving 51
slide bar 138
sliding 51
swinging bar 138
threshold 99, 178, 179
toilet room 100, 133-4
toilet stall 137,138- 9
vestibule 49,101,133-4
width 95,96
Drainage 33,47
Drinking fountain 121-4
alcove-mounted 121
c lear space 123
control 124
dual-level 123
freestanding 123
knee space 122
location 121
parallel approach 123
recessed 121
spout 124
wall-mou nted 122
Drop-o ff area (see Passenger loading zone)

Egress 49,80,94,99
Elevator 68-9,80-7, 178
alarm 83, 178
Arabic numerals VS. braille 83
breakdown 61,68,178
buttons 83, 85
cab size 80
call panel 85
control panel 81 , 82
direction signal 85, 87
door-jamb floor designation 86
door reopening device 83
door 80,84
emergency buttons 82
emergency system 83
floor identification numbers 83
glass 69
handrail 82
inclined 69
intercom 83
leveling 85
lighting 82
in parking garage 29
perforated plate 83
position indicator 87
repair (see also Maintaining access) 178
self-leveling mechanism 85
telephone 82, 178
two-door 81
Update Line 83, 178
Emergency alarm 128
Emergency call box 94, 127, 167
Emergency egress 49,94
Employee areas (see also Toilct room) 3, 59-60
Employee toilet room (see Toilet room)
Enclosed shelter 169
Entrance 45- 51, 178
approach 47
door 50, 101
landing 47- 8
level changes 47
primary 45
schematic design 45-6
schematic de sign summary 46
signage 48, 11 7
vestibule 49, 101 , 133--4
Index 219

Entry door 50, 101
Escalator 75, 118, 178
Fare collection 55-61, 178
accessible gate 59,6 1,62
accessible route 55
alert 61 , 62
approach 57
booth (see also Booth) 55,58- 61
clear space 58, 60
control panel 61
counter 58
gate 59,61,62
location 55
parallel approach 58
resting places 57
sc hematic design 55- 6
sc hematic design summary 56
seating 57
speak-thru 59
ticket/token vending machine 63-4
turn sti le 62
window 58- 9
Faucet 145, 146
Federal access code (see Standards)
Federal agencies 13
Fcclerallaws and reg ul ations (see Standards)
Federa l variance 14
Fire extinguisher (see Amenities)
Fixture, lighting ISO
Floor surface 101- 2, 179
changes in materials 10 1
jointed 35
maintenance 179
non-slip 57,73,76, WI, 102, 107,108-9
soft 35
uneven 35
unit flooring 101, 107
Fountain, drinking (see Drinking fountain)
Fra min gham line 170, 172
Freight tra ins 161
Full-length mirror 148
Full-length raised platform 156, 162- 3
Functionallimitations 10- 1
Garage, parking 26, 28, 29
Gate, fare collection 59,61,62
General Services Administration 13,14,94
IlJdex 220

Glare 115
Glass door 50
Glass elevator 69
Grab bar 136, 137, 140-1
location 140
design 141
Grating 36, 101
Green Line 2
GSA 13, 14,94
Guard rail 167
Handicap, temporary 1, 9
Handle (see Hardware)
Handrail
design 74,79
elevator 82
extension 74,78
gri pping surface 79
location 77
maintenance 181
mounting 73,78
ramp 73-4
shape 74
stairs 77- 9
Hardware, door 99, 138- 9
Headhouse 21- 2, 174
Hearing impairment
description 8
functional limitations 10-1
Heavy rail 2,21 --149
High speed lines 170, 172
Hinge 96, 138, 178
Historic building 14, 15, 174
Horizontal circulation 91-- 102
accessible route (see also Accessible route) 92-4
benches 57,93, Ill, 164, 169
change of direction 91, 92
circulation pattern 91
doors and doorways (see also Door) 95-- 100
egress 49, SO, 94, 99
fl oor (see also Floor surface) IOJ -2
pattern 91
schematic design 91
schematic desi gn summary 91
signage (see also Signage) 93
slope 92
travel distances 91

width 92
Hot air dryer 147
Illumination (see Lighting)
Impracticability 14, 16
Inclined elevator 69
Inductive coil 126, 179
Intercom R3,94
Interior station elements 1 15-130
alarm 128
drinking fountain (see also Drinking fountain)
121-4
emergency call box 99, 127,167
public address system 120
reader board 120, 129
signage (see also Signage) 115-9
telephone and TDD (see also Telephone) 125-6
video monitor 129
International Symbol of Accessibility 3, 27,29,

48,62,93,117,118,177,211
Jurisdiction issues 156
Kick plate 100
Knee space
under drinking fountain 122
under sink 145
Landing
entrance 47-8
ramp 72
Lavatory (see Toilet room)
Laws (see Standards)
Level change (see Vertical circulation)
Lift 47, 70, 166
Light rail 2
Lighting
elevator 82
fixmre 180
level 180
maintenance 180
signage 180
Lock 138
Lot, parking (see also Parking) 25
MAAB (see Standards)
Mainta ining access 3,177- 81
accessible route 177
cleaning 18 1
construction 181
e levator 178

entrance 178
escalator 178
fare collection 178
floor 179
handrail 181
lighting 180
parking lot 177
platfoml edge 179
seasonal 180
signage 180
stairs 179
tactile materials 179
telephone 178-9
Map
spider 117
tactile 116
Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (see
Standards)
Massachusetts Commission for the Blind
16, 83, 108
Massachusetts Commission for the Deaf and Hard
of Hearing 16
Massachusetts Department of Public Works 40
Mat 101
MBTA accessibility requirements (see Standards)
MCDillI 16
Mirror 148
Mobility impairment
description of 9
functional limitations 10- 1
Monitor 129
Noise Operated Automatic Level Adjustment
(NOALA) 120
Non-compliance penalties 15
Non-slip surface
floor 57,101,102,107,108- 9
platform 107, 108
ramp 73
stairs 76
Nosing 76
Obstructions 37, 109
Office of Handicapped Affairs 16
Office of Transportation Access 158
Offset hinge 96
Orange Line (see Heavy rail )
Overhead signage 37
Index 221

Overpass 170, 172-3
pros and cons 170
P.A. system 120, 129
Paper dispen ser, toilet 142
Paper towel dispenser 147
Parking 23, 25-30
access ais le 26, 3 1
cash box 30, 158
cross slope 27
curbs vs. bollards 32
curbside 29
designated route 27
fee collection box 30, 158
garage 26, 28, 29
lot 25
maintenance 177
signage 27,29, 158
slope 27
spaces 25---{)
stTucture 26. 28, 29
van 26,28
Passenge r assistance area 94
Passenger loading zone 23, 31 - 2
Pathway
cross slope 35
protmding objects 37
slope 34
surface 35
width 34
Pavers, brick and concrete 101
Pedestrian ai sle 160
Pedestrian approach to station 22
Pena lties , non-compl iance IS
Perforated plate 83
Pi ctograp h 64,1 19, 126
Pi pc prot ec tion 146
Pi vot door SO, 96
Platform lOS- II
access 162-4
amenities 164
benches lOS , III , 164, 169
bridge plate 165
ca nopy 48, 166
commUler rail 16 1- 9
circulati on space lOS
clear width 105
Index 222

column s 105
constmction 18 1
cross slope 108
edge 108- 9 , 163, 179
full -length raised 156, 162- 3
lift 47, 70, 166
materials 107
obstmction s and protruding objec ts 109
platfoml/car interface 110
schematic design 105-6
schematic design summary 106
signage 110, 11 9
slope 107- 8
sta tion ID 119
structural elements 106
surface 107, 108
tactile edge treatment 108- 9, 163, 179
train stopping point 106
vertical lift 47, 70, 166
visual edge treatment 108, 163, 179
width 105
Platfonnlcar interface 110
Police call box 94,99, 127,167
Power-operated door (see Automatic door)
Primary entrance 45
Private toilet room 149
Protruding objects 37, 109
Providence line 170, 172
Public address system 120, 129
Publ ic toilet room (see Toilet room)
Push-button telephone 126
Push plate 99
Rail (see Handfai 1)
Ra iling 167
Raised platform, full-l ength 156, 162- 3
Raised print (see Tactile signage)
Ramp 71 -4, 166, 173
edge protection 74
handrail (see also HandTail) 73--4
landing 72
length 72
location 7 1
roof 34,47 ,73, 166, 173
slope 7 1
surface 73
used with stairs 166
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width 72
Reach, forward and overhead '63
Reader board 120, 129
Recessed drinking fo untain 12 1
Red Line (see Heavy rail)
Redu ndancy 8-9
Regula tions (see Standards)
Rehabilitation Act 12, 13
Reopening device, elevator door 83
Repairs (see MaintRining access)
Rest room (see Toilet room)
Revo lving door 51
The RIDE 23, 3 1, 45
Riser, open 76
Roof (see Shelter)
Safety railing (see Railing)
Sawhorse 18 1
Schematic design summary
entrance 46
fare collection S6
horizontal circu lation 91
platfom1 106
si te 24
vertical ci rcul ation 70
Seasonal maintenance ISO
Seat, toilet 143
Seating 57,93, Ill , 164, 169
Sect ion 504, Rehabilitation Act 12, 13
Self-service vendor 130
Shel ter 16S- 9
Sidewalk 26,27
"s horeline" 38
Signage 115--9
access ible route 33,37,93
clear space lI 6
contrast I IS
e ntrance 48, 11 7
escalator 118
glare 115
lighti ng 11 5
rnaintenance ISO
overhead 37
parki ng 27, 29, 158
passenger assistance area 94
placemen t 93, 117, 11 8
platfonn 110, 119

spider map 117
stairs 118
station ID 119
tactile (see Tactile sign age)
telephone 126
toilet room l iS
Sink 145--7
built-in 145
clearance 145
faucet 145, 146
knee space 145
mounting height 145
pipe protection 146-7
soap dispenser 147
type 145
Site 21-41
accessible route (see also Accessible route)
22,33-7
headhouse 21 - 2
schematic design 21-4
schematic design summary 24
sloping 22, 94
Slide bar 138
Sliding door 51
Slope
accessible route 92
beveled 99,101,168,177,178
parking 27
platform 107
ramp 71
Sloping site 22,94
Soap dispenser 147
Spaces, accessible parking 25- 7
Speak-thm 59
Speechreading 58, 59
Spider map 117
Spout, drinkin g fountain 124
Stairs 7 5- 9, 166, 179
covering 166
freestanding 75
handrail (see also Handrail) 77- 9
landing 78
maintenance 179
nosing 76
riser 76
signage l18
Index 223

step edges 77
surface 76
switchback 78
tread 76
used with ramps 166
Stall, toilet (see Toilet stall)
Standards
federal code (UFAS) 2,3, 12, 13
MBTA requirements 2
new regulations 160,205-9
sta te code (MAAB) 2,12, 14
State access code (see Standards)
State agencies 16
State laws and regulations (see Standards)
State variance 15-6
Station elements (see Interior station elements)
Station house 174
Station ID 119
Station layout, commuter rail 157
Step edges 77
Stracnet 161
StTIlctural column 105
Snucture, parking 26,28,29
Surface
curb cut 41,171
floor (see also Floor surface) 101- 2,179
jointed 35
non-slip 57, 73,76,101,102,107,108- 9
pathway 35
platform 107,108
ramp 73
soft 35
textured 32,39,41,77
track crossing 171
uncven 35
Sustaining access (see Maintaining access)
Swinging bar 138
Switchback
ramp 72
stairs 78
Sw ivel chair 61
Tactile signage
braille 116
height 48, 116
lettering 83, 116
map 116
Index 224

uses 48, 64, 83, lIS, 118, 127
Tactile warning (see Surface)
Tank toilet 140, 142-3
TDD 125-6,127,179,181
Technical assistance 16
Telecommunication Device for the Deaf
125-{), 127, 179, 181
Telephone 125-{), 167, 178- 9
amplification 126
books 179
clear space 126
cord length 126, 179
elevator 82, 178
features 126, 179
height 126, 179
inductive coil 126, 179
knee space 125
maintenance 17 8
push-button 126
signage 126
volume control 126, 179
wall-mounted 125
Teletypewriter (see TDD)
Temporary handicap 1,9
Textured surface 32,39,41,77
Threshold 99, 178, 179
Ticket booth (see Booth, fare collection)
Ticket/token/change machine 63-4
Toilet 142- 3
tloor-mounted 142
flush control 143, 145
flush-valve 140, 142-3
paper dispenser 142
recessed base 142
seat height 143
tank 140, 142-3
type 142-143
wall-mounted 142
Toilet room 133-49
coat hook 139
dispensers 142, 147
entry door 100, 133- 4
grab bar 136, 137, 140-1
maneuvering space 135
mirror 148
paper dispenser 142

•

private 149
signage 118
sink (see a lso Sink) 145- 7
stall (see also Toilet stall) 142-3
stall door 137, 138- 9
toilet (see also Toilet) 142-3
unisex 149
urinal 144--5
vestibule 133-4
wall reinforcement 141
Toilet stall 136-41
dimen sions 136-7
door 137, 138- 9
grab bar 136, 137, 140- 1
hardware 138- 9
with sink 139
Track crossing 170- 3
at-grade 170- 2
method s, pros and cons 170
overpass 170, 172- 3
underpass 170, 173
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106

Tread 46
Trees 37

n'Y (see TDD)

ED

TUl11stile 62
U F AS (see Standards)
Uncurbed intersection 39
Undcrpass 170, 173
pros and cons 170
Un iform Federal Accessibility Standards (see
Sta ndards)
Unisex toilet room 149
Unit flooring 101,107
Urban Mass Transportation Act 12
Urina l 144- 5
Ut ility nwer 36
Van parki ng 26, 28
Variance 14--6,46,49
appeal of variance denial
fcde.ral 14
state 15-6
Vend ing machine 130
ticket/token/c hange 63-4Vendor 130

Vertical circulation 67- 87
elevator (see also Elevator) 68-9,80-7
escalator 75, 178
inclined elevator 69
lift 47,70, 166
ramp (see also Ramp) 67-8, 71-4
schematic design 67- 70
schematic design summary 70
stairs (see also Stairs) 67- 8,75-9
Vertical platfomllift 47,70, 166
Vestibule 49,101 , 133-4
Video monitor 129
Visual alarm 128
Visual display 129
Visual impairment
description 8
functional limitations 10- 1
Visual platform treatment 108, 163, 179
Volume control, telephone 126, 179
Walkway (see Pathway)
Wall reinforcement 141
Warning signal (see Alann)
Waste receptacle 147
Water fountain (see Drinking fountain)
Wayfinding (see Si gnage)
Weather 48
Wheelchair
dimensions 58, 60
manual 9, 107, 108
motorized 9
reach 63
turning space 58, 60, 64, 164
Wing-walls 109
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